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In external city environment areas there Is a poor understanding and often no 
conscious use of colour. 
The experts thatworkwith colour, In terms of the built environment either as project- 
makers, or as managers (decision-makers), are poorly prepared to deal with it. 
As an answer they minimise the problem of colour In architecture, especially In 
exteriors, simply by omission; or, they Introduce colour mostly without criteria - In 
some projects colour plays only a cosmetic role - supposedly aesthetical. 
Most PrOject-makers do not consider colour as an Integral part of the global 
design process. 
Colourtheoryand teaching courses have been considered supplemental to the 
mainstream of architectural education; for most part of the students of architecture 
or landscaping architecture, colour remains a matter of Individual taste. 
People In general are very conscious of colour and texlure In the built environment 
and they really like variations (as some studies done In Sweden (KOller 198 1; 
Mahnke 1993) have already showed). T'hey are negative and critical of austere, 
coloudess environments in our cities; also colour has psycho- therapeutic effects 
that can be utilised to meet the physiological needs of people living In crowded 
environments. 
Colour is one of the basic components of the environment which influences life quality 
and it can be approached from different perspectives and different disciplines. 
This research addresses the Issue of colour in the architacbire of the built environment 
analyshg the behaviour of the un#yM! ch results from the straight relabonship betAcen 
colourand space (as quantity of colour): the ColourlSpace Unity. The Investigation 
shows not only the existence of this unity, but also that It Is a unity of visual 
communication. 
In terms of allocating the findings and Interpretations through a review of the 
relevant theory, the author uses a survey methodology- a full test response 
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questionnaire to a wide range of members of society (to test theory) and semi- 
structured Interviews wth a panel of experts (as a feasibility test of the questionnaire 
design and contents). The questionnaire findings are used to test the theoretical 
position through further comments from the expert panel. 
The research presents as results, not only the existence and Importance of the 
colourlspace unity, as a visual communicational one, such as the levels of 
articulation of the messages in the built environment or Me contrast In the relationship 
between qualification and quantification In colour/space language; but It 
demonstrates the major Importance of the colour/space unity In the architectural 





This chapter describes the background support, the aims and objectives of this 
research, emphasising the importance of colourin the built environment planning, 
as well as it enounces the thesis layout and the thesis guide. 
This is a study of the perceptive - communicative relationship between Colourin 
the architecture of the city and Space, as an area of colour, Mich defines an unity: 
the colourlspace unity. 
This unity intervenes in the visual methodological programming of the environment. 
1.2 Background 
"Colour, orthe conceptof colour, can be approached from different perspectives 
and different disciplines, such asthe natural sciences, colourtheory, technology, 
philosophy, biology, medicine, psychology, architecture and art" (Levin 1995). 
In the twentieth century, interest in colour in architecture in Europe has been 
expressed in several ways (Lenclos 1995). Two periods can be distinguished, 
charaGterised by different perceptions of the issue. First, between the 1920's and 
the outbreak of the Second World war, architects themselves tackled the question 
of colour, either by adopting some sort of polychrome, or, on the contrary, by 
excluding it from the design of their buildings. In the second period, in the 1950's, 
newforms of coloration emerged, this time at the initiative of certain artist-painters. 
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One movementthat had a great impactwasthat of the Bauhaus, a revolutionary 
and functionally sound school founded in 1919byWafterGropius. The Bauhaus 
established new modes of building design and construction, but with a definite 
lack of colour and ornamentation. Gropius became the leading advocate of a 
puristand functionalist approach to architecture. White, clear, and brightmeant 
freedom and space. It seems odd that principles of colour and colour psychology 
were introduced into the teaching program atthe Bauhaus. In the fine arts, such 
Bauhaus painters as Paul Klee, Josef Albers, and Johannes Itten produced some 
excellentwork in colour. Yet no allowance was made for it in architecture. 
Le Corbusier used colour in architecture with less regard to natural environmental 
conditions. He had a great fondness for colour and believed it can create a feel- 
ing of space. His compositions were based on sound geometry, in a Berlin apart- 
ment project for example, he used red, yellow, green and blue, in a waythat com- 
plemented the geometric architectural composition of the building (Mahnke 1993). 
In her work, Galen Minah (1984) refers thatthe Dutch DeSbjlmovementwas an 
important accomplishment in the use of colour as a tool in theoretical approaches 
to architectural form. The best known members of this movementwere the artists 
Piet Mondrian and Theo van Doesburg, who became the prime spokesman for 
the movement and Gerrit Rietveld, an architectwho produced some of the only 
built objects of this period. Do StijI was a dramatic development in the use of 
colouras both an integral partof the design process and as a tool forthe creation 
ofanewspatialexperience. No other movement had employed colour as a con- 
ceptually spatial idea to this extend and none had recognised and used in prac- 
tice the destructuring capacity of colour. 
Other movements employing colour as a basis for the conceptual design were 




The Expressionists were artists and architects who saw their creative role as a 
calling to save society through their inspired artistic achievements. For the Ex- 
pressionists colourwas powerfully emotive and highly individual and subjective, 
as seen in the architecture of Hans Poelzig and Hans Scharoun (Pehnt 1973). 
A dramatic influence on architectural colour came in the 1970s when artists be- 
gan to use buildings as'canvases.. In the early 1980s, a survey was conducted at 
Oxford Brookes University, c6m. 0aring'Tesponses of both lay people and arch! - 
tects to powerfully, coi66 red 6q'iI'di'ngi(P6rter 1996). This found a remarkable 
enthU *-a"s""m", "a", m""oý"'", ro S, 
, 
j, th6 public for a more'richly coloured builtenvi nmentmuch 
more than the'd ftects. r 
Man r _. m. In ugo. the eye globe (sensations) and through rp 
the brain (thought and feelings). The nervous system operates in such a way that 
the perception being determined by the integrated configuration of activities of a 
great part of the brain, and not exclusively by that sector that initially, receives the 
messages of the first receiver. In the perception process there exists, therefore, 
an integrated acUvfty of the nervous system. 
Besides that to see, to think and to feel are directly connected with each man's 
cultural background. 
Concerning the natural order of the chromatic sensation, its importantto define 
the sense of colour. 
The chromatic sensations, logically, and in physiological terms they adaptthem- 
selves atthe different dimensions. 
Therefore, the sense of co/ourisn't only restricted to what is coloured, it not only 
means what possesses sources derived from the spectral positions, but covers 
all the perceptive capacity of the other dimensions. So, in the sense of colour, the 
values of the light intensity, or brightness, are also considered, along Wth hue, 
intensity values, and saturation (chroma) (Fig 1.1). 
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The visually significant result of the physical-physiological-psychologicaI relation- 
ships form the most elementary components through which colour becomes or- 
ganised under the form of visual language (Monz6glio 1978). 
The relationship of those components co-ordinates colour in sensibility levels which 
differ in quantitative and qualitative contents of hue, value and chroma (Munsell 
1976): 
* Hue - attributes colour meaning of its position in the spectrum, defined by its 
wave length; is the quality or characteristic by which one colour is distinguished 
from another. 
0 Value - attributes value meaning of brightness; it's called lightness and it's the 
qualitythat differentiates a dark colour from a light one. 
e Chroma - attributes intensity meaning or purity of colour; it's also called 
saturation. 
Those three physical attributes allow to attribute to colour, as a sensitive element, 
not only precise and own definitions in qualitative and quantitative characters, 
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Fig 1.1 The same street view in Seattle, with different light 
incidence (Minah 1996) 
Introduction 
but also in brightness (value), hue and chroma (Albers 1963; Casson 1992). 
As Faber Birren (1961 a) has demonstrated the maximum favourable colour ef- 
fects; depend within reason on variety and contrast (Fig 1.2). 
Fig 1.2 The coloured phantom of the buildings of Venice (Lancaster 1996) 
In 1981 the researcher Dr. Richard Koller made an important study clued to his 
scientific way about the physiological and psychological effects of light and 
colour, as haveotherswho have approachedthe subjectfrom thesame pointof 
view (Berlin et al 1969; Gerstner 1986; Hardin 1986; Mahnke et al 1993; Ruling 
1990; Simpson 1991). 
Colour, which is created by light, is therefore a form of energy, and this energy 
affects the function of the bodyjust as it influences mind and emotions (psycho- 
physiological effects). 
Today, people knowthat colour affects cortical activation (brain waves), functions 
of the autonomic nervous system (which regulates the body's internal environment), 
and hormonal activity, and that colour arouses definite emotional and 
aesthetic associations (Moruzzi et al 1949; Goldstein 1942; Ali 1972; Gerard 
1957; Jacobs et al 1974; Berlyne et al 1965). 
As Richard KOller (198 1) refers: "Stress symptoms (such as changes in the rate of 
breathing, pulse rate, blood pressure, muscle tension, psychiatric reactions of 
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varying types, increased susceptibility to infection, coronary disease, ulcers) are 
typical effects on those persons who have been subjected to overstimulation". 
Colour has also been used therapeutically in treating emotionally and mentally ill 
patients. For instance manic and aggressive patients need cool colours to calm 
them down, while depressive and suicidal patients need warm and exciting col- 
ours to compensate for the melancholic inner state. 
"All visually impaired students need environments that are at least restrictive. For 
visually impaired students with multiple disabilities, the use of colour and contrast 
can enhance their learning environment" (Gellhaus 1993). 
Colour not only produces mood associations, subjective and objective impres- 
sions, but also influences our estimations of volume (Fig 1.3), weight, time, tem- 
perature and noise. 
Fig 1.3 The pale blue on the wall at the end of the street in the fishing 
village of Gudjheim serves to exaggerate the distance 
(Lancaster 1996) 
Many of the studies undertaken up to today are related with the control of the 
colour effects in the interior spaces (Fig 1.4) (Mcghinchery 1994): 
0 Hue effect, impressions and associations, and character of each colour; 
its location (top, sides, bottom); 
Centrifugal/centripetal action and complexity of colours; 
Perception of volume, weight and size; 
Time estimation (under the influence of a certain colour); 
Perception of temperature of noise and sound 
Associations of odour and taste 
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Fig 1.4 Colour collage of hospital patient room, cool colours, 
using Glidden notation: 1 Walls: 72-58; 2 Endwall: 75-57, 
3 Ceiling: 70-26: 4 Floor: 72-15; 5 Bedspread: 72-14: 
6 Upholstery: 76-06; 7 Upholstery ý 72-14 (Mahnke 1993) 
Cultural heritage also influences the effects of colour. Each culture has its own 
colour and pattern traditions (Fig 1.5) and, of course, there are economics, geo- 
graphical (Fig 1.6) and religious factors, as well as fluctuations of taste (Fig 1.7) 
and educational levels (Macguire 1994; Sivik 1969). 
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Fig 1.6 the blue and green shuttered 
windows watch like bright eyes in the 
Mediterranean painters' town in the 
Roussillon region, eastern Pyrenees 
(Lancaster 1996) 
Fig 1.7 Investigation on colour patterns 
(tradition, culture and taste) in Ireland 
(Lenclos 1995) 
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Fig 1.5 Colour and pattern traditions are important 
in inhabitants personalisation. 
Colour is identity (Lenclos 1995) 
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However, there are generic values valid for all men, as Edward Hall (1966) alleges, 
which allows us to elaborate selection criteria for certain chromatic messages. 
There are, for example, standard colours, in fashion cycles, whose permanency is 
not related neither with duration nor with sector (Fig 1.8). 
Fig 1.8 The use of a colour scheme in Berlin: 
standard colours not related with a specific 
sector or city (Lancaster 1996) 
As Marshall Mcluhan (1969) said, due to the radical revolution in the cultural field 
caused by the development of information systems by electronic computation, 
one can talk about an international culture, and in our particular case, an interna- 
tional colour culture. There are specific colours broadly used in many parts of the 
world. It's possible to create a colourdirectory which represents the range of col- 
ours used by a great number of societies. 
With the intense circulation of the different media, it has become very difficult to 
consider a culture or a market in isolation; people are losing the boundaries which 
characterise different ethnic, religious or national groups. They are under continu- 
ous change, even the traditional and symbolic values that cultural minorities attrib- 
uted to certain existing phenomenons in the colour culture. 
When people think about space in its characterisation of visual perception, a cer- 
tain relationship between man and the environment is created which is defined 
as visual space. This is the space this research is going to deal with. 
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According to James J. Gibson (1950), the visual space perception is based in 
the fulfilment of physio-psychophysiologic functions, which determine conditions 
Oto be able to seem. 
In terms of colourlspace, the type of communication is the visual one, because it 
relates itself to the specific perceptive channels for the vision chromatic sensa- 
tions. Space, characteristically defining colour, belongs to the visual communi- 
cative structure. 
According to Colin Cherry (1957), "Sign is the physic concreteness of a mes- 
sage". The physical stimuli of the perceptive structure are the signs of the issue 
in the communicadve structure. 
In the language, which interrelates colour and space, one considers signs the 
perception basic stimulus: spacelhue, spacelvalue and spacelchroma, connected 
wfth spacelconfiguration (Monzdglio 1979). 
The anthropologist Edward Hall (1966) created the term proxemics (and also the 
science), that means the study of man's utilisation of the space, as a specialised 
elaboration of the culture, i. e. in Mich way and how man enjoys and uses, appro- 
priates and interacts with the space. 
Proxemics is a very significant step in the knowledge of the Man/Environment 
relationship, when itaffirms that different cultural systems create Odifferent worlds 
of sensations' for the people that use them. 
Many researchers have been searching for values to be introduced in the urban 
environment, with the objective of increasing quality of life. Among them we find 
Gordon Cullen (1961) and Kevin Lynch (1974), whose concepts and methods are 
of great value in the incursions of proxemics character. 
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Colour is one of the environment's basic structures, which directly influences the 
q ua I ity of I ife. 
"Colour is one of the most important aspects of the city life: it is one of the main 
factors in our description of a city's decorative effect. To be fully effective for city 
decoration requires some strategic policy which sets a colour agenda for the city 
and its main elements, districts, paths nodes, edges and landmarks. The city 
image from the point of view of colour is often formed over a long history and also 
strongly affected by its environmental setting. Determination of colour image re- 
quires a sensitive response from the urban designer. A response which should 
be based on a thorough survey of colour in the local environment (Fig 1.9). For 
the remainder of the city, colour can be used to highlight important buildings and 
landmarks (Fig 1.10), colour code important paths and give individuality within 
the overall pattern for important squares and meeting places" (Porter 1996). 
III,.. a 













Fig 1.9 Survey of colours in France done by J. P. Lenclos 
in the local environment (Lenclos 1979) 
10 
Fig 1.10 Colour used to highlight and accent the 
indhAduality of a building in Mortlake U. K. 
(Lancaster 1996)) 
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"The colourof one city is a necessary function of its light, as physically all colours, 
and it becomes a symbol (Fig 1.11). There are reasons of mental and cultural 
expression, as well as geographic one: cities of the north are darker; cities of the 
south are much more clear'(Franga 1993). 
ý ý- 
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Fig 1.11 The colours of Lisbon seen by Francis Smith: 
the light of Lisbon which is a symbol and 
characterises the city (Franga 1993) 
Human beings receive 80 percent of their information from the environment. 
The perception of colour in the environment always carries visual, associative, 
synaesthetic, symbolic, emotional and physiological effects with it. 
Mahnke (1990) assumed that six basic interrelated factors influence the "Colour 
Experience" and he used a pyramid to illustrate this (Fig 1.12): 
Personal' 
Relationship 
Influence of Trends, 
Fashion, StvIes 
Cultural Influences and Mannerisms 
Conscious SVffibofism- Associations 
Collective Lftonscious 
Biological Reactions to a Color Stimulus 
Fig 1.12 The Colour Experience Pyramid (Mahnke 1990) 
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People in general are very conscious of colourand texture in the built environment 
and they do like variations. Studies (Kawamoto 1993; Sivik 1974) point out that 
the presence of colour on exteriors gives rise to positive evaluations, while the 
absence of colour Is generally considered negative. There are even many re- 
searchers that have arrived atthe conclusion thatcolourless environments germiý 
nate or contribute to some of our social ills. 
People are negative and critical , 6f austere, colourless environments in our cites; 
also, colour has psychotherapeutic effects that can 
ýe 
utilised to meet the physi- 
ological needs of people living In unresponsive, crowded environments. 
For manyyýcjrs Sweden has taken an active interest in the study of people's 
reactions toward ýknd evaluations of exterior environmental colour. The Depart- 
ment of Psychology of the University of G6teborg conducted a series of investiga- 
tions, and overall results show that the majority of people are critical of a lack of 
colour and positive about happier colours (Fig 1.13). In one of these investiga- 
tions, 600 people were interviewed in tvm different housing areas: one with grey 
buildings and the other with strongly coloured buildings. Those living in the grey 
area described their homes as concret6 boxes, bunkers, and the like, while al- 
most all of those living in the coloured area were happy to have colour in their 
environment (Mahnke 1993). 
It took barely 50 years for concrete - the material hailed as a liberator of architec- 
ture - to sink so low in public esteem as to appear most often within the unsavoury 
Homeric epithet concretejungle. it also has the added disadvantage of social 
stigma. For example, England sophisticated building plans, associated with so- 
phisticated use of concrete, are occupied by those at the margins of society. 
Concrete, lacking the glitter and shine of glass and metal, is generally character- 
ised as grey, damp-stained and irredeemably unsexy, symbolic of the statist as- 
pects of the welfare state (McKean 1996). 
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Sweden (Sivik, KOller) showed that the dimensions of hue, i. e., the greenness, 
redness, or yellowness of colour, was much less important in environment colour 
than chromaticness or blackness for certain areas. For example, all dark colours 
were seen as being more masculine, more unusual and heavierthan lightcolours 
and that former tend to reduce space and define it less clearly when judged in 
comparison with their tinted counterparts. Lighter colours, on the other hand, were 
judged as being more friendly, more cultured and more pleasant, and also rated 
as appearing more beautiful than the darker colours (Lancaster, 1996a). 
Light and colour are inseparable and in the design of the man-made environ- 
ment (Fig 1.14), equal attention must be devoted to their psychological, physi- 
ological (Schuschke et al 1993), visual, aesthetical and technical (Gellhaus et al 
1993) aspects. 
Fig 1.14 The colour scheme used in the historical centre of 
Valencia (Spain) reflects the straight relationship between 
light and colour in the design of man-made environment 
(Garcia et al 1996) 
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Fig 1.13 The happy and vernacular environmental 
colours used in Burano - Italy 
(Lancaster 1996) 
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In the architectural project, the architect must always deal with the public's needs 
and preferences, as well as his own aesthetic aspirations. Colour becomes part 
of a conceptual understanding or architectural form in the design process. 
In their coloration, individual buildings may appear pleasant or oppressive, well 
proportioned or distorted, stimulating or monotonous (as may be the case with 
achromatics). Buildings that exhibitthe same or similar design can be given indi- 
viduality through colour detailing (Fig 1.15). 
A great part of the understood colours (i. e. Colours thatthe eye can easily iden- 
tify), when one visually explores the urban environment, is connected with the su- 
perficial treatment or quality of the objects (texture). 
Al 
iL Ab A 
Fig 1.15 The use of colour gave the individuality to these buildings 
in Gloucester Road-London (Lenclos 1995) 
The revetments of the buildings have characteristics of their textures, such as: 
transparency, opacity, colour, brightness, smoothness, etc. (Fig 1.16 and 1.17). 
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These characteristics determine if the light will be reflected, transmitted, refracted, 
absorbed or if it will suffer a selected combination of those effects (i. e. glass acts 
as a filter, absorbing certain colours). 
I 
Fig 1.16 Different textures vAth specific characteristics Fig 1.17 The use of tiles in the revetment of buildings in 
used on the revetment of a building in Rouen Lisbon: the light is reflected (Lenclos 1995) 
France (Lenclos 1995) 
Paints have a leading role in bringing colour into the public space, as do other 
materials such as ceramics, plastics, rubbers, metals, glasses, cements, con- 
crete, asphalt and textiles. The great exception is represented by the natural ele- 
ments: stone, wood, water, atmosphere, clouds and "greens". 
In external city environment areas there isn't a conscious use of colour. Many ar- 
chitects are introducing colour into the environment but, unfortunately, mostly with- 
out criteria (in some projects colour plays only a cosmetic role - aesthetically). 
There are, however, good examples of colour application (Lenclos 1979), but they 
are still the exception rather than the rule (Fig 1.18,11.19 and 1.20). 
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Fig 1.18 Housing complex with stores on ground 
level, Geneva, Switzerland (Mahnke 1996) 
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The choice of colours has almost always been a random process, based on per- 
sonal preferences or on superficial functionalist considerations. Professionals con- 
nected with that choice need to have a consciousness about the importance of 
colour, with an expressive identity, in the determination of the product quality. 
"The fact that many architects seem reluctant to use colour fascinates me. I be- 
lieve this is something to do with their education and is best illustrated by two 
ways of viewing of the Parthenon in Greece. The first is an architectural percep- 
tion that sees this temple as a monochromatic essay in proportional excellence. 
The second perception sees it as it actually appeared on its opening day in 447BC. 
Then, it was completely covered in paint and gilding. Both interpretations - the 
architectural and the Ancient Greek, concern concepts of purity. The coloured 
version involves purity because this is the very meaning of the work Parthenon" 
(Porter 1996). 
The experts that work with co/ourand space (as an area of colour), in terms of the city, 
either as project -makers, or as managers, aren't usuallywell prepared to deal with it. 
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Fig 1.19 Housing complex, Carouge, Switzerland 
(Mahnke 1996) 
Fig 1.20 Row housing complex in Obergosgen, Switzerland (Mahnke 1996) 
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As an answer, they minimise the problem of colour in architecture, especially in 
exteriors, simply by omission. 
Patient experimental attempts and meticulous research by a few forerunners gave 
rise to a new profession viewing architecture, that of the colour consultant, work- 
ing especially with colour manufacturers (Prieto 1995). The importance of colour 
within the project of architecture is growing every day. 
"When architects pick colours, they usually cling cautiously to whites, greys, and 
muted tones. But over the last 15 years, as interest in polychromy has resurged, 
more practitioners have ventured into the realm of brighter and more saturated 
tones. And as they have, a new specialty has emerged - the colour consultant. 
Many of those consultants are members of the Color Association of the United 
States (CAUS). Although most architects and all colour consultants stress the 
importance of considering colour early in the design process, few colourists are 
brought into the project at the schematic design stage" (Solomon 1992). 
A very responsible and pragmatic work has been developed by CAUS - Colour 
Association of the United States, as well as IACC - International Association of 
Colour Consultants (Salzburg Austria) (Fig 1.21). 
Fig 1.21 Colour proposal for Ganahl-Objeckt, Feldkirch, Austria, 
by colour designer Edda Mally -IACC Colour Consultant 
(Mahnke 1996) 
"In the twentieth century, interest in colour in architecture in Europe has been ex- 
pressed in several ways. A historical overview, marked by certain events in the 
2011 century architectural movement, illuminates in this discussion the origins and 
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the need for the new profession. Ina more detailed way, the working methods and 
some realisations of the principal French colour consultants are addressed -a 
presentation that is intended to interest researchers or professionals by providing 
specific information that despite its importance, seems to be lacking in special- 
ised publications"(Prieto 1995). 
Building upon this theoretical support one can establish the relationshipbetNeen 
the three attributes and space, in such a way as to define the colourlspace unity 
and to study the colourlspace unity behaviour in the perceptive reality of the chro- 
matic attributes (visual communication). 
The environmentis permanently being visually destroyed and appended, reducing, 
very often, the urban spaces into unbalanced places in terms of colour and, there- 
fore, very unpleasant 
The principle of unity and comple)dty balance is perhaps one of the major difficul- 
ties that the researcher may encounter, and at the same time its one of great 
importance (Crewdson et al 1953). 
Maybe for the first time in History people possess the necessary elements to 
achieve the production of a pleasant environmental atmosphere for all. This 
atmosphere should not exist only here and there, as in small holidays controlled 
environments, butshould be accomplished all overthe citywhere people live our 
daily life. The self-realisation of the aesthetic and cognitive needs depends on a 
correct and perfect identification of Man with the environmental systems of 
objects, in a communicational process. 
1.3 Alms of the Study 
Colourtheory and teaching has been considered supplementaryto the mainstream 
of architectural education. Forthe majorfty of the students, colour remains a matler 
of individual taste (Janssens & Mikellides 1998). 
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Some architects are still reluctantto consider colour as an integral part of the total 
design process. It is also true that most architects do not have the luxury or the 
freedom to design as they truly wish to do. Those much-publicised projects that 
serve as outstanding examples of the rebirth of colour usually are the work of 
internationally known architects of considerable professional reputation. 
The average architect often mustcompromise to satisfythe demands of his client 
Developers of office buildings, mass housing, shopping centres, and the like, of- 
ten are concerned with public reacUon and therefore the saleabilityof their projects. 
This leads to preconceived notions of public taste without a real understanding of 
people's desires and needs. Often local government officials also hold cautious 
views. 
External colour not only is important in the psychological realm (achromatic ver- 
sus chromatic), but also is an important element in the form of an architectonic 
ensemble (Mahnke 1993). 
The primary aim of this research is to bring colour into a conceptual framework, 
where its relevance is part of the design process and, consequently, of built envi- 
ronment management. 
To arrive there, the author will firstly prove that 
There is an interrelation between Colour and Space (as an area of Col- 
our), which defines a unity: the ColourlSpace unity; 
Colourlspace unity is a unity of visual communication, and so Wth strong 
implications in our built environment. 
1.4 The Objectives of the Research 
The objectives of this study are summarised as follows: 
e To examine and analyse the extension of the concept of the message planning 
in the environmental relationship between colourand space, as elements of struc- 
tural order, which define a unity: the colourlspace unihl. 
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* To model colourlspace unity as a unity of visual communication, giving col- 
ourlspace system an organisabonal sign. 
9 To observe the colourlspace unity behaviour Wthin the commu nicabve sys- 
tem. 
* To show the major importance of the colourlspace unity in the project of archi- 
tecture, on exteriors and in courses of architecture and urban planning. 
* To develop a framework for the integration of colour in the project making 
process. 




The a pproadh adopted by this study, to identify the colour/space unity as a visual 
communicat6n'al one and prove its importance in the process of the project of 
architecture, and therefore in the colour managementwithin the built environment 
is to channel down related colour and space information, in order to prove the 
existence and importance of the colour/space unity. 
So, this study used structured methods of analysis: integrated the relevant litera- 
ture review on the subject and the author's personal experience, with a survey 
methodology (questionnaires and semi-structured interviews). 
The overall approach is represented in the chart of the research process (Figl. 22). 
1.6 Scope 
Many studies have already been done on colour issue, but most of them are re- 
lated with psychological or physiological influence of colour in human behaviour, 
or have addressed colour in architecture interiors. 
Anyhow, there is a lack of information about colour, which conducts to the actual 
state of things: 
- or people prefer notto use colour in architecture, which is impossi- 
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. or the technicians who work vvith colour use it in its cosmedc role, 
with no scientific approach to colour use or effect, and having no notion that colour 
is an essential element in the process of the project of architecture; 
. or people who have to manage colour planning, they do it 
by feet- 
ing, without any knowledge in the subject area, or without the help of a colour 
adviser. 
The only controlled situation still remains in the urban recuperation planning field, 
where fortunately and in most of the cases, the involved professionals implement 
a colour search which conducts to a defensible colour planning proposal. 
This study has resulted in the development of a focused research into the effects 
and management of colour in the built environment, referring the existence and 
importance of a colour/space unity, Mich is a unity of visual communication, with 
strict implications in the project of architecture. 
1.7 Guide to Thesis 
The main purpose of this sub-section is to assist the reader by describing, at this 
early stage, the manner in which this thesis is ordered by concisely noting the 
structure of the thesis and the content of each chapter. 
So, the structure of the thesis is briefly presented here. Consistent with the re- 
search tasks and objectives, the layout of the thesis is as shown in figure 1.23. 
The thesis starts with the background discussion and definition of the problem. 








The pragmatic approach to the study of colour is introduced in this chapter. The 
origins of the term colourand the spatial value of colour. Colour is also seen as an 
element of the light structure. The study covers the different bi and tri-dimensional 
colour models, as well as the colour systems. Colour is addressed as an element 
of the visual space. The research goes through the physical, psycho and physi- 
ological characteristics of colour, and its relationship Wth the chromatic sensa- 
tons. The study ends Wth the phenomena of the chromatic contrast in the dfferent 
colour relations. 
Chapter 3 
This chapter addresses the space issue. The study firstly examines the elements 
for perceiving space, as well as the perception of the visual space through simple 
and complex senses. The conditions of picking up and selecting visual stimuli of 
spatial nature are also studied. The study continues through the visual boundaries 
of perception and threshold of spatial differentiation, the visual field and the con- 
struction of images and the organisation of the visual field in the structural relation- 
ship of figure-ground. Concerning the visual space and its perception, the study 
investigates the theories of perception, the opposition aspects and the contrast 
concept in perception of visual space. 
Chapter 4 
After the initial literature review on co/durand on space issues, in this chapter the 
author introduces the Hypothesis of the research undertaken bythis study. 
Chapter 5 
After statement of the research question, in chapter 5 the study designs the meth- 
odological approach to investigate the Hypothesis: 
.a continuation of the relevant literature review, plus the author's 
personal experience on the research field; and 




In this chapter, the investigation showsthe eAstence of a straight relationship be- 
tween colourand space, which forms the colourlspace unity. Italso proves that 
this unity can be designated and measured by the colour attributes: hue, value 
and chroma. 
Chapter 7 
After proving the existence of, colourlspace ,u, nity, in this chapter the research 
proves that thisunity is malrilk', "r wth. Olated' communication, transforming itin a 
unity of v1s&ýl,, 66MMunjd6tio[ 
C6 
ln'ch6ptdiý6.6', '. a'n, Oý"7ý": 00, ýoýeaý6h', ', inv6stjýted the first part of the Proposition, 
o-v in g th'e',, ', ', Oki Wh 66 ýbf' 66 r/s pc e-"unity,. and Ahat unity is a visual 
mmmunicationalone. 
In this chapter, the research investigates the colourlspace systems and the visual 
languages programming, as well as the colour planning. 
Chapter 9 
In this chapter the second partl- of the methodological investigation of the 
hypothesis is conducted: the survey. 
To testthe author's theory, a full test response via questionnaire is designed. As a 
feasibilitytest, and laterto revise theorywith the supportof the questionnaire findings, 
the research produces rounds of semi-structured interviews with a panel of 
experts. 
The results of the analysis of the data collected from the questionnaire survey, as 
well as from the interviews, are discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 10 
The thesis ends in this chapterwith the main conclusions on the research findings. 
Comments on the general quality of the research and how it affects the research 
findings are also made in chapter 10. The chapter ends with recommendations 





Since visual language is a basic element of architecture and of the urban design 
project, this research is focused upon fundamental components of the visual mes- 
sage. They are always present in every phase of its organisation, in every mo- 
ment of its happening, in every variety of its expression and its environmental 
behaviour, participating in all the visual communicative process in the permanent 
relationship between man and the environment. 
Based on the understanding that architecture is dealing with ordered spaces in 
accordance with their several functions, and that urban planning deals with multi- 
ple spaces co-ordinated in accordance with multiple functions and uses, the par- 
ticipant languages are therefore arranged, ordered and co-ordinated, by the de- 
signer, for perceptive-communicative sets of adequate relationships between func- 
tions and uses. 
The visual space is a member of those spaces which, for its constitutional nature, 
relates man and the environment by the light phenomena. 
Colour being a component element of the light structure, it is also, therefore, a 
component of the visual space structure. 
So, space and light languages are in a permanent dynamic relationship, which 
are as follows: 
* essential elements of the visual environmental organisation; 
9 fundamental participants of the architecture message and of the city 
"The relationship between light and design is inseparable. 
Light reveals form, space, texture and colour- all of wbich are fundamental archi- 
tectural considerations" (Steemers 1994). 
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'Colour may be defined as the whole of those sensations produced in the human 
brain as a result of the lightwaves that reach the eye retina" (Monzdglio 1978). 
Colour is notthe property of objects, spaces orsurfaces; its the sensation caused 
by certain qualities of light that the eye recognises and the brain interprets (com- 
munication). 
"Colour is a property and the language of formn (Mahnke 1993). 
"Colour is light made visible through interaction with surfaces of all kinds. It is the 
surfaces - whether they are opaque or translucent - that make colour visiblen 
(Lancaster 1996b). 
"Colour exists only in our brain and is the result of light of different wavelengths 
reflecting from surfaces to varying degrees, stimulating parts of the brain' (Mahnke 
1996). 
The importance of colour In the perception of space results from not only the fact 
of being a participant element of the visual unity in the formation of its first image, 
but also from being a participate element of its own central essential stimulus, 
once ittakes part in the structure of the lightphysic energy. 
"Form is the bodyof colour and colourthe soul of form" (Gerstner 1986). 
This chapter reviews the relevant literature and highlights the colour fundamen- 
tals, shoyAng colour as an element of the light structure and of the visual space. 
2.2 The spatial value of Colour 
The recognition of the spatial value of colour brings about the inevitability to ac- 
cept the significance value of the chromatic phenomena, Mich are consequence 
of the following : 
0 Colour- structure 
Colour - significance 
Colour - significant 
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The grammatical structure of colour comes from the fact that colour has by itseff, a 
mass, a weightand a character. 
Mass is the amplitude of the chromatic surface: it is quantitative, mechanical. 
Weight is the middle term between mass and character, it is the weight that gives 
shade to colour. 
Character is the qualitative term, of value, and it implicates intensity (Mamoli 1986). 
The term weight was adapted by the Brftlsh Standards Instftute (BS 5252) wfth 
greyness to describe more precisely the dherences between paint colours. While 
greynessexpresýes the practical difference in apparent grey content between 
one c6lo4and ,aInI other, weight is a modification of value, referring to lightness or 
darkness (G, 66g, 978). 
2.2.1 Colour Meaning: Gestaft Colour (Marcoli 1978) 
Each cultural pattern establishes a perceptive qualification, which reflects itself 
onto the chromatic nomenclature, in such a way that it seems possible to associ- 
ate the cultural development directly to the capacity to nominate the chromatic 
impressions. 
Colour is never static: it develops, it moves and changes itself according to the 
hours and the seasons, with changes in the colour of the light and in the composim 
tion of the air, with the cycle of night-day and with artificial light. Finally, it even 
becomes achromatic below certain limits of illumination. 
2.2.2 Colour Significant: Topological Colour (Marcoli 1978) 
The movements of colours characterise their continuous transformation. 
The movements of one colour to another form the chromatic scale and character- 
ise their topography. 
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The chromaticordination systems happen bythe topographic organisation of col- 
our and they search for the basis of the chromatic harmony They fulfil two objec- 
tives: the objective Identification of any colour and the colour harmony, which is a 
consequence of having identical essential values, as saturations or hues, origi- 
nating, therefore, the harmony lawfrom the chromatic topography 
2.2.3 Colour as Meaningful: Phenomenological Colour (Marcoli 1978) 
The phenomenological dimension of the chromatic phenomenon signs the sensi- 
five colour. 
In pracUce, the work of architecture is done with pigments and substances, which 
reflect- 6bsorbor refract wavelengths: the Colour, however, is fabricated by the 
ind.. 
Co/o&Hs the spirit of things, of shapes and acts; colour is "to seem", because it 
has a pre-conscious life, which is strongerthan the conscious life, provenientfrorn 
the observer's background". 
2.3 Colour, as an element of the light structure 
"... Colour is the visual form of light... " (Leck 1980) 
"Six differentareas were distinguished in the sun lightspectrum, corresponding to 
six different radiations, which produce, respectively, the sensations of: Red, 
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple" (Ovio 1927). 
This subdivision, accepted by Goethe and other scholars is therefore wilful. 
Newton, following a similarity with the sounds has distinguished in the same light 
seven areas, with seven different colours, which meant a subdivision of the blue 
area into two, which in reality in the sun lightspectrum, through the optic prism, is 
extended by a space which corresponds to the double of the other colours'space 
(Ovio 1927). 
Colour is a component of the light, i. e. it belongs to the light structure. We are 
aware of the white colour, or sun colour, as a complex radiation, to which belong 
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the monochromatic radiations, refracted by the prism and corresponding to the 
colours of the sun spectrum. These radiations are characterised in the light struc- 
ture bycertain vibrations, each one to a dfferent colour, with particularwavelengths. 
Our vision organ is sensitive to them and is capable of distinguishing them, result- 
ing from this different sensabons: 
The colour sensations. 
The functions of colourare to attract attention, to impart information, to aid decep- 
bon and to stimulate the emotions (Lancaster 1996b). 
Tom Porter (1997) refers thatwhateverthe function of colour in buildings, the choice 
of hues together Wth the intensity of their variables, value and chroma, seem to 
respond also to a Idnd of colour fashion. "This appears to reflect a spirit of the time. 
The reasons why the surfaces are coloured are: 
* because they reflect the light indiscriminately. Itis the process known in 
physics as refraction and division of light, Mich consists of the absorption of some 
wavelengths and reflection of the remaining ones 
* because the reflected light stimulates the retina, activating the optical 
nerve and the net of neurones Mich connect it to the brain. 
It is the conjugation of these two effects, one of them intrinsic to the surface and 
the other one external, which in the joined experience originate the conditions 
leading to the perception of colour. 
There is a reason for the spectral of reflection of a certain surface not looking 
constant. If the colour of a surface is the sum of its reflected light, it means that the 
colour of this surface could be affected by an alteration in its quality or composi- 
tion, which is in the intensity or spectral balance of its lighting. 
As one can see from experiments, and the individual life experience confirms it, 
all surfaces reflect some light without selecting it. Even the chromatic surfaces, 
which acquire specific hues. 
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It is, therefore, from the equilibrium between these two types of reflection that the 
colour of the surface comes from. 
*As part of their characteristics, however, the architectural elements have surface 
quality. As such, they are governed by the same laws that apply to the other spa- 
tial elements but, unfortunately, surface colour and texture seem to occur in our 
built environment more by accident or whim than by design. Texture and colour 
play an important role in the environmentat large for, in the modulation of surface, 
they signal scale and depth. 
They can also define zones of territorial space by communicating go and no-go 
areas" (Porter 1997). 
OTextured surfaces reflect diffusely; smooth surfaces reflect directly- always sub- 
jected to the relative angles of the light source and the observer. Textures vary 
with scale and distance. The colours are visible through the process of colour 
assimilation or optical mixing. Wet surfaces and smooth materials reflect more 
intensely than dry or rough ones. 
The pigmentation contained within any material - whether it be natural or artificial 
- determines the colour by its capacity to absorb a proportion of the constituent 
colours of natural light" (Lancaster 1996a). 
Different spectral compositions can stir up the same sensations. 
This phenomenon is called metamerism, and the denomination of metameric 
colour is applied to any two colours which, although having various spectral com- 
positions, seem indistinct because they correspond to identical tri-chromatic val- 
ues. 
It seems important to refer to the fact that the tri-chromatic values depend on the 
lighting used. So, two surfaces can be called metamerics when they seem iden- 
tical under certain lighting, and different under another lighting (Loug5o 1993b). 
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The word Colour is frequently used with two completely different meanings. 
According to the correct meaning, one should call it chromatic pigment when 
people refer to coloured materials or substances used for painting and, colour 
when it is referred to the visual perception Mich the eye sees when stimulated by 
beams of light of certain wavelengths. 




These three ways originated three systems. The Subtractive System or SubtracUve 
Synthesis, the AdditIve System or Additive Synthesis and the Part6ve System or 
Optical Synthesis. 
The first one of these systems deals with the colour while substance, the second 
one refers to colour while energy and the third deals with colour while sensation 
created at the retina level from two or more coloured elements. 
2.3.1 Subtractive System: Subtractive Colour (or the collour of the objects) 
Light, natural or artificial, is filtered and diffused by the atmosphere, in a process 
denominated subtractive synthesis. 
When the light reaches a surface, three things can happen: 
e The light can be absorbed and the energy turned into colour 
* The light can cut across the surface 
9 The light can be reflected 
The three situations frequently occur at the same time. In this case, the object 
absorbs some of the incident light and reflects the remainder. 
The surfaces have characteristics such as: transparency, opacity, whiteness or 
colour, shine or smoothness. Those characteristics determine if the lightwill be 
reflected, transmitted, refracted or absorbed, or if it will suffer a selected combi- 
nation of those effects. 
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The colour of the objects is a sensation provoked by the light, as a result of the 
absorptions and subtractions occurring on the surfaces, which are denominated 
pigments: small solid particles, not solvent in liquids, having the function of 
agglutination. 
The subtractive colour handles the pigments. 
The mixture of pigments is called the Subtractive Process, being the colour thus 
remaining. 
Theoretically, the mixture of the three primary colours will produce black, since the 
resulting mixture of the molecules of the pigments should absorb all the frequen- 
cies of visible light. 
Following this principle, black, white and grey are called Non-chromatic Colours 
because their appearance does not result from wavelengths of reflected light, but 
from the quantity of light reflected. 
Red, Yellow and Blue are considered the primary colours of the pigment. 
Fig 2A Subtractive colours (Grandis 1986) 
A great number of the understood colours, when people visually explore the urban 
environment, is due to the superficial treatment of the objects. 
Paintings play an important role in introducing colours into public spaces. 
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Other artificial materials are laminated plastics, glass, concrete, mortar, asphalt 
and textile products. The main exception is represented bythe natural elements: 
water, atmosphere, clouds and greens. The colour sensation produced by the 
absorption and reflection of the natural light rays is the common characteristic of 
all the artificial objects (Lougao 1993b). 
2.3.2 Additive System: Additive Colour (or colour of the light) 
When all the wavelengths of visible sun lightjoin atthe same time, they originate a 
non-chromatic light or white light, in which the colours are not visible while sepa- 
rate entities. 
It is from this evidence that the colours of the light are called Additive Colours. 
One of the ways to obtain colour sensations is called additive synthesis. 
When grouped in pairs, these colours originate additive secondary colours: 
Yellow (red+green); Cyan (blue+green); Magenta (red+blue). 
The primary and secondary colours of light and pigment oppose or reciprocate 
one another because they have Wo different dimensions (additive and subtractive) 
of the same phenomenon: the visible light. 
The primary colou rs of light are red, green and blue. They are the reds that tend to 
orange, the green which is symmetric to it and, the blue, which is called, usually, 
purple blue. 
These colours, when mixed in different proportions, while light, produce all the 
other colours and, when mixed in nearly the same proportions they originate a 
white light or lack of colour. 
Luminous beams of different colours, projected on a screen, compose a different 
and lighter colour. It is, therefore, impossible for the human eye to distinguish the 
component colours. Sight is not analytical. 
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In the additive synthesis, the different wavelength radiations are added. 
That simultaneous stimulus will produce a more and more closed sensation to 
white light, whichever the bigger of the overput radiations the number is. 
The obtained colourwill always be the lighter of the component colours. Thepos- 
sibilities of obtaining colours by additive mixture must be correctly manipulated, 
bearing in mind the public streets, squares, buildings and monuments lightning. 
Fig 2.2 Additive colours (Grandis 1986) 
2.3.3 Partitive System: Optical Colour 
The experiment of three primary I ig hts' projection against a white surface, in order 
to obtain the chromatic synthesis, could also be obtained using the Maxwell Disc. 
If in the same rotating disc three colours were putas painted surfaces, and if the 
disc should rotate more than 50 revolutions per second, the reflected light from 
various coloured surfaces would create white. 
On one hand, this technique allows the appreciation of a subtle distinction be- 
tween additive colours and visual colours and, on the other hand, it shows the not 
so subtle distinction between additive colours and subtractive ones. 
The principle of visual mixtures or the reason why one sees, for example, ma- 
genta, or purple red when these colours are put on the disc in identical sections, 
means that the red and primary blues (of light) don't come out from the fusion of 
reflected light on the disc but from the incapacity of the retina receptors to react 
quickly enough to all the individual chromatic stimuli. 
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The chromatic sensations of magenta persist like aafterimages"or persistent im- 
ages during various periods of time, according to the colour intensity. 
A similar reaction to the one described before happens when anytyV0 colours join 
together sharing such a small surface, it being impossible to perceive them sepa- 
rately (Lougao 1993b). 
Colourobtained by opficalmixture is a visual impression, which has the medium 
values of hue, value and intensity, of the mixed compqnents. 
So, the three 60ýcal primary colours are the primary ones of light. 
ItwasKandi6s 1975) who declared that colour without limits, colour as infinite, 
y ! act. fro" th is onl 'ar" 'a mind, because the entire colour of the surface suggests a 
sense Mich occurs from the spatial dynamics itself. 
If the question of pdmary colours resume itself to the search for colours, Mich by 
mixture produces all the others, and if the mixture of light accomplishes this, it is 
obvious that the true colours are three: red, green and blue. 
If one accepts that the primary colours are the ones which by mixing together 
create all the others so, neither the magenta nor the cyan couldn't be primary 
colours at any time because they are not indivisible or pure. 
The constituent colours of magenta are red and blue, and of cyan are blue and green. 
Some declare to have seen yellow and blue when one observes the green and, 
therefore, the yellowwould also be a primary colour of pigment. 
The green and purple are stable when seen from the chemistry point of view. 
The primary colours of pigment would then be five. 
Is there a reason for the colour purple not to be considered pure, merely because 
it is not present on the visible spectrum? 
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William Charles Libby (1974) declares the existence of 5 elementary chromatic 
colours, and defends them as having their intrinsic structural relations as basis. 
What is not apparent: 
"... When these colours and the intermediate one, put themselves systematically 
in the chromatic circle, one discovers that the intermediate one is complementary 
to one of the primary colours. And one easily understands thatwithoutthis internal 
order, the chromatic circle doesn't have any sense... " 
2.4 Colour Temperature 
With regard to Colour Temperature, there are four types of colours: 
Hot colours, Cold colours, Neutral colours and Achromatic colours. 
2.4.1 Hot Colours 
Dark colours, because they absorb a higher percentage of incident light, are hot- 
ter than the lighter colours. 
This means that u nder the same lighting a dark red surface is probably hotter than 
a light red one, and that the temperature of any colour is determined by its value. 
The scale of natural chromatic temperatures organises itself in the following way. 
1. red 
2. reddish yellow (orange) 
3. yellow 
4. blue 
5. purple blue 
6. purple 
7. white 
The electronic sensors which measure the reflected heat on surfaces prove that, 
underthe same circumstances, the red surfaces and the reddish yellow ones are 
hotter than, for example, the green or blue surfaces. 
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2.4.2 Cold Colours 
The existence of hot hues implies the existence of cold hues. 
2.4.3 Neutral Colours 
The separation of hues in groups of hot and cold is only an emotional and asso- 
ciative consensus. 
Yet, like many other conclusions obtained by fficollective intuitionn, it seems to be 
more rational that it looks and, its supported in the classical chromatic circle. 
But before one looks to the way the hot and cold colours are displayed there, one 
has to consider for a moment the tyvo hues, Mich by consensus, are neutrals. 
They are the green and purple elementary hue, in which neither the hot (red or 
yellow) or cold current (blue) is present 
They also remain more unchangeable in the space, producing less tension in corn- 
parson with, for example, the red, which apparently comes forward, or the blue, 
which goes back, in accordance to the observer. 
The facility to migrate from the hot to the cold and its spatial stability are in the 
origin of the visual comfort they cause and in its shining under different lighting. 
2.4.4 Achromatic colours 
'Colours without hue: black, white and neutral grer (Lancaster 1996a). 
The colours of each complementary pair neutralise themselves by mixing only 
when they have the exact tonality and the exact saturation, which is, when they 
have the same intensity (in relation to the respective hues) and the same degree 
of colour density. 
As it is very difficult to establish precisely this combination of relationships, it is 
also difficuitto reach the achromatic result. The shade of grey is not importantjust 




When the eye observes a colour the appearance of its complementary one is 
instantly stimulated; while when the grey is observed the eye is in equilibrium. 
In the context of colourtemperature, the Swedish studies supportthe traditional 
belief that red appears warm and blue cold, except that a blue-redwasjudged as 
being as visually cool as the blues and blue-greens (ýancaster 1996a). 
2.5 Pigments 
The pigments can be divided in two categories, according to their provenance: 
Naturals and Artificials or Synthetics. 
Naturalpigrnent: s can be Organic or Inorganic, according to whether they are of 
animal, v. egetable or mineral origin. 
Each pigment has to show the following requisites: 
" Not reacting with the light or any other liquids with which it could be mixed. 
" Resistance against atmospheric agents, heat and chemical agents. 
" To have a good covering power and intensity of colour. 
2.6 The Chromatic Circle 
For the production of a continuous band of natural hues, the necessity arises to 
use an expressive form, which would be in this case a polygonal shape. This is 
because, if the spectral band was elastic, Men the ends werejoined together this 
band would assume a form of an exhagonon, with each fundamental hue occupy- 
ing each angle of the figure. 
Of course, With the addition of the intermediary hues the form would get closer to 
the circle. 
It allows forthe visualisation of hues, a fixed and natural distribution, besides al- 
lowing the measuring of contrasts. 
Through the use of chromatic circles, the contrast of hues can relate to distance, 
because when the dominant hues of spectrum, including purple, distribute them- 
selves with the same distance in a circular model, it is clearly seen thatthe hues 
with more contrast are in a distance diametrically opposed. 
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Fig 2.3 Moses Harris' chart of colours: 
the very first one (1766) (Birren 1991) 
To give each colour its correct position, the circle sub-divides itself in sectors, 
alternating primary and secondary colours. 
2.6.1 Newton's Circle 
Newton created the first colour circle and invented a convenient format for the 
first of the three attributes or dimensions of colour - hue. 
Newton's circle has 7 colours, the same amount as the musical notes of a diatonic 
scale and the sphere of the planets. 
The colours organise themselves the following way: 
Red (C note) 
Orange (D note) 
Yellow (E note) 
Blue (G note) 
Indigo (A note) 
Violet (13 note) 
In this circle the dimension of each sector corresponds to the extension of the 
respective colour in the spectrum. 




2.6.2 Goothe's Circle 
D 
ýl 
Goethe organised the colours in a circle and in a triangle. 











Fig 2.5 Goethes colour drde (Birren 1969) 
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2.6.3 Chevreul's Circle 
Chevreul also based himself on subtracUve primary colours or the pigment using 
yellow, red and blue for his circle. Yet more than the circle, itwas determinant for 
the systems' history, the theory of harmonies in "Do la Loi du Contrast simultand 
des couleurs"(Chevreul 1967). 
17- /* 
:' 
Fig 2.6 Chevreul's colour circle (Chevreul 1967) 
2.6.4 Wilhelm von Bezold's Circle 
Von Bezold's circle is part of the whole of the statements in his book"The Theory 
Color" (Lougdo 1993b). 
The characteristic of this circle is that it has a central triangle, directed to the red 
(vermilion), the green and the violet blue. Besides this, it is constituted by 12 col- 
ours located in the external circumference, separated by the criteria of "apparent 
difference". This circle, which also has the primary colours of light searches clearly 
for a systematsation of perceptive colour (Loug5o 1993b). 
Fig 2.7 Wilhelm von Bezold's colour circle (BirrenI969) 
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2.6.5 Ewald Hering's Circle 
Ewald Hering's circle presented, for the first time, the 4 colours, which were con- 





The circle was constructed by the principle that the eye responds first to red, yel- 
low, green and blue and, only after that does it respond to the remaining colours. 
The 4 fundamental colours, white and black, assume an essential role in the visual 
universe, the role of essential colours in the optical mixture. 
Fig 2.8 Ewald Hering's colour cirde (Birren 1969) 
. 2.6.6 Munsell's Circle 
Munsell's circle adopts the primary colours of light as fundamentals, as they are 
visible in nature. If three equidistant points are obtained, starting on the green, the 
remaining two points will touch the red, which has a small amount of yellow (ver- 
milion), and the purple blue. 
This circle of 10 colours has 5 principal colours and 5 intermediary ones. 
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2.6.7 Ostwald's Circle 
Ostwald's circle derives from the theories of Ewald Hering. 
The fundamental colours of this circle are: 
Red 
Yellow 
Green (sea green) 
Blue (uhramadne blue) 
in the quality of psychological primary ones. 
The intermediary ones are orange, leaf green, turquoise and purple (Gerritsen 1976) 
i. a 
Fig 2.10 Ostwakrs colour circle 
(Birm 1991) 
2.6.8 Johannes Itten's Circle 
Itten's model was clearly influenced by Runge's sphere, which Itten represented 
by planning it out. 
As well as Runge, Iften uses the three primary subtractive colours, which he puts in 
an equilateral triangle in the centre of the circle. This central triangle, together vAth 
the others, occupied by the secondary colours, rebuilds the hexagon. - 
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The colours in the circle, which circumscribe the hexagon, are the primary and 
secondary ones of the hexagon, and the tertiary ones resulting from the mixture. 
This circle organises the colours in such a way that they are visually equidistant 
(Itten 1961). 
Fig 2.11 Itten's chromatic circle in twelve parts 
(Itten 1961) 
2.6.9 Paul Klee's Circle 
Paul Klee also adopted the primary colours of the pigment or subtractive ones, as 
primary colours: yellow, blue and red, which were on the vertices of the equilateral 
triangle inscribed in the circle. 
He also produced another model, which he called Canon of the Totality, where 
the three primary colours, in constant movement, originate all the remaining ones 
(Klee 1961). 
Fig 2.12 Paul Klee's colour circle Fig 2.13 Paul Klee's totally canone 
(Klee 1961) (Klee 1961) 
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2.6.10 Faber Birren's Circle 
From the analyses of various chromatic circles, Birren constructed a circle, 
which he called the Rational Chromatic Circle. 
The circle, constructed from primary psychological colours, yellow (Y), red (R), 
green (G) and blue (B), has grey as the synthesis colour of the optical mixture 
putting it as a deviation from its interior. 
He presents as secondary colours orange (0), leaf-green (L), turquoise blue M 





-; -/ rs: 
Fig 2.14 Faber Birren's colour circle 
(Birren 1969) 
2.7 The Triangle 
There are other bi-dimensional models which are not circles, such as: 
Tobias Mayer's bi-climensional triangle - 1745 
Maxwel's Triangle - 1872 
2.8 Tri-dimensional Models 
There are also important tri-dimensional models for the colour study, such as: 
- Philippe Otto Runge's sphere of colours - 1810: 
Later used by Itten, this sphere has: 
The white on the higher pole. 
The black on the lower pole. 
On the surface of the higher hemisphere it has the colours which have been light- 
ened by the addition of white. 
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On the surface of the lower pole, it has the colours darkened by the addition of black. 
On the equator one finds the pure colours. 
In the interior of the sphere one finds the darkened colours. 
Fig 2.15 Otto Runge's sphere of colours 
(Itten 1961) 
" Chevreul's solid - 1861 
" Munsell's solid - 1915 
" Ostwald's solid - 1917 
" Hickethier's Cube - 1940 
" C. I. E. 's triangle - 1953 (Louq5o 1993b). 
2.9 Monochromatic Systems 
When working with colour, it is important that individuals can accurately communi- 
cate their specific colour requirements, such that any colour can be reproduced in 
any given situation. Unfortunately there is no world-wide standard notation, and 
many different models have been developed. 
As already referred to in the first chapter, there are some colour systems which 
are very important for the study of colour fundamentals. 
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2.9.1 Munsell's System 
There are many models, each of them performing the same function, but the sys- 
tem in mostwidespread use is Munsell's system. 
Munsell implemented a nomenclature system, which wanted to get closer to the 
system of musical notes, without success. 
It is true that sounds vary in pitch, intensity and duration and, thatcolours also vary 
in three different ways. It is also true that colours as well as sounds vary sepa- 
rately in each one of these three modes. 
Munsell saw each colour as a tri-dimensional construction and he concluded that 





Fig 2.16 Munsell's colour chart (Munsell 1976) 




When explaining his system, Munsell denominates Hue, Value and Chroma as 
the dimensions of colour. He organises in his system the classification of each 
hue, with a number which is particular to it, to indicate the tone's weight and two 
letters to indicate the colour, e. g.: R- red, BIR - blue + red, and two numbers 
separated by a dash to indicate the value and the intensity (Munsell 1976). 
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2.9.1.1 Munsell's solid 
Munsell's solid seems to have appeared from a necessity to correlate the basic 
scales of measuring the hue, the value and the chroma of a colour. 
The essential structure of this solid is a vertical scale of values with 9 regular 
gradients between the black and the white. 
At the level of each gradation, a horizontal disc has to be visualised; in the centre 
of this horizontal disc are 10 hues, spaced regularly and in natural order, in other 
words in its maximum intensity. 
Besides this, each hue is radial and, as they expand themselves centrifugal, they 
are also graduated showing the increasing of intensity. 
The solid is ready to work when the beam of a certain hue is in the same vertical plan. 
qow 
!, J. Igloos 
4dLý 
sx-vams ; 
Fig 2.17 Plate I of Munsell's 
study for his solid of colours 
(Munsell 1976) 
Fig 2.18 Munsell's colour solid (Munsell 1976) 
Fig 2.19 Horizontal section Fig 2.20 Vertical section of Munsell's 




In ordertofind the exact and only position of each colour one has to move the solid 
to the correct level of value, to move sideways and along the beam, to find the 
correct hue and to continue until reaching the correct Intensity (chroma) (Munsell 
1976). 
2.9.2 Ostwald's System 
Ostwald's system Is a double. cone. or circle of light which comprises a vertical 
axis representing the scale of greys, from white to black and the central secUon or 
equator constitutep the'basis bf two cones; where the chromatic circle is. 
Si rice thdhei a c-o, n, o,, s half the dimension of a diameter, the solid di- 
vide verticall monochromatic equilateral triangles, each one of them 
math 11 louro, mal angle. 
These full colours are complementary. 
The scale of greys, through its central position, divide each lozenge in two equilat- 
eral triangles, making a connection of the three vertices according to the pure 
colour, the Mite and the black. 




Fig 2.21 Ostwald's solid of colours Fig 2.22 Magenta colour represented In #m- 







In Ostwald's system, the three variables of colour are represented by a number 
and two letters. 
The digit corresponds to the number of the colour in the chromatic circle, from one 
to yellow, until 24, for greenish yellow and, simultaneously he adjusts the number 
of triangles that vary for each shade. 
The first letter indicates the content of white and, the second one the content of 
black (Louq5o 1993b). 
Fig 2.23 Ostwald's system nucleus with a vertical 
series of six grey (Grandis 1986) 
2.9.3 Hickethier's System 
Fig 2.24 Vertical section of the Ostwald's solid 
(Grandis 1986) 
To define a colour, separating it into its various elements, or imitating in the most 
precise way, a given colour has to be described. 
The question is to analyse this colour, to have its colouring substances in detail, in 
order to establish a recipe from which each colour might be fabricated. 
It is upon these presuppositions that the system is based. 
1000 colours constitute this system's cube. 
Hickethier considers that each colour, which can only be clearly represented through 
a tri-dimensional structure, "a volume" as he says, only admits three possible al- 
terations. 
To know: 
Gradation of darkening (degrds de rembrunissement) 
Gradation of tonality (degr6s de tonalit6) 
Gradation of saturation (degr6s de saturation). 
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All the remaining colours are obtained by mixing the primary colours. 
This system, which allows a mathematically exact specification of one colour, be- 
longs to the group of systems of tri-chromatic colour (Monz6glio 1972). 
2.9.4 C. I. E. 's Triangle 
C. I. E. 's triangle appeared in 1931 as a system of immediate identification of the 
wavelength of a given colour, as well as its grade of saturation. 
In that same year, the "Commission Internationale d'8clairage" recommended a 
system for the numerical definition of colours based only on the physical nature of 
the chromatic phenomenon. 
The system, denominated C. I. E. 1931 Standard Calorimetric System, is based in 
one of the basic laws of the Tri-chromatic Theory, in which a colour can be created 
by mixing three primary colours with a given proportion. 
The system derived from the R. G. B. calorimetric system; a system based on the 
use of the three monochromatic colours: red, green and blue. 
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Fig 2.25 Hickethier's solid of colours 
(Grandis 1986) 
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However, the use of a chromatic diagram presented some disadvantages, the 
biggest being that chromatic spacing was not uniform, thus the identical spaces 
in the abciss didn't correspond to identical chromatic differences. Therefore, in 
1960 the C. I. E. recommended a new chromatic diagram, the U. C. S. diagram, 
where the chromatic scale is uniform. 
Fig 2.26 Bi-dimensional diagram of the CIE's 
triangle (Prado 1961) 
This bi-dimensional diagram represents the spectral colours and in its interior 
there are non-spectral colours. 
Organised according to the Cartesian system, the coordinates (X, Y) allow the 
location of any colourthat comes from the mixture of two or more colours. 
The colours are more or less saturated regarding the position they occupy on the 
external limit of the triangle, according to its wavelengths, which go from 400 
milimicrons to 700 milimicrons. 
In conclusion, the C. I. E. Triangle makes it possible to specify the chromaticity of a 
colour and, consequently, its purity and saturation, the equivalent to the Hue and 
Chroma of Munsell's System. 
"All systems of colour have a fundamental failure: they consider the chromatic 
phenomenon like something isolated and they take conclusions more or less 
elaborated from there. The coloured cards illustrate the basic laws of the 
ch romatic s pectru m. 
However, in reality (and the reality refers to the materialisation, because it is there 
that the decisive factors synthesise themselves) these factors are not present in 
the coloured cards. 
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The relation between colour and form, the relation between areas of colour of 
various dimensions and, finally, the relationship between one colour and another, 
is not a chain of factors taken into consideration by any ordering system "(Loug5o 
1993b). 
2.9.5 NCS - The Natural Colour System 
For environmental proposes the inevitable confusion between colours and the 
descriptions, terminologyand systems applied tothern in different contexts has to 
some extent been resolved by the Natural Colour System (NCS), developed in 
Sweden, which depends particularly on the fundamental ways of perceiving and 
of uýlng, colour, In the environment This system is one of the more recent 
landmarks of coiour research, based entirely on human perception of colours. 
This-repo nises the importance of the achromatic colours black and white, 
together with yellow, red, blue and green as elementafycolours. Blackwhiteand 
green are included because the system is based not on how colours are mixed, 
but on how they are perceived. The colour solid adopted for this system is a 
double cone with the polar axis extending from white to black, crossed in the 
middle by blue-yellow and red-green axes. 
NCS in some respects corresponds to "the Munsell Renotation", being the two 
systems compatible by means of a translation key. 
The NCS has been adaptE)d by ICI in Ehilain and used as a basis for a Wide range of 
colourproducts. The Colours DimensionsAssociation dram onthese Pncaster 1996a). 
This system is accepted as the national standard in many countries and has 
become popular among colour practitioners all over the world. 
0p0ysr tLl llllý tl. 
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Fig 2.27 The Natural Colour System (NCS): colour circle; colour figure; colour triangle (Lancaster 1996) 
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2.10 Colour, as an element of the visual space 
'The visual system is adapted to obtaining a maAmum of information with a mini- 
mum of effort: thatwhich is not immediately required, or can be taken for granted, 
can be considered redundant; the eye has evolved to see the world in unchanging 
colour, regardless of the always unpredictable, shiffing and uneven illumination" 
(Lancaster 1996b). 
Colour belongs to the visual message structure and takes part in its language, in 
the communicational process. Colour language diverts from the physic process 
of light energy, which transforms itself in a visual perceptive process in a way to 
carry oUtthe pommunication. Every visual message depends on the light physic 
stimulus'Ah6refore, every visual message is also chromatic. 
While the space of geometric characters is detectable by several of the senses, 
colour is detectable only by sight 
So, the space defined as space of lightand colouris only detectable bythis sense 
of sight 
This issue reassuresthe importance of considering the v1sualspace because, while 
the sensabons produced by other senses are only related to distances and geomet- 
ric characters, those produced by sýght, add to these the sensations of light and 
colour. 
2.10.1 Neurophysiological Component 
Analyses the neurophysiological mechanisms of perception. 
2.10.1.1 From the Eye to the Brain 
A substantial quantityof visual information treatmentoccurs in the eye, butthe fact is 
that an even bigger quantity occurs afterthe nervous signals have leftthe eye. 
It is in the brain that the visual stimuli are elaborated and associated in underlying 
structures to the basic mental functioning. Although much information aboutthe 
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external reality comes from the sense of vision, the answer to its profitability is in 
the brain. 
"For the purpose of colour perception, the opponent-process theory postulates a 
differentiating light receptor system. Cones, the light receptor cells in the eye 
responsible for colour vision, are characterised as three types, as variously sensi- 
tive to shortwave, middle wave, and long wave radiation (roughly blue, green, and 
red). With higher level, or post-receptoral, cells of the visual system, differentia- 
ton (rather than mixture) of the neural output of various cones determines our 
colour response" (Simpson 199 1). 
Colour may be defined as the whole of the sensations produced in the brain, as a 
result of light waves that reach the eye retina. 
2.10.1.2 Optical routes 
The movement of visual signs to parts of the brain goes through what is called 
optical routes. The ganglionaries cells in the retina receive the visual information 
which arrives from the cones and nervous cells and pass it along to the optic 
nerves, converging atthe optic chiasma. Here the images are organised in such 
a way that information which either one or both eyes see in the left field of vision 
travels tothe left half of the brain, and information which either eye sees in the right 
field of vision travels to the right side of the brain (Fig 2.28). 
'H3 
V. 
Fig 2.28 Visual pathways (Rowling 1997) 
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There are still many doubts regarding the waythetransformation of visual signals 
are operated from the eye, to the vision perception in the brain. What is already 
known is that the process is more complex and subtler than a simple chain of 
connecUons. 
Afterthisquicktrip through the optical routes, it can be confirmed as conclusion that 
chromatic vision occurs Men the light after crossing many routes reaches the 
photosensible elements of the retina. There it starts a complex series of biochemical 
processes, Mich transform the energy radiaUng from the various waveleý in nervous 
impulses. Afterwards, these impulses reach visual centres in the brain wbere after 
being analysed, are kept as memory. 
However, at the". same time as it receives the visual impulses the brain also 
receives information arriving from sensorial organs. When the stimuli reach the 
correspondent sensorial organ, they produce specific registrations in certain 
areas of the brain. 
This factseems; to justify some chromatic associations to odours (sweet colours, 
bitter ... ), to sounds (metal colours, silence colours ... ), to sensations of touch (vel- 
vet colou rs, dry colours ... ) and also to names, to the written or spoken language, 
because the various memories are temporarily and intrinsically connected 
(Monz6glio 1979). 
2.10.1.3 Visual percepUon and Memory 
The human being has various types of memorywhich correspond to various brain 
locations. 
It is supposed that memories of specific functions, with locations more or less 
identified, correspond to the cortical location. 
Even though both sides of the brain are involved in mental funcUons, it is knowthat 
each side has its specific functions. 
Although with the danger of oversimplifying, it is possible to confirm that the left 
side is more related to the logical thinl(ing and speech, while the right side is more 




Fig 2.29 Brain image showing the V4 zone - 
brain centre of the colour vision 
(Zeky 1990) 
The discoveries of Zeki came to demonstrate the presence of multiple functional 
subdivision in the visual areas and, consequently the alteration of the vision con- 
cept as a function (Monzbglio 1978). 
The chromatic vision results from a very complex process, in which the nervous 
system makes a comparison of light intensity in various wavelengths, through spe- 
cific interactions, which are known to be different from the ones needed to pro- 
duce the perception of other properties of the visual universe. 
It is known that people only see colour when the light and the chromatic signals 
which arrive from the eye reach the brain. Visible light is only a small part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. A great number of authors place the visible spectrum 
between 350 and 760 Nm (Nm= nonometrus = 10 metres) or between 400 and 
700 Nm. Blues are near 436 Nm; greens are near 546 Nm and reds near 700 
Nm. 
The evocation implies a transcription of languages, which should be understood 
under a different perspective. 
However, if an act of communication is established between the brain centre and 
another centre through a code, one can confirm that people are in the presence of 
an actof language. 
The existence of communication is a neurophisiological data (Monz6glio 1979). 
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2.10.2 Psychological Component 
In orderforthe perception of an unknown thingtooccur, notjust resuming the mere 
sensorial Impression, the. archlVe of known items, which are likely to evoke some 
similarity with the recently known, is advated. 
Going back to the colours, it is obvious that each person Identifies differences 
between colours. from his own chromatic memory, which also depends. on emo- 
tonal state, tern "s ity of storage of knowl- peram6nts, gjestion, attention, capac 
edge proveni66tfr6Meddcatl6, n', i ýu , rrounding's'; culture ... (Loucdo 1993b). 
9 Orsonal, non-transmissible and sub- 
Th6`PrIndPl lo-gy'arid hology are Inexticably linked. Both are con- 
trolled bihb' COSS Ith6ugh the eiact nature of the process which 
coni&ýpsý616616gl ac"U'o'*,,; g vih6illy unknown. Aneurosciencecontinuum 
has been proposed by Graham (1997) to outline the large knowledge gap in medi- 
cal theory, as well as between networks and the neurology of psychology. What is 
known is thatthe psychological reactions originated from the limbic system within 
the cortex of the brain, and are the subject of much current research. 
CELL BIOPHYSICS NEUTRAL NETWORKS 
MICRO STRUCTURE 
0--0--0- 
CELL BIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
Fig 2.30 Continuum of Neuroscience KnoWedge (Graham 1997) 
It is the purpose of this research to develop the study of colour, in away to demon- 
strate the characteristics that allow the perception of space, not only in its own 
structured qualities of light and chroma, but also in the links they maintain with the 
geometric qualities of space, reinforcing its perception. 
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Based on that purpose it's important to analyse the colour, through: 
" The physical characteristics sensible to eyesight. 
" The physical - physiological characteristics which are determl 
nants of the chromatic sensations. 
" The psycho-physiological characteristics in the constitution of the 
chromatic visual area. 
" The phenomena of the chromatic contrast in the different colours 
relations. 
2.11 Physical Characteristics of Colour Sensible to Sight 
ColourtsAdht, iO'! qh means thatwkhoutthe source of lightwemuldnlbe able to 
understand ft"coburs. 
OThe phenorrien6P". of colourvision Includes the ability not onlyto discriminate be- 
tween different colours, butto respond to them as a means of conveying informa- 
tion, stimulating emotions and practising cleception"(1-ancaster 1996b). 
"Withoutthe sun, or generally speaking, without alight source, we wouldn't have 
light and the eye would be, consequently, condemned to inactivityP (Bourna 1947). 
Every light changes in form and In colour, Mich people is able to see, are percepted 
as combinations spectrally different of light energy. 
Light can be described as an electromagnetic energy type which propagates it- 
self through waves, similar to radio, TV, heat, and X-ray waves, that spread, con- 
centrate, interact one with the other, and react to obstacles. It can also be defined 
as a form of matter, because it is constituted by particles - the photons - which 
formcurrents. It is, therefore, energy and matter. 
The most ordinary light source - sun light, a natural source - issues the We light 
from Mich the radiations of the chromatic spectrum are originated and from which, 
to a certain degree, people are able to understand. 
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There are other light sources, natural or produced by man, which presentdifferent 
characteristics of the sun's light creating therefore other areas of perceptible 
radiations. 
As an example, sodium light mercury light and the light known as incandescent 
Considering that nowadays environments are constantly subjected to artificial lights 
it is necessary to analyse colour from its natural structure (especially because in 
this study the investigation is dealing with colour In exteriors) which is the one that 
odginally touches people visual reception, because, as people are also natural 
beings, people are physiologically conditioned to the natural environment 
Týe memory method developed by Helson, Judd and Warren In 1952 (Rico et al 
1995), shows that an observer has to be trained for an eight hour period in a way 
to be able to perfectly situate approximately2O examples in any colour scale (for 
example, the Munsell scale), defining with precision their hue, value and chroma, 
atthe day light 
Figure 2.31 shows an example of this, in which each arrow starts from hue and 
chroma under day light and ends under another light source (Rico 1995). 
Fig 2.31 Changes In hue and drum, when the 
source passes torn C to A (Rico 1995) 
The object of this study is the interaction between colour and space and the 
definition of structural similarities between both, which from the perception are 
constants that interact in the constitution of the unity of visual language. 
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The study is concentrated on co/ourderived from the natural source of the sun, so 
that similarities of basic information can be determined. 
Asa component of fightstructure, colouris defined in its physical characteristics 
as sensitive to sight according to its own light energy constitution. 
Because of these characteristics, the sfirnuli that interact in the chromatic percep- 
ton are discriminated in accordance with: 
" Lightintensity 
" Colour quality (spectral) 
" Colour intensity 
These three different Minds of stimuli are sensible within each range of values. 
Through those ranges, the limits and chromatic perceptive boundings are defined. 
So, within the strict sense of differential perception (w1hIch In a basic and easier 
way gives people the space notion, Le. the comparative action between a mini- 
mum of two values that defines a contrast), analysing the colourfrom the physical 
stimull, one can build in this structural level, the Idea ofspace through colour. 
This idea is attached not onlyto the factwe have three different chromatic stimuli 
and, consequently, creating among themselves the perceptive differences, but 
also to the fact thatthere e)dst In each of them boundaries and perceptive levels, 
originating differences Mich increase in number and species. 
The first notion of space one can have in terms of colour is the one of differential 
contentorder. 
Sight is able to capture the stimuli from energy/light and to select attributes which, 
in a Wider scale, total a number of three. 
So, the first notion of space through colour presents a triad constitution which is 
repeated in the differential sensations, through the relations among the three at- 
tributes facing two to two (from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, from 3 to 1). 
If colour is analysed in each one of the three structural attributes it gives the notion 
of space in three differentways and in funcUons of perceptive limits and bounda- 
ries, the dimensions of which are as follows: 
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2.11.1 Value (light Intensity) 
Value, is the distinction between any colour and a lighter or a darker one 
(Munsell 1976). 
According to Munsell, Value expresses itself in higher or lower value. 
The value scale of the fundamental colour is the following: 
Yellow, Orange, Magenta and Green, Cyan, Violet. 
Goethe (1989) gives a value of 10 to v4hfte and 0 to black, conferring respectively. 
9, yellow, 8, orange; 6, magenta; 6, green; 4, cyan; 3, violet. 
From this scale of values one can infer that the pairs of complementaries with 
higher vaide of contrast are: 
Yellow-Violet (973) followed by the pair of Orange-Cyan (8-4) and, finally, the pair 
of Magenta-Green (6-6). 
14 
Fig 2.32 Value: Helmholtz - Kohlrausch 
(Rico 1995) 
The values change within measures of physical and photometrical nature. In the 
case of colour, and as used in visual languages applied to environment, or to art 
and to communication, the values are presented in percentages of reflection, cor- 
responding to: 
" Sensibility boundary= 0% 
" Saturation boundary= 100% 
" Differential boundary = variable between 1 and 2% (the data on differential 
boundary are relative and depend on specific conditioný of the source nature of 
the stimuli and the receiver. ) 
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Indicating another kind of measurement related to the light flows from a light source, 
as an example, the values are in "light quanta", correspond approximately to: 
" Sensibility boundary= 165 lumens 
" Saturation boundary= 16 
4 lumens 
" Differential boundary = variable betNeen 5 and 10% of variations regarding that 
"the spectrum of illuminations generally used by people in their reactions is ex- 
tended betwen some lumensand somethousand lumensvAth a differential bound- 
ary in the percentage mentioned above" (Molesl 971). 
In this case, space is felt in terms of colour, through a differential content of light 
quantity, which is the result of the comparative action between brightness and 
darkness. 
2.11.2 Hue (Shade quality) 
"Hue is that quality Mich is commonly accepted as colour in defining its redness, 
blueness and yellowness" (Porter 1993). 
For Munsell (1976) hue is a universal variable present in all colours. Hue is a 
variable, which informs one to which particular class one colour belongs. 
And the classes are: 
Red, Yellow, Green, Blue and Violet. 
To these classes can be added hybrid classes such as the reddish-yellow, green- 
ish-yellow, violet bluish and the violet reddish. 
Tidying up these hues in an ordering and circular sequence can establish rela- 
tionships between them, relationships which are not normally visible and, which 
produce a familiar and classical form, the chromatic circle. 
However, the chromatic circle is a mere exercise if its intrinsic and natural relation 
is not recognised with the visible spectral. 
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The values are given by spectral positions, in wavelengths, which are measured 
in milimicrons units (mjý correspond to: 
" sensibility boundary= 380 MP 
" saturation boundary = 780 MP 
" differential boundary = variable between 2 and 3 rnp, resulting in a wide ramp of 
shades, between 130 and 300 sensibve vadabons. 
In this struchural aspect of colour, the main shade vadations are defined, wfilch are 
placed inthesun spectrum and thatare given through thefollowing values (Prado 1961): 
black 







green 578 mYA 
yellow 592 mp 
orange 620 mp 
red 
Saturation Boundary I 760 mp 
black 
One should notice that in this case, in terms of colour, space is felt regarding the 
differental contentof quality of the light radiation, i. e. monochromatic radiations, and 
it is defined by comparative action between one and another colouring. 
Some authors compare the structural shade organisation of colourwith the tonal or- 
ganisation of sound. 
As an example, in the analysis of information repositories, when giving the visual vari- 
ables of sensorial stimulations, Abraham A Moles (1971) defines them, in the case of 
spectral positions, as"corresponding to the eight level of sound and wbich differen- 
tial boundary changes deeply Wth people (until 10.000 changes/tones, recog- 
nised bytrained people)". 
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Another example is found in the book "ColorFundamentals"byMaftland Graves 
(1952), where light structure is compared to sound. He considers "the eye as a 
specialised instrument trained to receive and respond only to waves of resplend- 
ent energy of determined wave lengths; as well as the radio, which is directed to 
receive and respond only to energy waves resplendent of determined lengths, 
called radio waves". 
In an attempt to arrive closer to comparisons and correspondences he quotes: 
M as well as the different colours which are produced by light waves of different 
lengths, the sounds of different heights are produced by sound waves of different 
lengths. In the same way, when a colour has exactly half of the wave length of 
another, we can say that it is similarly, one eighth above, which means that the 
violet light is one eighth above the red light ... We know that the perceptive spec- 
trum correspond and is included in a eighth". 
"Our ears can hear 11 eighths of sound, but our eyes can only see one eighth of 
lighf (Graves 1951). 
Fig 2.33 Unes vM the same apparert hue 
(Rico 1995) 
2.11.3 Chroma (Shade Intensity) 
Chrorna, Intensity or Saturation implies the existence of hue and, is the distinc- 
tion between one colour and another more or less saturated. 
One can say that it describes the state ofpurity of one colour. 
Contrary to hue and value, which can be visualised independently from one an- 
other, the intensity cannot be visualised other than in a variable of scale in which 
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the hue is systematically affected. The lower level of saturaUbn is obtained when 
two complementary colours mix together in equal parts and, the higher level of 
saturation is obtained when compact paint commercially prepared, is applied in 
its natural consistence, on a white surface (Lougdo 1993b). 
The values are given by the purity dosage or by the colour vivacity corresponding 
to its spectral position. 
The levels of purity are expressed in percentages that correspond tD: 
" Sensibility boundary = 0% "chroma" 
" Saturation boundary= 100% "chroma" 
" Differential boundary = variable between 3% and 4% mchroma" 
ln'thlsý'case space Is felt in terms of colour, In its differential content of shade 
quan*, and is defined by a comparative acdon beb~ chromatic and achromatc. 
Fig 2.34 Curves of constant chroma 
(Rioo 1995) 
2.12 The Physical-Physiological characteristics which are determinants 
of the chromatic sensations 
'The world without colours: it would be rather difficultto Imagine a world without 
colours, a world of white, grey and black shapes" (Sargent 1964). 
"We use terms, such as pale-grey, olive-green, brick-red. We describe the col- 
ours as pale, brilliant expressive, strong or intense. But our descriptions of colour 
are extremely indefinite. 
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In the communicative realitywe hardly find achromatic atmospheres unless they 
are produced on purpose. Many of the languages which compose the environ- 
ment can be achromatic, or tend to the neutral shades, but the complexities of 
direct or reflected light radiations which get into the environment and their lan- 
guages, come from several different shades, therefore, fulfilling the atmosphere 
and the objects with such shade values. 
Having as an example constructive materials applied to architecture and to the 
city, if in the environment we considerspaces to Mich belong languages such as 
concrete, reinforced concrete or asphalt, for all of them there Is a chromatic defl- 
nition, even Men it starts in a higher scale of neutral and grey valueswhich is from 
a visual structure of achromatic basis. 
If we tak6'another example, strictly from the graphic communicative and environ- 
mental fieldwhich Is the photo and the film In ablack and whitem: ourvisual sensa- 
tions are conditioned to achromatic images and the stimulus of that species is 
relevant and prevails almosttotally, even with the environmental incidence of other 
shade radiations. 
But it is a temporary condition, they are images that are visualised and pass; or 
they compose constantly certain environmental spaces, but nottotally. The height 
of a tower can be expressed in inches and feet. The weight of an atom can be 
given. So, why this uncertainty about colours? Is our general awareness on the 
subject very low? How many colours are there? * (W issing 1966). 
People need colours for their environmental well-being. Colours are part of peo- 
ple's visual structure and they don't represent an essential issue of communica- 
tion and atmosphere except for the visually. 
Then, in the natural order of sensations, colour is an element to be constantly 
considered, whatever the aspects of visual and environmental communication are 
and the languages which are their components. 
Regarding the natural order of the chromatic sensations one should define clearly 
the sense of colour. 
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In accordance with the space-chromatic analysis from the physical characteris- 
tics sensitive to sight, the colour/space relationship is understood as dimensions 
that comprehend several structural kinds. 
The chromatic sensations followthose Winds and, in physiological terms, they adapt 
themselves to different dimensions. 
So, the sense of colour is not only restricted to what is colourful, but it compre- 
hends all the perceptive ability of the other dimensions. Then, also in the sense of 
colour, the values of light intensity; or lightness, and the values of shade intensity; 
or saturation, are considered. 
Those three physical attributes, and of physiological correspondence in the sen- 
sations, allowthe idea of attributing the colour, as a sensitive element, not only to 
self and precise definifions in qualitative and quantitative characters, but also to see. 
But, and what is more important, those images are temporary and they represent 
a reality, which is chromatic, and, by experience, one knows their shades and 
variations. 
So, one doesn't need their colours in the total sense as one is informed of their 
values in one's memory. 
Therefore, one can conclude that in the natural order of the sensations of colours, 
two issues must be considered, which are components of people's perceptive - 
communicative structure: 
The direct sensations Mich are present in the environmentand in the 
messages that reach people, and 
The indirect sensations which are not present in the moment of observa- 
tion, but still reach people, by a process of recovering the reality 
previously visualised. 
But, considering the issue that people build up their perceptive structure through 
the experience of the knovAedge of the reality, withoutwhich people wouldn't have 
any visual recovery by memory, people should therefore analyse the issues that 




2.13 The Psycho-Physiological characteristics in the constitution of the 
Chromatic Visual area 
When studying colour it is necessary to analyse its own physical structure, which 
is a contribution to the particular characteristic of the structure of the image in the 
field and, consequently, influencing the limited ability of the visual space. 
Psycho-physiologically, the chromatic visual area is structured, regarding: 
" The physical qualities of the chromatic radiations which getto the retina. 
" The physiological constitution of the retina, regarding the distribution of 
neurones in its surface, as well as their physiological capacity, in the 
behaviour of capture and selection of stimulus. 
" The perceptive organisation of the psych o-ph ysiolog ica I capacity in the 
captured and selected stimulus. 
0 
Fig 2.35 The colour wheel (Porter 1997) 
'took carefully at the colour wheel on figure 2.35. Focus on the white dot at the centre 
and allow the surrounding colours to be completely absorbed by the eye. Afterabout 
a minute or so focusing intently at this figure, switch your gaze to the black dot below. 
You should now experience an illusion of the colour wheel" (Porter 1997). 
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"if you did, you experience a negatfve afterimage in which you saw colour where 
none existed. This demonstration is important because it clearly illustrates that 
the ultimate colour experience occurs not! n the eye but in the brain. Inotherwords, 
the colours that we see do not exist on the surface of objects but are manufactured 
in the mind's eye. Our experience of colour is a subjective sensation conveyed by 
the eye's absorption of the different, energles in different wavelengths of light ra- 
diation within thevisible spectnim.,, Howeveri without an observer, light rays do 
not in themselves, consbU6'661our., 
As Newton, explained; the, rays, are not: coloured; In them there Is nothing other 
, than apd, 
ý6jj6` ý. Up'a sen'sation of this orthký: 61our. `Jhe eye and brain of the 
,;;, ob66rVer iht&pýOitfid meaning of these sensorym6ssages; the resultantcolour 
P4 p*AeOends 0ii'three, im'porlant factors: 
the stimulus Is viewed: for example 
c6rtafý"ýp' a'*'i'n"'t"cý"olo"u""r"s, ýsp p lied u nder tungsten light would a ppear very 
dfforentfrom the same colours viewed In sunlight as the two perceptions 
respond to two different spectral energy distributions contained in each 
lightsource. 
second, a colour perception depends on the spectral characteristics of 
the stimulus, the ability of Its substance to absorb, reflect or, transmit light 
red paint for Instance, appears as red because it has the property of 
absorbing from wbite lighteverything exoeptthe red componentof the fight 
third, our abilityto perceive oolours, the sensitivfty of our colour-regis-lering 
mechanism (the eye and the brain) to aeate a colour responW (Porter 1997). 
People are aware thatthe most peripheral area of the retina hasn'tgotthe cones, 
sensitive neurones to the coloured radiations and has only the sensitive neurones 
to the light variations. 
People also knowthattho central area is the one that has the skill to understand all 
colours. There is, obviously a relationship betNeen the percepOon betNeen space 
and colour, depending on the visualfield and the opposiUon betNeen the achroma6c 
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and chromatic. This relationship determines the sensation of colour/space 
regarding concentric areas wbich graduallyare no longer sensitive to determined 
chromatic radiations, according to the distance from the central area of the retina. 
The areas of different perimeters of the visual fields, into different colours, are 
defined in the following order, from the centre to the periphery area: 
green, red, blue, yellow. 
And they correspond, approximately, from the distance of the centre: 
" green= 3011 
" red= 40* 
" blue= 5011 
" yellow= 600 
In general, those measures are taken comparatively to the two groups of chro- 
matic pairs: 
green and yellow, and, blue and yellow. 
There remains the pair of the achromatic group blackand white, whose perimeter 
goes far behind the yellow area, to a perimeter of 700. 
By the chromatic visual field, colour/space structures the visualised image, in such 
a way as to give a brighter colour to the area which is coincident to the Ning point 
as the chromatic characteristics are also understood with higher visual accuracy. 
Therefore the sensadon ofspace, in the moment of the vision of the environment 
is captured by the co-ordination between the two visual perceptive skills, which 
also in terms of visual field complete themselves in structural sensitive similari- 
ties: spacellightand colour in co-ordination with spacelconrVuration and colour. 
So, colour and space find signs of image structuration, to whose colour is rel- 
evant, already in the psycho-physiological behaviour of the visualisation field 
(Monzdglio 1979). 
2.14 The phenomena of the chromatic contrast in the diftrent collours relations 
The phenomena of the chromatic contrast has been explored and applied by a 
great number of artists, in their works and studies. 
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As an example, Fernand Ldger (1957), talldng about colour in architecture, said: 
" No colour is absolute. We are in a continuous relativity m- 
Maifland Graves (1952), in his book " Color Fundamentals ", orders the chro- 
matic contrast in six perceptive principles, which in synthesis are: 
I- Ught colours enlarge the image dimension; dark colours reduce L 
2. Colours over a ground seem to be darker and vice-versa. 
I Neutral colours aoquire an opposits shade to the one of the gmund 
where they are placed. 
4'. Colours placed over grounds with similar shade, they modify the 
ýI hue which tends to the ground opposite shade. 
5. Colours placed over similar grounds lose chroma; and colours 
placed over opposite grounds gain chroma. 
6. Dark colours placed over a whfte ground loose chroma; if they 
are placed over a black ground, they gain chroma; the opposite 
happenswfth lightcolours overthe sameMfte and blackgrounds. 
These principles, as a whole, formulated by Graves, define the contrast accord- 
ing to the modificabons in the percepbon of the physical reality, being the relabon- 
ship of colour and space influenced: 
in the dimension of the images, in the lightness, in the chroma, and 
In the hue of the shades that compose them. 
1. 
According to another author, Johanns Itten (196 1), In his book " The Art of Color 
", contrast is interpreted in seven different ways, which are considered essential 
for the knowledge of the field of arts and of "design". 
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Types of chromatic contrasts, according to Itten: 
1- of hue 
2- of light/dark 
3- between "hot" and "cold" shades 
4- of complementary 
5- of simultaneous 
6- of chroma 
7- of quality (extension) or area 
Each one of these seven types of contrast, according to the analyses made by the 
author, shows the influences in the colour/space language organisation, from the 
structured perceptive level, to the communicational level, with variations in inten- 
sity, in communication contexts, being messages intentions, being individuals' 
cultural characters, or being factors of the individuals of psychological or social 
nature. 
Fig 2.36 Chromatic contrast of hue 
I son 
Fig 2.37 Chromatic contrast of light/dark Fig 2.38 Chromatic contrast between "hot" 
and "cold" shades 
Fig 2.39 Chromatic contrast of complementary 
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It's also important to refer to an author that developed exhaustive studies about 
the chromatic contrast language, using it as a basis for the study of the arts, and 
having created didactic principles which, even now, are used by the schools of 
architecture and "design". The author is Josef Albers (1963), and his study is 
condensed in the book " Interaction of Color ". 
The explanation of the importance of the chromatic contrast phenomenon is found 
in the very psych o-physiolog ica I perception of colours. 
There are people who find it more psychologic and there are others that find it 
more physiologic, in the condition of capture of the stimulus by the neurones in the 
retina and the consequent saturation of the radiations, provoking the perception 
of the opposite radiations, in the search of an equilibrium of sensations. This 
criteria was followed by Hering who based his study in his tri-chromatic theory of 
the perception of the light stimulus: the basic understood shades originate the 
others, completing the range of the sun spectrum (Monz6glio 1972). 
For the visual language problems, what has remained in all these investigations 
was the understanding of the existence of opposite shades, which, by the law of 
contrast, are opposite but also complete themselves. 
Those shades receive the name of complementary colours. In the perceptive 
organisation order, they mean colours that in their whole have the three fundamen- 
tals of the subtractive mixtures and are therefore complementary colours: 
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chroma 
Fig 2.42 Chromatic contrast of 
quality (extension) or 
area 
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- red and green - blue and orange - yellow and violet 
or 
using the terminology of the subtractive mixtures: 
- "magenta"and green - cyan and orange - yellowand violet 
The notion of complementary colour, already indicated with this terminology, was 
given by Chevreul in 1839, before the middle of the XIX century, adopting the 
phenomenon as a criteria of the colours classification. (Chevreul 1967) 
The other authors, scientists and arUsts, who followed him, applied in one way or 
anotherthe w Complementary Colour Theory ", even more for the proven fact of the 
chromatic post-image formation after the fkation of the coloured shades. 
By coincidence of the psycho-physiologic explanation, post-image is always of a 
complementary colour of the one observed 
Chevreul's book 'The Principles of Harynony and Contrast of Coloursff (1967) 
was outstanding for three main reasons: first itwas practical, setting outthe uses 
of colour in every imaginable field from texUles to painting and from architecture to 
horticulture; second, it dealt sensibly with the subject of colour harmonies; and 
third, it provided explanations for such peculiarities as optical mi)dng and simulta- 
neouscontrast. Chevoul's explanation that orange sunlight produced violet shad- 
ows offered invaluable guidance to the impressionist painters, providing an argu- 
ment againstthose who were suspicious of the sensory approach to colour. 
The use of colour harmony in painting or the built environment is founded on an 
understanding of simultaneous and successive contrast and of the phenomena of 
visual colour mixtures. 
In the concept of a relationship between colour and space, the theory of the com- 
plementary colour creates the idea of imaginary space possible of being con- 
ceived in sequential instants of the image observation, i. e., post-image acting as 
a continuation of the informative visual stimulus, in opposite values which try to 
establish an equilibrium of the information itself. 
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With regard to the contrast problem, analysed in terms of colour and space, it is of 
relevance to consider the property of the colours producing sensations of depth, 
differing from one shade to another. 
It's evident that the function of bigger or minor existent contrast in the Images, are 
understood, closer or more distant, making the contrast an incidence in any of 
colour attributes. 
In what concerns space/hue, there's a particular illustration. For example, if one 
looks to an image composed of shades correspondent to very far spectral posi- 
tions, such as the case of red and blue, one gets sensations of relief, as N the red 
is superimposed overthe blue. The explanation of the phenomenon is given bya 
relationship between perceptive ability and wavelength of radiations. People know, 
by physical principle, that for a bigger wavelength people have a minor angle of 
refraction, and vice-versa. In the case of the eye, the crystal-clear has behaviour 
of a lens, it refracts the radiations, according to the same basic principle, therefore: 
forthe red colour, which possesses a bigger wavelength, there's a minor 
refraction; 
for the blue colour, which possesses a minor wavelength, there's a bigger 
refraction. 
With the existence of this physical opposition, to have a coincidence between the 
focal point of the rays that penetrate in the eye and the central point of vision of the 
retina, the Yovea", it's necessary to accommodate movement of the lens/crystal- 
clear, so: 
for the red colour, the accommodation movement happens to increase 
the refraction angle, provoking the sensation of approach of the image; 
for the blue colour, the accommodation movement happens to reduce 
the refraction angle, provoking the sensation of distance of the image. 
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The relationship between Colour and Space, therefore, in what concerns hue, 
presents characteristics of extension in depth, which are inherent to the percep- 
five structure itself, reaffirming once more the concept of colour in terms of visual 
space. 
The colour contrasts issue will be addressed in Chapter 8, when the author, in 
investigating the hypothesis, will discuss colour planning. 
2.15 Summary 
Research supports the notion that colour in architecture has the potential to be- 
come an integrative element of the project design process. 
This chapter has, firstly, defined colour and described the importance of colouras 
a fundamental component of the visual message and of the space perception. it 
has also showed that it belongs to the lightstructure. 
In this chapter, colour was characterised through its physical, psycho and physi- 
ological characteristics in the constitution of the chromatic visual area. 
It also addressed the importance of colours contrasts in the analyses of the rel- 





Space is the second element of structural order in the present study. 
As the authorwants to prove the existence of a straight relationship between col- 
our and space, and in this particular case of space as an area of colour in the 
architecture of the city, this chapterwill address the subject, focussing the visual 
space. 
3.2 Elements for perceiving space 
The notion of space is relayed to us via our sensory channels which are capable 
of transmitting information about distances and in them, the relative position, of 
directional location of dimensions, proximity, volume and formal characters, of 
variation of light and shade characters. 
The dual dimensional perception of space is a concept which comes before the 
tri-dimensional perception, which comes from its contact with nature. It is this 
ancient, hereditary perception which intervenes in the appreciation of forms that 
comprises space (Loug5o 1993a). 
The sensory channels originate from the perceptive organs which receive infor- 
mation, establishing physical and psychological interrelations between ourselves 
and the environment 
This interrelabonary procedure is in accordance with the differentsensaýions people 




In general, one considers sense of space, amongstthe other fundamental senses: 
vision, hearing, touch and smell, because through these senses are channelled 
information purporfing to the nature of spatial perception. 
However, this information is not of isolated content separating each sense, but 
on the contrary, there is an interrelation between the various senses. 
Although one knowsthatthere are rive essentialsenses in all, one has to add one 
more to the ones already listed as belonging to the spatiality, that of taste. 
The fusion of these transmitted informations is such that they can no longer be 
disbnguished separatelywhich allows people to groupthe percepbvesensations, 
therefore making them understand the capacityof each one. 
According tothe psychologist Julian E. Hochberg (1965)"there are more than the 
five traditional senses"and those sensations are given to us bythe arnalgarnation 
of the main senses, giving a full meaning to the way we perceive the environment 
According to the same author, some other feelings arising from amalgamation 
can be specified thus: 
-"sense of distance" 
-"sense of texture" 
-"sense of depth". 
The first one has an interrelation between vision and hearing. The second, be- 
tvveen touch, taste and smell; the third has an interrelation between the other senses, 
beside the five principal ones originating from the sensation of stability in space 
and appropriation of the same space, being: 
- "sense of balance" 
-"senses of the central organs", 
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corresponding in general to the sensations of position and movementof the mus- 
cles and joints. 
Consequently, in terms of space, there is a new definition of fundamental senses 
making up another list composed also of five senses Wth a more intricate struc- 
ture, composed senses through the link of simple senses. 
In terms of space one can classifythe simple senses (as systems receiving infor- 
mation from the environment) in tNo groups: 
- group 1: simple senses which receive information in space far beyond us 
- group 2: simple senses receiving information in space close to us 
Edward I Hall (1966) interpreted this as "distance sense receiver's are those 
which examine distant objects: the eyes, the ear and the nos6m; and the "Immedi- 
ate receivers are the ones which perceive the closer world, in other words touch, 
the sensations we receive through the skin, the membranes and the muscles". 
However, if on one hand there is the sensation of touch which gives people the 
feeling of hotor cold, on the other hand there is thatwhich tells anyone aboutthe 
contact people can have with objects (directly or indirecUy), things and from our 
environment whether they be of an organic or inorganic nature. 
In this case there is a sensation of space followed by a notion of what people can 
do with it. By touching an object one can feel its volume, form, dimension, and 
have an idea of its size and the geometric qualifies of its components and are 
also aware of its surface, if it is crumpled or smooth in texture, or not. 
The confirmation is given by the interrelation with the sightwhich receives these 
stimulations in accordance to the space which is transmitted by the physical phe- 
nomenon of light 
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Sight and touch are therefore two of the perceptive senses which are closely con- 
nected, complementing each other in order to define the structural quality of the 
- objects, things or events in the environment 
Judging by the research and interpretations of various authors, such as those 
mentioned in this chapter, the author finds differentways of defining space and 
different groups of sensations, creating different systems of perception. 
The common pointwhich has been proven is the capacityforthe five basic senses 
to be extended to include various possible combinations of them, or by psycho- 
physical reactions to which they are subject meaning the perception answers 
given by the central organs of the nervous system; for instance the sense of bal- 
ance or the sense of position and movement of our muscles or of ourjoints. 
What interests this research the mostis the sensatfon and the visual perceptfon 
of space, taWing into consideration the kind of communication it allows people to 
have, i. e., the visual. 
Colour is a component of Space because: 
e Itis a property of the substance, which forms it 
* It is an attribute of the light, which makes it visible. 
9 It is inherentto the observer thus making him sensiUve. 
These three factors determine the dynamics of colour because they are global 
and simultaneous atthe same time; the knowledge of the speciality implied in the 
chromatic phenomenon is notable to do more than recognise the limits of uncer- 
tainty in its comprehension; never to determine the pattern or pre-define the re- 
sults (Louq5o 1993b). 
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Colour is a derived component of Space, because it is the consequence of the 
interaction between the light substance and the observer (Loug5o 1993b). 
It is therefore interesting to look forthe relationships that other senses may main- 
tain which are directly connected with sight in the context of perceiving space. 
To find these relations one has to go through various stages, each stage deter- 
mining the specific values of the performance of senses and their interaction. 
One can considetthree stages of procedure(s): 
I 
1. In the first Instance, one considers the simple senses which bring peo- 
pie the sensation of space, and the possible relations of mixbjre which originates 
the compound senses that complete in the structural order the understanding of a 
certain type of space. Being the searched interaction between man and envi- 
ronment, thatwhich one makes through visual communicafion, thetý" of objec- 
tive space is the one possible to be defined as visual space. 
2. Secondly, one considers the psycho - physiological reactions which 
correspond to the sensation of space visuallypercetved, determining the orders 
of relationship vvith one's own being, i. e., a person's body and Matthat body can 
physically and perceptively reach. 
3. Thirdly, one considers the feelings and the groups of feelings, which 
correspond to the reception of information distant or close to people in space. 
The author hereby definesthree groups of considerations, whose studyleads him 
to certain conclusions, in each one of the Winds. 
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3.2.1 Perception of visual space: simple senses and complex senses 
3.2.1.1 The simple senses 
Considering the simple senses, we can find the following incidences in order of 
importance: 
9 direct incidences: 
1 st - one only sense, sight 
indirect incidences, mediate to judgement of complex senses: 
2nd -the sense of touch 
3rd - the sense of headng 
4th - the sense of smell 
9 indirect incidences, distant in the judgement of the complex senses: 
5th- the sense of taste. 
Regarding the various senses (except taste which doesn't relate to the author's 
referred space - space/area of colour), the relationships are more evident in a 
descendent sequence of affinitywith the space which has been visually perceived, 
going from the tangible to the contents of resonant distances and waves, to the 
contents of awareness of things, and of beings or events, by smell. 
Logically, vvith regard to visualspace, sight is the real sense to be considered by 
structural, natural and inborn affinity, and to which all the other sensations and 
perceptions will be related to. 
To complement the last rationalisation regarding the simple sense of sight, two 
theories are transcribed on the study of space bytwo different authors from different 
periods and schools of thought The first and most recent, is by an anthropologist 
and the second, from the renaissance era, is by an artist and scientist. 
'The sightwas the last sense to be developed and it is in realitythe most complex. 
Lots of data is transferred to the nervous system through the eyes with better 
quality than is done by touch and heating. 
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The information a blind person receives from outside remains limited in a circle 
between seven to thirty metres. A normal person can see until the stars"... "It is 
normal to consider the eyes as the main way through which man receives 
information" (Hall 1966). 
Leonardo Da Vinci wrote: "The sightthrough which the beauty of the universe is 
revealed to our contemplation is so excellent that whoever lost it would be 
deprived of knowledge of all fine pieces of nature, of which sight makes the soul 
happy inside the prison of the body and all thanks to the eyes that present the 
infinite variety of creation; those who lostthem abandon the soul in a dark prison 
where all hope of seeing the sun, light and universe is lostforever. 
Those to Mom the darkness of night is so heavy however brief, whatwould they 
do if this darkness would remain the same throughout their lives? Who wouldn't 
prefer to lose their hearing and smell rather than lose their sight.? With hearing 
one would lose the sciences transmitted by words, however notthe vision of the 
beauty of the world that shines on the surface of the casual or natural bodies and 
it is reflected on the human eye" (Da Vinci 1944). 
3.2.1.2 The compound senses 
Concerning the compound senses, the combined sensations together with sight, 
of a sensation kind and follovving the order of analysed incidence in the simple 
senses, form the follovving compositions: 
*a combination between sight and the sense of touch. 
1 st) - compound sense - vision Itouch 
a combination between sight and the sense of hearing. 
2nd) - compound sense - vision 1hearing 
9a combination of sight and the sense of smell 
3rd) - compound sense - vision Ismell 
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The author doesn'tconsider the indirect and distant incidence in the formation of 
a compound sense, because it doesn't define the values with straight connec- 
tons Wth the visual space, as has already been demonstrated above. 
Regarding the first compound sense, one sees an object in space and has an 
idea of itsshape and oneunderstandsexacOythequafityof fts substance bytouching it. 
un sense, one visualises the distance between Regarding the second 
oneself and an object f'"i6fi al k66ývs Its resonant characteristic. The 
Porppositioln IJ6 on ''embs ns of 61 ht6nd hearing sensations give people 
4,41 7, W, ý'A'V'Nv'Vý u its"distance. -, 
fid', "'omP'ound', ioni6, the sniell of Certain vegetation identifies 
fI 'ý, (AIJ 
pace that sUrrounds'people, as. one recognises 
aI formal characteristics in combination with the VA m 
sight (Monzdglio 1997). 
3.3 The vision of space and Its relationship with us 
Relabon of visual equi'libdum 
1 a) - extension of visual sense, giving one the notion of the stable 
condition of a body in the space where it is situated. 
o, Relation of visual position 
2a) - extension of visual sense, giving one a notion of localisation of 
one's body in space and of the function of other bodies, both or- 
ganic and inorganic. 
Relation of visual movement 
3a) - extension of visual sense, giving one an idea of the arUculation 
that one's body can keep with the space where it is situated and 




People are human beings and they belong to an environmental structure in its 
organic form and they are situated in it obeying its inorganic laws (forces and 
substances, such as gravity and earth and air). The structural affinity necessary to 
the live equilibrium between organic and inorganic, in this case consubstantiates 
itself in correspondence between forces and substances of the surrounding world, 
and forces and sensations of their interior world (perceptive organs of the central 
nervous system). 
As a result, one has three relationships, making possible three kinds of extension 
of people's visual sense. 
3.4 Relationships of close and distant perceptions: the compound 
senses 
* Compound senses for perception of information distant from us in the 
visual space 
1 a) - reception at distance by compound sense I- sight/ touch 
2a) - reception at distance by compound sense 2- sight/ hearing 
3a) - reception at distance by compound sense 3- sight / smell 
* Compound senses for reception of information close to us in visual 
space 
1 a) - and the only existent reception of information close to us by com- 
pound sense 1 -sight/ touch 
4, Com Oound senses for reception of information close and distant to us 
in the visual space 
1 a) -and the only existent dual reception, distant or close, by the com- 
pound sense 1 -sight/ touch. 
Touch, being the sensation which the skin experiences, being where the periph- 
oral nervous terminals are located to pick up this sensation, is considered the 
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sense of reception at a distance when it picks up stimulus from distant sources, 
such as those of thermion sensation, such as hot and cold (e. g., the heattransmit- 
ted bythe sun). Yetthis same sense Is considered as a sense of close reception, 
because it is through the skin thatthis reception is experienced. Therefore it has 
a double function and the capacity of reception of those two types of stimuli. 
Sight in its capacity to perceive the space via stimuli emanating from the energy 
of light as they realise themselves in geometrical qualities of objects, or in chro- 
matic quality of light and colour, also has, like the sense of touch, a double function 
and capacityto receive distant or close information: 
-dislantV46allsation of bodies orobjectsbyreflected light-(distantstimulus 
of r6cepp, pn). 
-close, the sightof lightand colour, radiation of energy4ight which consti- 
tutes one of the two different qualities of visualising the space - (stimulus 
close to the percepton). 
Judging the capacity of reception of stimulus and information, by order of longer 
to closer distances, thus reaching the closest absolute one, which is direct by 
touch with the sensorial receptive organs, constitutes the group of senses which, 
settogetherwith sight define such perceptive capacities. 
Three types of reception via compound senses with sight resultfrorn this judge- 
ment one of them being the result between the other two. 
The study of the relationship of sight with other senses, and other psycho- 
physiologic consequences related to the perception of space, demonstrates the 
possibility to order the scheme of reasoning according to triadic development 
formations (Kolb 1980). 
These formations develop themselves inside a structure which comprises organi- 
sations of a more comprehensive nature and in wbich others are less vmll embraced - 
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The structure, connected to the process of intervention and performance of con- 
stituent elements, originates a system possible to be defined in operation ac- 
cording to a series of trilogles dependent amongst each other on its own order. 
3.4.1 Summary of the basic sequence of formation of the system 
3.4.1.1 The system in the order of higher comprehension: 
Tdad 1 
1.1 -senses of space -simple and composed 
1.2 - Interdependency - spacelenvironment and spacelobject 
1.3 - spabal interrelatIon - receptionl close and distant 
3.4.1.2 Systems in order of lesser comprehension: 
Tdad 2 
simple senseldirect incidence 
2.1 simple sensefindirect incidences 
simple senselfar incidence 
composed sense - sight4ouch 
2.2 composed sense - sight1hearing 
composed sense - sightlsmefl 
triad 3 
space - sensatiorVequilibrium 
space - sensation1position 
space - sensationlmovement 
'biad 4 
senses - reception1distant 
senses - receptionlnear 
senses - receptionlmixed (distantlnear) 
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3.5 The visual space: 
Predominance of the visual aspect In the perception of space 
Despite the sensations composed by links with othersenses and particularising 
the space in its characteristics of visual perception, a type of relationship be- 
tween man and environment is created which, by predominance of those charac- 
ters, is defined as visual space. 
In presenting this kind of environmental relationship as a prevailing role in the 
perceptive - communicative process, with considerable predominance by the other 
perdeptions and as the objectof ourstudy is space as an area of colour, being a 
componentof the structure of lightand, therefore, constituting a real visual stimu- 
lus, it is necessary to consider some data related to the vision of space. 
"The experience of seeing is atthe same time a spatialexperience" (Mulvey 1969). 
The vision of space is based on aspects of the relationship between man and the 
environment and consequently is of a physico-psychophysiologic complex nature. 
"Architectural space is subjected to a whole series of perceptual overlays: day- 
nightand seasonal cycles which cause itto be illuminated alternated bylightfrorn 
the sun, by its reflected light from the moon, and by artificial light sources - the 
degree of lightness or darkness influencing our perception of spaciousness7 (Porter 
1997). 
According to James J. Gibson (1950), the perception of the visual space is based 
on the performance of functions of that nature, which determine conditions "to be 
able to see", therefore: it must have light the eyes oughtto be well open, the eyes 
must focus, the sensible eye membrane (the retina) must react to light the optical 
nerve must transmitto the brain. 
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If one of those conditions is interrupted one becomes blind. Butsight according 
to this author, enables people to understand and act in accordance with the visu- 
alised things, among others: to combine colours, to create representations for 
things, to draw, to build environments and so many others, including also the ac- 
ton of contemplation. 
Quoting his words, "to gaze upon the scenery is the mostwonderful action of vi- 
sion, because the sightwe have of a house or landscape, when somebody ob- 
serves itwith a receptive mind, it has a great range, and atthe same time it con- 
tains the smallest of details and each detail concerns a nervous process"(Gibson 
1950). 
3.6 The action of seeing space 
The visual space parUcularised in its geometric qualities (position, size, etc. ) in 
general can be seen in two main ways: the one of being a finite void, where other 
visual spaces can be situated (the involving space); or the one of being a void 
between existing configurations (spaces known as involved ones). 
For Rudolf Amheim (1971), the space "is experienced like a giftwhich precedes 
the objects in it as the mean in which all things have their places". 
Trying to answerthe question - "Whatis space? " -he defines itas a "conception of 
an entity which contains itself, finite or infinite, like an empty vehicle prepared and 
with the capacity to be filled with things". 
And in interpreting a text of Prado (196 1), he defines it as "the enclosed space of 
all creation and in a way it is visible and sensible", or "a non-existence like an 
entity in the external world, like the objects it can contain and, in the absence of 




"Our visual image of the real world embodies a complex pattern of perceptual 
patches; shapesthateach have a colourand a tone, and that apartfrorn respond- 
ing to the intensity and direction of the light source, each communicate textural 
attributes describing surface qualitywhich, in turn, describe differentlysized planes 
and shapes that, using different levels of brightness, pinpoint different locations in 
the illusion of space" (Porter 1997). 
People see space when they are In front of scenery and they can feel like an 
object that tries to set Itself in It. It can transmitto them an image of nature and the 
natural events are many of the characteristics amongstwhich the space shares its 
vacuous involving forms and colours. Nevertheless, people's presence, like a 
new objectthattakes possession of the scenery, makes people feel a visual emp- 
tiness, having the need of other objects which can dynamise and fill the inter- 
sected spaces, that are configurated in visual boundaries which may be closer to 
theirreach. For example, scenery without houses or buildings can be seen as a 
finite void, where other visual spaces can be located. In another way, the houses 
and other buildings which have been located in the scenery representthe break of 
only one void, reducing its own size and subdividing it in to smaller ones, which 
condition the movementof people's viewfrom one to the other, defining forms and 
identifying colours, locating so many objects, that organise the environment trying 
to condition itto their visual experience. 
In the same way, people judge the finite visual void, before an enclosed space, an 
empty room, and they visualise the possible intersected spaces in which they 
would like to be able to be organised: an interaction of wholes and voids, visible 
and sensible, suitable to their visual ambience. 
For the visual space one would deductthe visual void and the visual whole, con- 
trast which in the structural order is reduced to the geometrical qualities of the 
space perception. The first one is the finite configuration which contains it, and 
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is therefore, judged in higher amplitude. The second one is the finite contained 
configuratfon, and, therefore, judged in lesser amplitude, and occupying a place 
in the one of bigger amplitude. 
From the relationship between the finite configuratfon which contains it and the 
finite contained configuration, is derived another relationship, which is estab- 
lished between other finite contained configurations that can come up in other 
areas of the biggerfirifte configuration. This second rejabonship is the introduc- 
ton of a third level of structural Identification of space: the subdivision of finite 
configuration which contains, In a reduced scale, the beginnings of a system to 
which a process of continuity can be determined, with even smaller reductions. 
3.7 ProPrietllosbf the receiver In the perception of visual space 
Considering the nature of the phenomena which are part of the perception of visual 
space and the correspondence between them; considering the nature of the stimu- 
lus which produce the sensation of visual space, and considering the basic as- 
pects of structural orderwhich allows the identification of visual space, the propri- 
eties of the receiverwill be analysed, in the data thoughtas necessary and suffl- 
clent to lead the study through the relations between geometrical qualities and 
space lbrightness and colour, as structural bases in the communication languages. 
One has to consider the follovAng proprieties of the receiver 
" conditions of picldng up and selection of stimulus 
" limits of perception and boundaries of differentiation 
" visual field and structuring of images 
" field organisation, in the structural relations of figure -found. 
3.8 Conditions of picking up and selecting visual stimuli of spatial nature 
To have a visual understanding it is necessary thatthe stimulus sentfrom the envi- 
ronment would find favourable conditions for its reception. These conditions refer 
to the adaptation of the physical aspects and the existence of the ability tqvnder- 
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stand it, judge it, and give the corresponding reply in order to complete the bal- 
ance of the percepbve acL 
Considering the perceptive act if people select the stimulus in accordance Wth 
the physico-physiological capacityfor them to be able to see, people selectthem 
also in accordance to the capacity of the intellect to decide between what one 
wants and what one doesn't wantto apprehend. 
Quoting an example, based on common environmental city experience, when one 
passes a street or a square, from all the stimulus that reach him from different 
visual configurations, many of them are not recorded or kept in his memory be- 
cause they 6rej6st simple sensations of something that exists, thatfeels the void, 
but nothing more than that However, there are others which are apprehended, 
understood, a nd Influence people's behaviour culminating In a reply wilich Is not 
only the direct understanding of whatwas transmitted butwhat remains and ex- 
pands itself, making people have certain reactions (Birren 1978). 
One has to define what determines the capacity to selectthe events and things 
one wants to see coming from the complexity of environmental stimuli that reach 
him. Rrstly it is important to define the meaning of the expression "one wants to 
see". The search for the reciprocation between people and the environment which 
in visual perceptive terms Is one of the necessities of people's life, be it personal 
or social, makes people want to see so that they visually know what exists, and 
from what exists they are able to understand Mat has adequate meaning to justify 
this visual acUon. 
The understanding of visual meaning is a resultof continuous and permanentleam- 
Ing which is obtained via an adequate sensorial capacity. So it stretches, in- 
creases and organises; itself progressively giving form to the knowledge people 
can have of existence. Therefore, the visual interchange between people and the 
environment is not only based in the condition of being able to see, but also of 
wanUng to see (Monzdglio 1978). 
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3.9 The visual boundaries of perception and threshold of spatial differentiation 
Comprehending a complex structure Mich conjugates the physical, physiological 
and psychological natures, the power of seeing and wanting to see make people 
think aboutthe conditions through which the stimuli are transmitted from the envi- 
ronment, therefore in direct relation with the visual configurations Mere they de- 
rive from. 
Considering the restrictive visual sensorial understanding, the considerations fall 
back on the follovAng judgements: 
- the limited capacities of apprehension of stimuli, and 
. capacites of differentiaton between stimuli. 
Conjugating the inorganic and organic structures, which intervene in the percep- 
tive act, the physical stimuli are perceptive, by the physiologic nature of the receiv- 
ing organs, inside a determined strip of values, which defines the sensorialbounda- 
ries. 
Inside this strip we can perceive intermediate values among the sensorial bounda- 
des and in a quantity which depend upon minimum perceptive dfference between 
two stimuli, meaning, a minimum perceptive variation called the differential sen- 
sorial threshold. 
According to the interpretation given by Abraham Moles (197 1) on the studies 
dedicated to the message and its elements, boundaries and differential threshold 
are defined in the following way: 
1- Below a certain limit of physical excitement the receiver becomes in- 
sensitive: it is the threshold of sensibility. 
2- Above a certain limit of physical excitement the receiving system is 
saturated: itisthe threshold of saturation, and ltdoesn't understand anymore the vad- 
ations of thatexcitement, being, therefore, considered withouta specific answer 
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3- In order thatthe receiving organism understands the progressive devel- 
opment in the excitement it is importaritto go beyond a certain value called differ- 
ential threshold; therefore the sensation is qualified between the sensibility 
thresholdand the saturation one, by means of differential thresholds; concerning 
any changeable physical excitement there is a finite number of perceptive 
elements from which the psycho-physiology prepares a repertoire. 
Trying to interpret the boundaries and perceptive thresholds, together with the 
generic aspects of structural order of space voids and wholes, already analysed 
by system form of basic geometdcal qualifies of space, one could give them the 
follovAnj meanings: 
Cqnsidering the rinite and involving conFguratfon In higher order, as being 
the mayimurn wdenslon in percepOve dimensions of geornetical space, itwould 
be defined as saturation threshold, because above this limit there wouldn't be 
specific answers to perception. 
* Considering the finite involving conrquratfon in lesser order, as being the 
minimum extension in perceptive dimensions of geometrical space, itwould 
be defined as sensibility threshold, because below this limit the perception 
would become insensible. 
* Considering the finite involved configuration, as being an extension of per- 
ceptive dimensions of geometrical space and, being located in it in the de- 
pendency on the number of ages and possible dimensional variations, itwould 
be defined as differential threshold, itwould be qualified between the firsttwo 
thresholds, originating the differentiated perception, in the judgement between 
geometrical visual values of space. 




- visual space I geometrical qualities - 
saturation threshold 
Finite configuration which contains bigger void 
I 
in the bigger order 
I 
sensibility threshold 
Finite configuration which contains less void 
I 
in the lesser order 
I 
differential threshold Contained finite configuration wholes 
I 
variable in dimension and number 
I 
Establishing the basic system in the order of relationships between the involving 
and involved spaces, they would acquire in the funcUon of boundaries and thresh- 
olds, the following meanings: 
* Considering the first relationship which establishes connections between 
space and finite involving contiquration in a higher order and that one of /1- 
nite involved configuration, therefore, connections between the threshold of 
saturation and the differential threshold, it would be a relationship of dimen- 
sional order, closer to involving spaces and involved ones, comprising a mini- 
mum number of these; so for a minimum dimensional difference between both 
, the minimum number of involved spaces would be of one. There is an atbibu- 
ton of a minimum differential threshold which results in minimum variation be- 
tween the saturation threshold and the spatial dimension which would suc- 
ceed it 
* Considering the second relationship which establishes connecdons between 
space of finite involved configuration and that of finite involving configurations 
in lesser order, consequently connections between differential threshold and 
sensibility threshold, itwould be a relationship, which in a number of involved 
spaces would determine the possible dimensional variation between them. 
Due to this relationship people reach the conclusion bythe atbibution of differ- 
ential threshold and inside the sensibility threshold, but not going beyond it. 
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-, Considering the stated system of first to second relationships, a new rela- 
tionship is established by which, in the dependency of behaviour in a certain 
moment of the processed system, the Involved space can become Involving, 
In a new higher order adapted to a moment of perception and all the thresh- 
olds (of saturation, sensibility and differential) will have relative values but not 
absolute ones. This means that In the dependency of the considered field for 
visualisation, the absolute values will got now dimensions (Monzdglio 1979). 
3.10 Visual field and construction of Images 
People's visual perception Is structured ln'a way to determine fill where the exten- 
sions and dimensions of the physical field (which acts as sensorial stimulus) can 
be visualised. This limitation of visual extent Is defined by a perimeter with which 
a contained area constitutes the sensible visual-field. 
The visual-field area Is determined by structural characters, anatomical and func- 



















Fig 3.1 Schematic dravving of skle view of the human brain (Mahnke 1993) 
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The anatomical composition of the eyeball allows itto receive physical stimulus 
which are projected againstthe retina, being sensibilised bythe neurones which 
compose it known as cones, rods and nervous cells of connection. The distribu- 
ton in the retina of cones and rods is diversified. The central pointwhich receives 
and focus the luminosity it is called fovea, the middle of the retina spot and It Is 
constituted only by cones. Progressing from the central point to the outer surface, 
the cones decrease In number while the rods Increase their number Conesare 
the neurones responsible for sensation and perception of chromatic radiations, 
while the rods are sensible only to the variation of luminosity. The central point 
which Is the one tlýat brings Into focus the light beams, structures the sight of the 
projected Imago Its minimum detail, while the other outside areas structure the 
sight of Image Iri'accordance to general sensations, gradually losing all details. 
Besides, the sight of the converged Image In the central point Is also more com- 
plete in the chromatic sensation of hues or spectral positions of light while the 
projected images to the peripheral areas gradually lose this sensation, prevailing 
only the variation of light (light and dark). 
The receipt of stimulus-light Is co-ordinated by the stimulated visual field so that 
complete perception Is given by the central point called visualised Irnage point of 
fixatfon. So, the stimulus directed to it prevails for the apprehension and percep- 
ton, while the stimulus which reach the periphery region remain secondaries, 
terclades and so forth, in a decreasing order, and as they direct themselves to the 
periphery of the retina. Around the fixation point of image consecutive and con- 
centric areas of sensibilisation points are formed which, by comparative action 
between the more visible and the less visible, contribute to the sensation of space: 
extension, dimension, position, situation and locality of this image In its whole, In 
the visual field with which it structures itself. 
In terms of visual field, In the structural perceptive order, the firstjudgement of space 
is given bythe comprehension between the more visible and the less visible. 
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The visual field, In its totality, brings together a great number of stimuli. The stimu- 
lus of greater excitement at the moment of visualisation defines the Image point of 
fixation. However, the necessity-6 know other points, which comprise the Image, 
and at this first moment are less visible by the fact that they are in the peripheral 
area, makes a continuous renewal point of fixation. This renewal forms 
displacements In the direction of the look, In order to create a dynamic structure 
which constructs Itself appordind to, the capacity of excitement of each stimulus. 
The point of. fixation v ý', 16'ýVarlatlon, Judged In the physico-psycho- 
prgapic, and Inorganic), depends on two main physiological' uan 
"Y 
g6r orweaker In excite fkt6rsý the'P" IiOrlty of the sI Umulus being stron 
. ifi, I the ýeWver to perceive and select sUmull which he 
,, 
ýntan thepa cUaFttyof 
can recelve 6nd iihich fib4iinis'- 
So, there Is a second judgementof space, wbich Is given by structural order, Intrin- 
sic to the visual field and defined according to the Importance of physical stimulus 
and the perceptive interest of too receiver. The displacements of points of fkation 
going through the Image, give comprehension of geometrical relations of space. 
Athirdjudgementof space, which Is given bythe sum of visual possibilities of the 
optical field, exIsts In all modes that conjugate the ocular capacities and those of 
motor coordination linked to them, determining the appropriation of visual envi- 
ronmental space (Gonzdlez 1990). 
Taking part of this study the visual communication, there Is another type of visual 
field to analyse which Is part of the structural order In communicative terms: the 
visual field structured by memory. 
- it belongs to the combinabon of present field visualisation with past ones, direct 
indirect far off, enlarging the visual dimension, the apprehension of the existent. 
relating itto what existed before or still exists. 
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There are three fundamental aspects in all to have in consideration for the percep- 
ton of space, in the structural order of visual field, four Individual characteristics 
are considered, being three of them directlytied to the psycho-physiological struc- 
ture of sight and, the fourth representing the complementary psychological condi- 
ton, because it Is not In respect the Image stimulus - present but only to Image 
stimulus - memory of the past 
By the formation of a system with the following trilogy in the conception of visual 
field and structuring of images, we conclude the follovAng: 
1- Notion of space, In accordance to the more visible and the less visible: 
- visual acuity - 
- point of Image fixation - 
- peripherical points of image sensation - 
2- Nobon of space, In fundon of the more visible to the less visible: 
- qualifies of physical stimulus: vvith less or more excitement 
- qualities of the receiver with bigger or less interest In the perception 
3- Notion of space, In accordance Wth the perimeter extension of the visual field 
3.1 -monocular visual field 
3.2 - binocular visual field 
3.3 - combined visual field Wth the ocular motor and body motor capacity - 
complementary field to 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 - of the visual memory (Otto 1979). 
3.11 The organisation of the visual field In the structural relationship figure- 
ground. 
To study the organisation of the field of vision In the structural relations of figure- 
ground, It Is necessary to introduce the notion of processing of special perception 
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of depth and relief, from the capacity to receive stimuli and, conjugating with the 
projection area of visual field. 
The spatial perception of relief 'and depth in the field Is given according to the 
complex system of relations between receiving organs and conductors of physi- 
cal stimuli and, the organs of the central nervous system, the visual projection 
area in the brain. 
The phys7iological-psychological'66m): sl? gndence Is baSed on the biological sense 
ofexpedence'ln's" *'ý',; 'Byth6'ohyýiol6gl661. '666titv6ne'feels space and, by pqC 





dtidn: th&6 Is a dependence of motor organs of the eye and a).; Local4' ihd: dlf6' 
head forýth6: direbb66ýbf, 'a"ýe66"'obj'6ct,, InfOnction of a strong stimulus, which 
permits the calling of visual attDrition'and produces combined movements. 
b) - Locality and depth: there Is a participation of the phenomenon of crystalline 
adjustment (eye Ions) which, modifying its curvature to different distances of fixa- 
ton, influences the sensation of depth., The binocular vision plays an essential 
ts and role in the percýption of d6o 0 co9jugation of monocular fixation'pQin 
the ocular movements which allow the fixation of close and distant points. In the 
first case we have the simultaneous perception phenomena and the fusion of im- 
ages, and in the second one we have the phenomenon of adaptation / conver- 
gence and of adaptation /divergence. 
Relief: For this type of perception itisn'tparticularly considered onlyone point of 
the visualised object as the point of image fixation, but it is considered the conti- 
nuity of points forming surfaces and volumes. 
In this case of the relief, the images, from one eye to the other in the binocular 
vision, are partially different due to the anatomic distance of both eyes, provoking 
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different projections of the visualised image. This binocular inequality gives the 
sensation of relief, and the procedure of a perceptive act of space presents the 
following characteristics: 
Analysing according to the visual fields of each eye, the retina temporal areas are 
connected bythe conductor nervous system, on the same side of the brain. On 
the opposite, the nasal areas are connected to opposite sides of the brain. There- 
fore, the temporal area of each retina transfer the received Image stimuli accord- 
ing to determined conductor route, while the nasal areas transfer them through 
another conductor route. The result Is that an Image, which is on the right reaches 
the left side of the brain and, the one on the left reaches the right side. Finallyone 
pr6ceedslý th! '6'"association dthe transferred visual Images according to the 
phenomenon'of Visual fusion (WIes 1972). 
The essential condition for the sight of depth and relief Is binocular vision. The 
other aspects mentioned before, like the reception and selection of stimuli and 
the structure of visual field, can also be considered as monocular vision, not only 
binocular, which doesn'thappen with the last analysed example of vision. 
Being the refiefand depth athibutes of binocular vision, the visual association Mich 
happens in the brain is done in three difforentways: 
- Association of images by simultaneous perception - capacity to understand at the 
same time No images, which have been projected separately, one on each eye. 
- Association of images by blending - capacity to understand in one image the two 
images projected separ-atelyon each eye. 
- Association of images by stereoscopic vision - capacity to understand relief in the 
image conjugated and projected on each eye, with binocular disparity. 
There is a renewal of the triparbte conceptalso in the phenomenon of visual association. 
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3.12 Visual space and theories of perception 
The image of visual space on the different types of knowledge has been the sub- 
ject of study and research. Some theories have arisen from it which tried to define 
the phenomenon of perception as an organised whole and co-ordinated among 
its components (KCiller 1976). 
Next a summary of various theories is presented, which was compiled in order to 
give a general idea of various tendencies. The criteria of choice for certain theo- 
des obeyed some interests in the present study, therefore relating the knovAedge 
of visual language, combining colour, space and visual communication. 
3.12.1 Assoclationists theories (structuralist point of view). 
They belong to the tendency of defining perception as an association with visual 
values, therefore, deriving from structuralist thought for whom these values com- 
bine themselves to constitute a perceptive one. There are laws or assoclationist 
principles. 
Law of contiguity. 
, two representations which are simultaneous or directly successives, 
remain associated and, being so, if one realises itseff the follovving one 
tends to produce beff. 
examples: -idea of an objectand its use 
- idea of the thing and the name or sign 
- idea of the signified thing. 
La w of simitarity : 
9 if two representations are similar, one tends to reproduce the other - 
example: -the things that are similar by shape, colour, 
substance, structure, funclJon, odgin, value, etc. 
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La w of contrast: 
9 one thing can imply its opposite as well as its similarity - 
example: -white makes people think of black: 
- big makes people thing of small. 
From the conjugation of these laws, one has the following results: 
4, the contrast redounds on a similarity, meaning, two opposites are simi- 
larto each otherwhen they belong to the same class inside Which they 
oppose each other. 
examples: - white and black are colours; 
- big and small are sizes. 
* similarity gets close to contiguity ff it exists as a common element, 
therefore two things are similar to each other by function. 
example: - the object and its use. 
This theory, in the sense of formation of the visual whole, tends to have the coali- 
ton of elements by proximity in the perception, in a limited sense, without any 
consideration for the content 
3.12.2 Globalisttheodes 
Gestalt is the principal of these theories, adopting a principle ofperception as an 
organised whole. 
The scientists Max Wertheimer, Kark Koffka and Wolffgang Koehler were the 
ones who introduced it in 1920, proceeding the predominancy of the theory in the 
study of perception during the follovving two decades. 
The general principles maintained by this theory are: 
e perception is a whole whose parts belong to the unit it is not a whole as a 
sum of all parts; 
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* there is an interdependency and organisation among the parts. A whole is 
perceived as an organism and there is an order in it on a certain time and with 
a parUcularfuncUon. 
Giving the same sense to the visual field, the following is concluded: the parts 
combine with each other to form the field and they possess an order and a struc- 
ture which organise it the components of the field are interdependent in shape 
and meaning, in the sense of individual functions, always combined for the whole. 
Due to this theory, the characteristics of the field elements are based in 
phenomenologic method, and can be defined as: 
- having form 
- having stability 
-having perseverance 
- having movement 
Analysing these characteristics, people see thatthe elements defined by them as 
essentials to the visual world are comprised in the formation of the visual whole 
so, colour - space - visual communication fill up, in the structural order, the men- 
toned characteristics the necessary interdependency which combines the parts 
in the visual unity, the organised whole. 
In the order of interdependency of the field, the elements organise themselves in 
the perception, in accordance to other principles derived from two fundamental 
ones: 
e there is a tendency for the perceptual organisation to acquire the biggest 
and possible regularity and, the biggest possible simplicity: it is the principle 
known as pregnancy of form. 
example - the bigger regularity promotes order in the system, in which the 
structuring points and process must be the most simple of all perception ; 
consequently, thesystern allows the visualisabon of the form againstits ground 
-field of combined elements; 
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there is segregation of units according to the conditions of form-ground 
in the field, which is identified in the following types: 
segregation by proximity - tendency to visualise as a whole the ele- 
ments which are closer to one another, giving less possibilities to the 
distantones; this way complex units are formed, made up by groups of 
elements puttogether through physical proximity; these units become 
new elements, creating new visual conjugabons In accordance to the 
existent proximity; 
segregation by similarity -tendency to visualise in the whole the ele- 
ments which are similar in form, having less possibilities to the different 
ones; complex units are formed to which other complex ones with simi- 
lar visual conditions, can be conjugated; 
segregation by continuity - tendency for the pro)dmate and similar ele- 
ments to obey an order of sequence in the visualisation giving a natural 
visual follow up, resulting in a conjugation of them all in a visual unit; 
segregation by closing uP -tendency to define structural order, byway 
of visual continuity, dosing the form in a circuit; there is the creation of 
units specified by a formal quality defined within the biggest possible 
regularity and simplicity; it results in closure of basic geometric forms 
ordered in plane and space -from the pointto the line, to the triangle, to 
the square, the rectangle, and so forth, to the tetrahedron, hexahedron, 
to the prism of various basis, etc. 
The principles of this theory guide the perception in the formation of the visual 
whole in the structural order, making it possible to enlarge its sense for a more 
complex order, comprising visual meanings. (Hubei 1988) 
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3.12.3 Theories of gradient or textures 
One considers the perception of distances in accordance to textures of the visual- 
ised field, acting as potential stimuli of space perception. 
James J. Gibson (11950) Is the principal follower of this theory, describing textures 
as gradients and definingthern as, being the proportion in Mich a propriety meas- 
ured in the field varies In accordance to the continuou's and extended stimulus. 
According to this theory, if one looks at a surface 
if it prese'6 a uniformed texture without a varlation of stimulus, the gradient 
is Zero 
if It rpsen ', j, vadat1o. n In, the texture In density, which changes its gradual 
scai fro 1 
'0 
- closer one to the most distant one, there are different degrees 
in the gradients. 
example: the visualisation of a land full of stones; the variation of density is 
perceived depending on the distance from which it is observed; the bigger the 
distance the higher the density of gradient the lesser the distance, the lower 
the density. 
Edward I Hall (1966), in his book "The Hidden Dimension'. says thatthe theory 
of textural gradients has the following interpretative base: 
* perception of space is conditioned by the eAstence of the ground seen as a 
continuous surface; 
-, space perception is conditioned to visual memory, having in consideration the 
acquired experience and defended by a conceptual tendency of psychology, 
e space perception is given in thirteen different variations for the vision of 
panoramic perspective. 
These variations which correspond to the sensorial impressions, are analysed as 
being the example of what happens when differenttypes of sounds are related to 
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the linguistic vowels and consonants, constituting basic categories in Mich people 
can find other variations more parUcularlsed and specifics to the sight experience. 
This theory limits itself to the analysis and comprehension of permanent informa- 
ton from the present visual field, having taken into consideration what the author 
calls 'Variations of stimuir, the components of textures as essential aspect to 
the spatial structure in order to have a necessary and effectfve information of 
depth and distance. 
Considering the basic categories recommended by Hall and the thirteen possible 
variatons in the experience of visual perspecUve, there is the follawing summary: 
9 Bas ic catqgory of "perspectfve of location": 
1'- perspe'c' tive given by the texture 
(density of wgrains" on the surface) 
2- perspective given by the size 
(close objects - bigger; distant ones - smaller) 
3- linear perspective 
(the one applied to design Wth geometrical bases) 
Basic category of "perspectives of parallae: 
4- binocular perspecUve 
(stereoscopic vision) 
5 -dynamic perspective 
(sensation of movement betNeen the observer and object relations) 
Basic category of "independent perspectives of position, or movement of 
observer"- 
6- aerial perspecbve 
(the atmosphere as influencing the vision of close or distant objects - 
misty day - clear day, etc. ) 
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7- out of focus perspective 
(clear and dim, the example of photographic focus). 
8- perspective and point of observation 
(vision of the horizon and sensation of unreal heights, giving the illusion of 
the objects being atthe same level as our eyes) 
9- perspective by change of spacing 
(close small objects seem to have the same size as bigger ones, but at a 
distance) 
10 - perspective of convergence adaptation in the binocular vision 
(fixing a close object, the distant Image appears to have been doubled 
and vice-versa, fi)dng a distant object it Is the closer image that appears to 
be doubled) 
11 - perspective of comparative movement 
(close objects seem to move more than the distant ones) 
12 - perspecUve by integHty of the outine 
(the closerobject looks like ithas a more continuousoutline than the 
distantone) 
13 - perspective by contrast between light and shade 
(bigger contrasts indicate more proximity, and less contrast indicates, 
in opposition, bigger distance). 
These assumptions were explored by other authors in the past As an example 
one has the studies of fightandshadeandperspective carried out by Leonardo 
Da Vinci (Ramos 1944), or the ones by James J. Gibson (1950). 
In summing up, the research considers three tendencies for the present study 
about the sight concept of space in the organisation between field, figure and 
ground. Each one of these tendencies e)dsts for the reason of dependency of 
language content and structural conditions of visual image communication which 
is transmitted to the receiver. 
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On one hand, when people perceive images as organised units in the field of 
figure / ground, people are inside the globalist tendency. On the other, one should 
consider that there are images succeeding one another in a continuous move- 
mentrelating, therefore, to space and time. In this case people built up atthe end 
of the succession another whole, which is not completely present being more an 
association of parts even if there are various wboles of minor order in the meaning 
oflanguage. Either by one or the other tendency, the image can be built on compo- 
nents whose variation of stimulabon bytextures creates a relationship figure/ground 
of particular information. So, the wholes visualised in the field are spaces result- 
ing from the permanent variation of figures against a continuous ground, thus the 
relationship is reinforced by the prior knowledge of the phenomenon, as a conse- 
quence of past visual experience, associating values of perception. 
In reality there are three tendencies which conjugate the time factor with a dimen- 
sion that completes the sense of existence of visual space inserted in the lan- 
guage of communication. According to the reflections from the previous chap- 
ters: one considers colour, space, and communication the essential components 
of the visual world, constructing a visualambience in accordance to time, joining 
the moments through the communications of events as being linked in colour 
andspace. 
3.13 Opposition aspects and contrast In perception of visual space 
For a judgement of visual units co-ordinated as a whole in the field, more or less 
dynamic, from pastexperiences, or not it is necessaryto consider a phenomenon 
as without itthere wouldn't be a condition for the perception of the figure/ground 
relationship. This phenomenon concerns the contrast 
The perceptive organisation of visual field obeys to an action of comparative type 
for judging and formation of image. It is the comparative action between stimuli 
projected in the field that originates the sensation of contrast and, consequently, 
the definition of visual elements which come up from this phenomenon and have 
their performance in the observation field. 
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The first conceptof contrast is given by the opposition between two types of stimuli 
which comprise two big categories in the sensation and perception of visual field, 
being: 
" projection of light and colour, and 
" projection of geometrical qualities, therefore, the conftast is determined by 
non geometrical qualities (light and colours) in opposition to geometricalquali- 
ties (configurations). 
The opposition is not only given between two categories of essential stimuli but it 
is particularised on each one of them. 
Consequently, the following concepts of contrast are formed in a sequence from 
the first one: 
9 luminosity and obscurity by opposition of light and no light 
9 figure and ground by geometrical opposition - limited and unlimited. 
From these tripartite basic oppositions, there are others at different levels and 
stages, creating a differential visual structure in the field - 
The development of these relations originates a scheme of maintenance of visual 
judgement based on comparative action, the comparative points being the uni- 
tarian elements of visual order whether simple or complex (Monz6glio 1978). 
3.14 Basic Interpretations of the concept of contrast, In the structural 
order of the visual space 
The sense of opposition, which gives the idea of contrast in visual terms, may 
mean: opposition between visual values or objects, one of them making the other 
stand out 
Consequently, the idea of visual space, by contrast, is motivated by the introduc- 
ton of notions, such as: 
space, a void to be filled 
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9 space, a filled void 
* space, a fullness in the void. 
where values oppose one another to be able to stand out: 
* whether the void which can envelope 
9 whether the void which envelopes 
* whether the involved is fullness which is enveloped. 
in this opposition game of full-void, the conceptof structuralknage of sPaceWhich 
is projected to people's visual field is builtand to which people project a visual 
environmental field. The now concept of the opposition is people and environ- 
ment, in the conception of experience action field, of reciprocal relationships, of 
continuous interchange in the adjustment of fullness and void. 
The fullness - Vold is permanent in the field organisation and, in the structural 
order, constitutes the more general support sustaining the othervisual spatial val- 
ues, in a scale that goes from the perceptive level to the communicational one. In 
that scale, fullness and void complexes identify the types of languages which 
compose them by the meaning theytransport, receive or acquire, because they 
belong toa life context. In communicative terms they tend to identify themselves 
with this context and integrate themselves in it, establishing a visual equilibrium in 
the opposition people and environment 
The fullness -voidopposition being an action of contrastthrough which the values 
stand out and complement themselves by the self equilibrium of the oppositions 
and, considering the fullness the more directstimulus, and the voidthe less direct 
stimulus, of perceptive projection in the visual field, perceptive sensations can be 
defined, according to a sequence of contrasts, analysed from the perceptive actto 
the communicative one. This means a series of comparative actions which, in or- 
der of increasing complexity of stimulation, define opposing visual values, filling the 
demands of natural visual stability to the structure of languages. 
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Considering from the beginning the contrast in the perceptive sensation, in in- 
creasing complexity order, the following sequence of visual values in opposition 
could be constituted: 
* interpretation of visual space in terms of possible contrast between visual 
field and stimulus - light 
e For a uniformly constituted and uniformly illuminated field, the 
sensation of visual space is produced according to the existent 
values of luminosity, extension, continu fty, perseverance, homo- 
geneW. 
it resufts in the sensation of void without opposition of 
fullness, therefore, Wthout any present contrast un- 
less one considers the two values of origin: a visual 
field in contrast Wth the stimulus - light determining 
the conceptual and subjecUve meaning and not that 
of a visual and objecUve one. 
For the same visual field, visualised in two different moments, 
and understanding thatthe variety of intensity of light changes 
from one momentto the other, by opposition thatoccurs in terms 
of visual memory; a kind of contrast is defined in what concerns 
the stimulus - light The sensation of visual space is, therefore, 
motivated by a contrastwhich is produced, even if the homoge- 
neity of the field is maintained. The comparative action in this 
case produces itself by established relationships according to 
the time factor. If other moments succeeded, with other varia- 
tons of light itwould result in successive interdependent con- 
trast / light sensations, because they belong to the same field 
and to the same nature of stimulus, the light therefore, a whole 
which fulfils itself in successive parts, according to one variation 
of the system: the differentiation of the intensity of light. 
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e The interpretation of visual space in terms of contrast in the visual field be- 
tween light and no-light For afield constituted bya uniformly illuminated back- 
ground, which can be moved by a dark point the sensation of visual space 
produces itself according to the following comparisons: 
e luminosity and darkness, extension and boundary, continuity and disconti- 
nuity, homogeneity and heterogeneity. 
The result is the sensation of fullness in the void in the oppositions of: dark in the 
light, the leastin the bigger, involved in the involving, creating the visual pdnciple 
of the formabon of the configurabons. 
9 Interpretation of visual space in terms of contrast in the visual field of the 
figure - ground organisation. 
From this Interpretation, the definition of contrast according to geometrical quali- 
ties of space is consolidated, articulated between themselves and in conjugation 
with the stimulus - light therefore, an entailing of contrasts produced by both the 
original and natural sensations of visual space (Birren 1982). 
By this complexity of contrast one reaches the interpretation of spacelconfigura- 
tion which originates the stereoscopic perception (of tri-dimensionality). 
In spacelconfiguration, the oppositions respond to comparative actions which 
define values in contrast of formal and differentiated qualities: figure Iground, 
form and no-forrn. 
it results from the sensation of fullness and void, in the visual touchable version; it 
means formal structures co-ordinated to visual perception which judge them and 
gives an equilibrium of stimulus / action, in the contrast with the formulation of 
formal signification. 
Bythese three interpretations one has the notion of the formation of visualspace, 
according to the perceptive image of a whole in contrasts: 
parts which oppose each other, but complement themselves. 
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The conceptual trilogy of contrasts is formed, supported by the follovving opposi- 
tons of visual space: 
-, light in opposition to light itself 
- by dfferentiation of one of its structural values, the intensfty 
9 light in opposition to no-light 
- by extreme differentiation in its structural value, the intensity 
e fonn in opposition to no-form 
- by differentiation between geornebical characters, in the outlines and lim- 
its of configuration. 
From there onwards, following with the movement of stimulus in increasing order 
of complexity, the sequence of oppositions has continuity, Mich won't be the only 
ones In each visualised field, but in a numberthatwill vary according to the com- 
plexity of its own stimulus in contrast 
Interpreting the unit of opposition or contrast as a component element of the field 
which is not in its whole, therefore, existing within other components of the same 
nature, a concept of bigger contrast is originated which might happen between 
the units of component contrast. 
Consequently, the visual space is structured by a system of oppositions and con- 
trasts which embrace the most different perceptive types and which, in the struc- 
turing of image, join themselves according to certain affinities by perceptive ca- 
pacities, being the ones related to perception and selection of stimuli or being the 
ones related to the structural organisation of figure-ground. So, embracing sen- 
sorial and perceptive conditions, the contrast acts in the formation of the whole, 
following the natural structure of the formation of the visual space image. 
It is in this sense thatthe images of real space which surrounds us are formed, a 
group of points, lines, surfaces, volumes, shades, textures, depths, distances, 
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positions, directions, dimensions, extensions, elements, which are visualised by 
comparative actions, which give them sufficient levels of contrast for the visual 
definitions and elements with which other contrasts are produced, in conjugated 
and compound units, all of them being structural images of visual signification. 
And these, by logical structural affinities, are determined In its semantic - prag- 
matical level, also by comparative acts of the judgements of opposition and of 
contrast (Monzdglio 1979). 
3.15 Summary 
In this cfiaotprthe' author made a review of the relevant literature aboutthe second 
fundamental c6riýonent of the visual message: sppce. In this particular case the 
sp , ace 66nnect6d with colour in the architecture of the city (exteriors), which is the 
visual space. 
The author Investigated space through the elements for perceiving it the simple 
senses and the complex senses which enter in the perception of the visual space 
and its theories of perception, the organisation of the visual field in the structural 
relationship figure-ground, and the concept of contrast in the structural order of the 
visual space. 
In the nextchapter the author will outline the main hypothesis and start its investi- 





In this chapter, the hypothesis for the present research is expressed. 
This hypothesis has been composed as a result of the literature review, contained 
in the previous three chapters. The relevant theory was carefully selected and 
analysed, in orderto locate all the available information on the research subject. It 
is the basis forfurther research which will be outlined in the subsequent chapters, 
which will lead to the conclusions drawn in the final chapter. 
4.2 The Research Question and Hypothesis 
4.2.1 Research Question 
"Is it possible to define Colour/ Space as a visual communicational unity, 
which influences directly the architectural project and, therefore, the city 
itself? 11 
From this research question the following hypothesis has been developed. 
4.2.2 Hypothesis 
Colour / Space is a visual communicational unity which is directly con- 
nected with architecture and the environment. 
4.3 Reasoning 
This hypothesis has been chosen because the effects of colour have been 
investigated mainlyinthe contextof medical research and intheinteriors, neverin 
thearchitectural projectmaking and, therefore, in the built environment as a whole. 
So it is of major importance to prove that colour is always present in our 
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man-made world and thatthere muste)dsta consciousness of this among people, 
as a wayto control the use of colour in the environment 
4.4 Research design 
The research design was oubined as follovving: 
. observation of the ColourlSpace unity behaviour within the communica- 
tive system, through 
- the study of colourand space (as area of colour) 
-the demonstration of the existence and importance of the ColourlSpace 
unity, as a percqptive-communicative relationship between colour and space 
- the demonstration that ColourlSpace Is a unity of visual communication 
-dernonstration that the Colour /Space unity intervenes in the visua) . 11, . 
methodoidgkil programming of the environment, influencing directly life quality. 
4.5 Investigation of the hypothesis 
To investlgate the hypothesis, the research study must cover two other areas of 
the relevant literature review. 
. The definition of the Colourl Space unjý4 establishing 
the relationship 
between the three attributes of colour and studying the Colourl Space 
behaviour in the perceptive reality of these. 
. The visual communication, in a way to show that 
Colour /Space is a 
unity of visual communication, studying the ColourlSpace Systems, the 





Based on the understanding that architecture deals with ordered spaces in 
accordance with their several functions; regarding the fact that urban planning 
deals with multiple spaces, co-ordinated in accordance with multiple functions 
and uses, the participant languages are, therefore, arranged, ordered and 
co-ordinated, by the designer, for perceptive-communicative sets of adequate 
relationships between functions and uses. 
The visualspace is a member of those spaces which, for its constitutional nature, 
relates man and environment by the light phenomena. 
Colour, being a component element of the light structure, is also, therefore, a 
component of the visual space. 
So, space and light languages are in a permanent dynamic relationship, which 
are as follows: 
essential elements of the visual environmental organisation; 
fundamental participants of the architecture message and of the city. 
This research is based on a study of the perceptive-communicative relationship 
between Colour in the architecture of the city (exteriors) and Space, which 
defines the ColourlSpace unity. 
The author wants to prove not only the existence of this unity which is a visual 
communicational one, butalso thatthis unity intervenes in the visual methodological 
programming of the environment. 
The previous chapter has introduced the hypothesis for this dissertation, based on 
the preceding relevant literature review, which was ca refu Ily selected and analysed, 
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in order to locate all the available information on the research subject 
This chapter vvill introduce the method of research used to investigate the 
hypothesis in order to answer the two main questons: 
- Is it possible to define Colour/Space as a visual communicational unity? 
- ff this unity exists, does itdirectly influence the architectural project (taking 
part in it), and therefere, the city itself ? 
The author selected an integrated research methodology, used to fulfil the aims 
and specific objecUves of this research, developing a model which comprises 
two research methods: 
-a continuation of the literature review, trying to answer the previous two 
quesbons; 
" an evaluation of the literature review findings through surveymethodology: 
" Semi-structured interviews with experts, as a feasibility test for the next 
level of the research. 
" Full test response via questionnaire 
" Return to the panel of experts for a newroundofinterviews (to revise theory) 
After the survey findings itvAll be possible for the author: 
- to draw the conclusions of the research project 
- to analyse its contribution to knoWedge; 
- to suggest recommendations for future research. 
5.2 Colour/Space unity: a unity of visual communication 
In the nextchapterthe authorvAll showthe eAstence of a percepbve-communicative 
unitywhich is the result of the relationship between Colour and Space: 
- the ColourlSpace unity. 
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As it is also a aim of this studyto prove thatthis unity is a visual communicatonal 
one, which influences directly the built environment Chapter 7 addresses the 
subjecL 
Before evaluating the findings of the survey method, in Chapter 8 the author will 
point out the relationship between the applied meaning of the colour/space 
systems to the visual languages programmingý according to a methodological 
definition which has the orientation of the pi6lecf architecture process as main 
target 1. e. colour planning..: 
Sojnth6n6idthrp6, cha h; thd, 6iAh6iWll 661: 16,7e ifid irit6rpretation of the findings 
as a dontnUaton'6fth6i6l6viiýi'lk6e6ture rd'view. '- 
chap rý the, aUthor., Wll'tAlWthdýurvey'methodol6gytb evaluate the iitýrature 
review' fi'n"d'in"gsi, 'using inle ry'ie'v'v'sand questionnaires. 
5.3 Summary 
The methodology used in this research project is set out in this chapter, as well as 
the approach to test the hypothesis. 
The methodological approach Is outlined in the next four chapters: 
" Chapter 6- Colour/Space unity 
" Chapter 7- Visual Communication 
" Chapter 8 -Colour/Space Systems and Visual Languages Programming 
" Chapter 9- Survey Methodology 
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COLOUR / SPACE UNITY 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapters 2 and 3, an analyses to Colour and Space has been undertaken, 
proving their importance in the built environment. 
In chapter 5 the author outlined the first part of the methodological approach as a 
way to investigate the hypothesis : to show the existence of a relationship 
between Colour and Space (as area of colour) which forms an unity 
Colour/ Space unity. 
This first part of the investigation of the hypothesis is a continuation of the 
literature review, with interpretations of the findings by the author. 
In the previous literature review the author didn't find any scientific or pragmatic 
approach to the theme. 
Afterthe analyses of Colour and Space, it is possible to realise that in the established 
relationships, there is a certain co-ordination of senses. 
Nevertheless, in the circumstance of the space of brightness and of colour, the 
co-ordination remains on the theoretical level, or interpretative, differentlyto that 
of the geometric qualities, where the co-ordination can happen in a more direct 
and real way - (the example of the tangible and the visible, in the mixture between 
touch and sight). 
Therefore, the research must regard the strictly visual characteristics, which leads 
it to the definition, among other things, of the shade qualities which are really of 
interestto the purpose of the language and the communication of space. 
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6.2 Definition of qualitative shade values In the sensation of space 
The notion of shade space is given in spectre positions, because they give distin- 
guished sensations of colours. Atthe informative level, these variations proceed 
from a repertoire of values, which are of precise discriminations and there isn't 
any misunderstanding or ambiguity between one and the other. 
This means that atthe perceptive level, the definitions should also be qualitatively 
exact. 
The spectre shade (tonal) values cannot have an ambiguous chromatic meaning: 
red - orange - yellow - green - blue - violet 
So, a, total number of six shades, instead of seven, if indigo were to be consid- 
ere das: ýa'ý"a' violet 
If one hadio consider values of transition, the shade spaces would be double in 
number, because in the six spectre positions there are the intermediary central 
values. 
It is currentto indicate an intermediary value between blue and violet because the 
chromatic range is wider by the physical effect of relationship between refraction 
and wavelength. 
To understand the colour/space relationship, six chromatic contents are consid- 
ered with six differential contents; as in perception, the difference between red 
and violet is processed on a scale of continuity, apartfrom the physical opposition 
of the wavelengths (from I to 2, from 2 to K. and so on ... and, 
from 6 to 1, until the 
circuit is completed). 
6.3 Formation of the physical unities of Colour and of Space 
One can understand thattho notion of space by colour, according to the physical 
characteristics sensibleto the sight, determines the definition of the basis of visual 
unites conceptualisation that can be interpreted in the following way. 
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63.1 Regarding the light intensity value, Mich determines the quantity of 
light and therefore defining values of brightness of space and colour, one 
reaches the complex order whose structure presents two perceptive orders: 
6.3.1.1 the order of sensation of brightness values as concrete visual compo- 
nents of perception. 
6.3.1.2 the order of sensation of brightness values, as separations between visual 
components. 
Analysing these meanings, one can conclude that spacellight is situated in first 
order which in the visual structure is the envolved lightspace, therefore, originating 
the idea of (space Ilight) fullness; while differential space Ilight is situated on the 
second order, which In the visual structure is the involving space of light, creating 
the Idea of - (space Iligho emptiness. 
According to these two percepfive orders of fullness4ight and emptiness-light the 
complex bases its support in a triad formation, vvith the follovving points of activa- 
ton: 
Light/ maximum intensity [, 
Space /light) fullness] Light/ intermediary intensity 
Light / minimum intensity 
Light (maximum / intermediary) 
[(Space/ 
light) emptines Light (intermediary/ minimum) 
Light (minimum / maximum) 
The relational procedure between both orders has the formation of space / light 
unity, as a resuft: 
(space / light ) fullness 
(space /light) emptiness 
Space/ light unity 
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63.2 Referring to the shade quality, Mich determines the chromatic values of the 
spectrum positions, therefore, defining the space and colour hue values, like the 
previous one, one reaches the ordination of complexity, with a structure also pro- 
senting two perceptive orders: 
6.3.2.1 The order of the values of hue sensation, as concrete visual components 
of percepton. 
6.3.2.2 The order of the differential sensabon betAfeen hue values, as separabons 
betNeen visual components. 
Analysing the meanings, one realises that on the first order one can have the 
space / hue, Mich In the visual structure becomes the involved hue space, creat- 
ingtheideaof -(space/ hue) fullness; while in the second order itis located the 
differential space / hue, which in the visual structure is going to be the involving 
space of hue, therefore, creating the idea of - (space / hue) emptiness. 
The complexity, according to these two perceptive orders of fullness-hue and 
emptiness-hue, is supported by a sextuple formation, multiple of the triad one, 
and with the follovving points of acUvabon: 
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Colour I Space unity 
[(space 
/ hue) empbness] 
" hue (red / orange) 
" hue (orange/ yellow) 
" hue (yellow/ green) 
" hue (green / blue) 
" hue (blue/ violet) 
:* hue (violet/ red) 
The relatonal procedure betNeen both orders has a fortnaton of space / hue unfty 
as a resuft: 
[(soaos / hue) fullness] space / hue unity 
[(space /hue) empfinessj 
633 As for the tonal intensity, which determines the purity level of shades, there- 
fore defining in the hues the values of saturation, of space and colou r, one reaches 
the complex ordination similar to the two previous ones, also presenting a struc- 
ture with two perceptive orders: 
6.3.3.1 The order of sensation of saturation values, as concrete visual compo- 
nents of percepton. 
6.3.32 The order of differential sensation between values of saturation, as sepa- 
ration between visual components. 
Analysing the meanings, one reallses that on the first order there is the space / 
saturation, Mich in the visual structure is the evolved space of saturation, there- 
fore creating the idea of - (space / chroma) fullness; while In the second order is 
located the differential space I saturation, which in the visual structure is going to 
be the evolving space of saturation, therefore, creating the idea of - (space 
chroma) emptiness. 
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The complexity, regarding both perceptive orders of fullness-saturation and of 
emptiness-saturation, is supported by a triad composition, with the follovAng points 
ofadvabon: 
satiraton = chroma 
I- chroma /maximum intensity 
[(space / chroma) fullnesý chroma / intermediary intensity 
ý chroma /minimum intensity 
# chroma (maximum / intermediary) 
[(space/ chroma) empfinesý #chroma (intermediary/ minimum) 
(ý chroma (minimum / ma)(imum) 
The relabonal procedure between both orders has a formation of space / chroma 
unity, as a resu ft: 
(space chroma) fullness 
=I space / chroýýKnilyfl (space chroma) emptiness 
Johng togelherte group ofspecificoompioxes of each physW charadmisficafooloanihe 
spatial shxWral meaning, one bukis upbe gmericsystemvAhthefoluAing organisation: 
[(space/ light) fullness] 
[(space / light) ernptiness] 
[(space / hue) fullness] 
[(space/ hue) emptinesq 
[(colour space) fullness] 
[(colour space) emptiness] 
[(space / chroma) fullness] 
[(space / chroma) emptiness] 
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In terms of colour one has a conception of fullness / emptiness structural impact 
as a first step to be considered, in terms of the visual complex colour/ space. 
Summing up, the conception of the system unity is composed bythe inter-relation 
of the particular unities: 
The unitycolour/ space is then the basic componentof the visual perceptive com- 
position which from the sensitive physical order transforms the sightinto a proce- 
dure in higherorders, Mich from the perceptive nature, reaches those of the sig- 
nificant nature of the visual communication. 
6.4 Colourl Space: tri-dimensional chromatic sensation 
One has to consider the follovAng issues regarding the capture of the colour 
space stimull: the three different kinds of stimull originated from the lightstructure 
and defined as brightness (value), hue and saturation (chroma), they become sensi- 
five characteristics in the perceptive order, and with the same differential character 
So, one considers as the main three sensations those with colour characteristics 
(or attributes): value, hue and chroma. 
In the structural perceptive organisation of colour / space they become: 
space / value, space / hue and space I chroma. 
In the conception of the perceptive organisation, the three characteristics that 
become the different sensations of space by colour are in a specific structural 
order already conceptualised in spatial terms. They constitute three dimensions, 
therefore, with the minimum spatial geometric condition, which is the tri-dimen- 
sional organisation. 
Those characteristics of space / value, space / hue and space / chroma, while 
creating the visual result colour/ space, give it a tri-dimensional character Mich 
can be conceptualised and defined in terms of geometric space. 
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Colour / space, on a level of structural visual organisation, has a complete conno- 
tation of space, bringing together the qualities of space, of light and of colour, the 
one of confined geometric space. 
It is common to represent the colour through a tri-dimensional form, known as 
"colours solid" and adopted by several authors, in chromatic systems used in arts 
and sciences, and reduced to varied geometric schemes, all of them following the 
fundamental relation between the three original dimensions (Munsell 1976). 
Fig. 6.1 Munsell hue, value, and chroma scales in 
colour / space - Munsell's solid of colours 
(Munsell 1976) 
Judging colour in spatial issues and when comparing it with the perception of 
space regarding the light, one positions in first place the attribute of brightness 
(value). Nevertheless this attribute, in terms of chromatic definition evolves into 
an integrated dimension to the attribute of hue, which in terms of an informative 
meaning of colour is the one that characterises it the most. 
So, in the tri-dimensional conception, when getting together the three attributes, 





Colour / Space unity 
So, combined stimuli of brightness (value) and saturation (chroma) belong to a 
certain hue in the perceptive chromatic spatial whole. 
So, the tri-dimensional relation of colour / space is represented by the following 
expression: 
value Ispace 
colourlspace = huelspace 
chroma /space 







h=hue v=value c=chroma 
S= space 
C= colour 
The expression reduced to simple signals: 
CIS= (h I )/S 
c 
This relationship, becomes the perceptive unity which is the basis for the other 
possible sensorial formations in colour /space. 
6.5 Behaviour of Colour / Space unity 




the co-ordination of hue stimuli captured bythe nerve cells of the retina, the cones, 
and what is the relationship established between those attributes of brightness 
(value) and saturaton (chroma). 
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The monochromatic radiations are captured by certain groups of cones, specifi- 
cally to select certain wavelengths. 
There are several theories aboutthis selection process but the one that until now 
has a more logical and suitable explanation according to the whole visual percep- 
tive phenomena, is the one that establishes the existence of three groups of cones 
(Teevan 1961). Each group captures as a main radiation one of the three, which 
have a physical structure to add colour and not to subtract colopr: the radiations 
whose structure allows a combination with another id "phase concordance" of 
wavelength, therefore, increasing Its amplitude, and not in "phase discordance", 
which results In t: he reduction of the wavelength amplitude (Ovio 1927). 
6.6 The "tri-stimull" values In the Colourl Space unity 
Under radiations which allowthe summing up of colours (red, green and blue), 
therefore through the quantitative relation of each one of them, the sensation of 
colour results in chromatic values, which include the whole variety of the spectre. 
These fundamental radiations are the so called "chromatic tri-stimuli", which are 
determined by a certain percentage of each one of the radiations and they are 
graphically represented by a system of co-ordinates x, y, z, which places In a dia- 
gram all diverted shades from the spectral positions. It is known as "diagram - 
spectrum locus". All these values are scientifically determined, including all the 
physical variations and are known as "tri-stimuli" values - "C. I. E. " (the initals for 
Commission Internationale do Utclalrage - Light International Commission) 
(Bouma 1947). 
Consequently, in the perceptive judgement of colour/ space one has a co-ordina- 
ton of tri-stimuli, which results in the value of hue which, on its turn, co-ordinates 
the (h v)/S unity. C 
Once again the triad composition is repeated, in the structural order of colour, with 
the three hues considered as fundamentals in the spectral radiations as points of 
activation: 
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- red radiabon 
"VI-sumuli" - green radiabon = 
[hx 
I hy /hz] 
- blue radiabon 




Regarding the presence of the other two attributes, v and c in the "tri-stimuli", that 
of v value (brightness) is brought into evidence by the sum of radiatIons which, by 
increasing its amplitude, add light tending to white. The Chroma c (saturation) is 
brought into evidence because the scale of hue in the neutral white prevents the 
sight of the colopred sense. 
6.7 Behaviour of the Colour I Space unity In the relationship between 
physical and percepUve realities 
Atthis stage of this study, it is necessary to remember that the physical reality is 
not always entirely correspondent to the perceptive reality. Itis the case of the "tri- 
stimuli" and the diverted perception of the three shades that comprise them. 
Our organ of sight is able to capture and select radiations, to co-ordinate its com- 
prehension, giving response to this or that colouring. However, it is not able to 
distinguish which are the composing radiations of each "tri-stimuli". 
comea N"... aqueota humotw 





opbo nerve fbNea 
Fig. 6.2 Schematic drawing of human eye (Mahnke 1993) 
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"We are able to appreciate a polyphonic symphony played byan orchestra, sung 
by a group, and wer are not able to understand why there was a time when the 
charm of the musicwas nothing buta note from a cithara or one ortwo notes from 
a flute. The hearing has been educated and nowadays we no longer pay attention 
to such simple and poor sounds, unless when we recall the innocent but insipid 
pleasure of listening to a child blowing a comet or shaking a rattle. Obviously, a 
sole note from the harp, echoing isolated after a sudden silence of the orchestra, 
can still shake our nerve fibres; butthis happens because at that exact moment a 
preparation of the hearing and the mind, Mich is in a position of anxiety, leads us 
Into a point and that sole note means the desired and sequential conclusion after 
the rest something different from the sole note of the primitive music wbich pleased 
our ancestors. 
The eye also became educated, while in the ancierittimes it already appreciated 
the complex and perfect beautiful as we do, nowadays it appreciates the colour 
by itself, the simple colour, the same way it also appreciates the complex harmo- 
nies of the colours in nature and in works of art... 
The sensation is adequate to the power that produces it producing a relationship 
be1ween cause and effect. We can feel the weight of a body Men supported on 
our skin and we also feel its heat shape and size. 
The hearing has a determined sensation foreach sound; K we mix several sounds 
we have the sensation which corresponds to the sum of all of them. Also for the 
eye, and with regard to the light there also exists a correspondence between 
cause and effect It distinguishes the intensity of light the shape, the levels of 
colour saturation... In what concerns colour, this correspondence doesn't seem 
to exist any longer. We see the orange or green colour the same way whether they 
are projected by orange lights or green ones, or if they come from the addition of 
radiations (red and yellow to the orange, or blue and yellow to the green), the 
effect is the same. The eye cannot distinguish which one of them is the result of 
the mixture of the other colours" (OvIo 1927). 
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Therefore, one can conclude that 
- for the space of geometrical qualifies, the sensation diverted by chromatic 
attributes is valid in each (h -v) /S unity; C 
-for the space of brightness and colour, the sensation diverted between the com 
posing attributes is also valid for the same unity; 
- for the space of brightness and colour, the sensation diverted in the"tri-stimuli" is 
notvalid, which means thatthe composed expression 
[(h 
jhýh,, ) -i /S has no sense. Cl 
So, the "td-stmuli" have interestin the producUon of hues, bymixing up radiabons, 
hjh^ on ft physical level and In the producUon of coloured shades which result 
into h hues in the visual chromatic sensation. 
6.8 Behaviour of the Colour/ Space unity Into the physical mbdures of shades 
Upon definition of the visual unityto be considered forthe perception of colour/ 
space, one arrives to the analysis of the possibilities of getting different shades 
through the mixture between the components of the unity and between diverted 
unities. 
v Considering the unity (h -) / S, the first analysis is on the hue component, which C 
is the attribute which characterises colour most In terms of informabve language 
(Munsell 1976). 
The hues, from existing shades in spectral positions, present two possibilities of 
mixtures: the so called additive mixtures and the subtractive ones (already re- 
ferred in the literature review about colour). 
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6.8.11 Additive mixtures in the colour I space unity 
These are mixtures processed between pure monochromatic radiations, and which 
are considered for the formation of the "tri-stimulil values, meaning, red radiation, 
green radiation and blue radiation. 
The additive mixture, called that way because the comprised radiations tend to 
add light only becomes effective among coloured lights from a direct emission of 
the light source. 
Three is the number of fundamental hues from that mixture, corresponding to the 
spectral radiations which originate them. 
Three other derived shades can be obtained from these three fundamental shades 
if summed in twos, as follows: 
Red light+ green light= yellow light 
Red light + blue light = magenta light 
l, Blue light + green light = cyan light 
The three resulting hues, if summed in twos, tend to the white light once it con- 
tains the three fundamental ones. 
In this case, colour / space has its expression as a differential content in space / 
hue, and the whole of the obtained colours has the total number of chromatic 
radiations vvith similar shade qualifies: 
C/S= 
[(red 
/ blue / green) -Y /s Cl 
or 
C/S= 
[(+h) VI /S 
c 
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6.8.2 Subtractive mixtures In colour I space 
These are mbdures processed betNeen radiabonsfrom the lightfifters, vihich sub- 
tract light tending to black. 
The subtractive mixture regards coloured fifters, and therefore pigments also, which 
are used to colour objects. The number of fundamental hues of those mixtures is 
also three, corresponding to the ones resulting from the fundamental shades (tones) 
of the additive mixtures, and Mich are: 
yellow, magenta and cyan. 
Through the mixture of these colours, in tNos, one can obtain the derived shades: 
-14 
Yellow + magenta = red 
Yellow + cyan = green 
Magenta + cyan = blue 
The resulting shades if mixed up tend to black, because they contain in twos the 
three fundamental subtractive shades. 
Colour / space In this case has also, as in the additive mixtures, Its expression as 
a differential content in space / hue and the whole obtained shade has a total 
number which corresponds to the spectral positions with similar shade qualities. 
The difference is, regarding space / hue of the additive shades, that while one is 
hue / light source, the other is hue I reflected light 
Colour / Space of the subtractive mixtures: 
C/S= 
[magenta 




[(-h) VI /S 
c 
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Comparing colour/space through the twotypes of mixtures, one can verifythat in 
the whole, one always obtains the same range of shades: 
red I yellow/ green I cyan / blue / magenta 
- only, through the unity[ (+h) -1 /S space visualisation is essentially of light, C] 
while through the uni- (-h) -Y c] 
/S space visualisation comes from the sensa- If C 
ton of coloured configurabon. 
Therefore, both types of mbdure4 complete In the space / hue attribute, the 
meaning between: 
- colour and brightness / space and geometric configuration / space. 










In what refers the other attributes, v and c, the relations of mixtures happen be- 
tween (h vS unites, since inside the unity itself, each one of the values belong C 
direcby to the radiation structure, or colour, which defines the hue h. 
Asa last analysis aboutthe conditions for perceiving colour/ space stimuli, one 
has to mention the different ways in which (h 
vS 
unites are found in the 
C 
environmental reality. 
There are two ways, which are directlyrelated with the kinds of chromatic mixtures: 
-light overthe environmental space; 
-reflected lightof the environmental space, which determinesthecolourof theobjects. 
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So, space and environment have their own structure attached to colour / space 
perception, through those two ways: 
- Space and environment in the issues of: colour and brightness I space. 
-Space and environment in the issues of: colour and configuration /space. 
Therefore, the analysis of the visual unity colour / space is completed with the 
constant and integrated presence to the environmental visual language. 
As a conclusion, (h 
vS 
vnity takes part of the visual field structure, according 
C 
to a system that puts togetherthree main gmups of relations of colour/space and 
from Mich derive the others: 
- Chromatic group in the relation green I red. 
- Chromatic group in the relation blue/ yellow. 
- Achromatic group in the relation white I black. 
According to this triad, one can buildup the image Mich in the field gives an Idea 
of the nearest and furthest space perception, either in amplitude of the opening of 
the field, or in the amplitude of distance and depth. 
6.9 Colour behaviour In the organisation of Space In figure - ground. 
The problem of figure-ground visual relation is strictly linked to the geometric quali- 
ties of the visual space. Its organisation is valid when these are taken in co- 
ordination with chromatic contents. 
So, there is an integration of values between form I space and colour I space, 
which is permanent in every organisation of visual image. In the organisation of 
figure-ground, colour has a role of definition of contrast measure between shades, 
which determines the visualisation of the figure against the ground, in more or 
less favourable conditions. 
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The theories of perception analysed within the structural study of space, are ap- 
plied to colour/ space as an integral unit of colour/form, whose performance can 
be processed in the construction of the languages, either by"gestalt7 characters 
of the global theories, or bythose structuralists of the associated theories, involv- 
ing time as an elementwhich sets in motion the visual unity of colour and space. 
Fig. 6.3 Figure-ground model: the ambiguity of this reversible figure 
underlines the concept of space as a dynamic presence 
(Porter 1997) 
One should also mention the theory of the "gradients" (Gibson 1950), as it deals 
with textures it Is directly related with colour structural language, specially con- 
ceming the optical mixtures. 
No matter what relationships the attributes have in the (h 
vS 
unity, the optical 
C 
vibrations caused by its values in a textured organisation promotes the visual unity 
by additive sums among the repetitive chromatic stimuli released by the "gradi- 
ents". In these circumstances, the organisation of the Image in colour/ space is 
processed according to the distance of the observation point, giving different- 
ated visual results in the grain of the texture, in the dependence of that distance. 
So, it goes along with the basic idea of formation of spatial perception, by the 
theory of "gradients", proposed byJames J. Gibson (1950). 
A typical example of space by chromatc"gradienf is given bythe painbng tech- 
nique known as"pointillisC during the impressionist period. When you viewthese 
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works closely you can see small pictorial pieces, ordering the configuration of the 
images according to analytical subdivisions of colour and form, reduced into small 
points scales in relation to the original dimension of the images represented in 
the pictures. The vision of these in distance cancel the point scheme, which re- 
sults as the emission of colour/ reflected light points, and with the final result of a 
visual information in colour I space language according to drawings which be- 
come a new organisation of figure-ground. 
Another example is found in the graphic art known as"giantography": the applied 
technique to street advertising or "outdoors". The graphic reticule of printing Is 
structured in accordance Wth chromatic points built up by the four colours of the 
graphic "four-chromatie, which allowthe optical mixtures In the colouring of the 
images - (magenta, cyan, yellow, black). A close view of an advertisement 
"giantposter"Is nearlythe same one given by a "pointillist7 picture, onlyVAth one 
point order in colour and space planned to the order of the mechanic process of 
printing; and according to the level of close observation, one hardly manages to 
visualise the structures of the advertisement planned image; the organisation fig- 
ure - ground is, at this precise moment, the one of points in colour and space, 
gradients in a chromatic macro-texture. Nevertheless, the vision at a distance 
diminishes the gradients, as it is proved by all the posters and advertisements 
everybody sees in the cites. 
So, colour/ space is an essential component of figure-ground organisaton, vAth a 
high performance in the structure of the whole visual informative language accord- 
ing to (h -ýý )/S unity, which acts in an individual and relational way in the con- C 
struction of visual meanings of the messages. 
In the system formation according to principles of perception, colour/ space has 
support in the three points of activation given by the three considered theories; 
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through its chromatic characteristic, the fundamental support is given by the "texbired 
gradients"theory: 
-visual un ity in fig u re-ground of colourispace, by the dynamic organisation of the 
visual variation defining movements in the interdependence of the parts; 
-visual unity in figure-ground of colourl space by the structural organis; ation of a 
whole, defined according to the natural interdependency of the parts; 
-visual unity in figure-ground of colour/ space, by the association of the parts, 
whose composition is in the interdependency of differentlated times, in visuali 
sabon sequencgS. 
6.10 The phenomenon of chromatic contrast In the Colour I Space shade 
relations 
In the analysis of the structural order of visual space, the concept of opposition 
and contrast represented one of the most important aspect for the creation of the 
idea of space, because it deals directly with the process of comparative action, 
which is the basis for all judgement of visual images which exist in the environ- 
ment (Monzdglio 1966). 
In the colour field, this aspect is also of great importance, especially in the rela- 
tionship Wth the formation of the idea of visual space. 
The first notion of space is given by the activation of a continuous and homogene- 
ous ground, by a differentiated pointMich destroys the homogeneity, building up 
a new information source which moves the visualisation field according to the 
creation of the idea of distance, extension, limit, configuration, light and colour 
the idea of a point in space or of space proceeding from a point in opposition to 
an infinitive field of light 
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The contrast factor acts in the (h 
vS 
unity according to its attributes, defining 
C 
three basic orders of comparison of values which oppose one another: 
6.10.1 Contrast in colour/ space by the attribute h, of hue. 
6.10.2 Contrast of colour/ space by the attribute v, of value. 
6.10.3 Contrast In colour/ space by the aftribute c, of chroma. 
These basic oppositions, on their turn, compose themselves origination a series 
of seven variations, as: 
)( = contr6st 
6.10.1 Establishing the contrast constant In hue 
6.10.1.1 )h( - 
I VC I /S 
6.10.1.2 )h( 






6.10.1.4 )h( ý 
I 
)c(]/s 
6.10.2 Establishing the contrast constant in value (brightness) 
6.10.2.1 [h )v(]/S 
c 
6.10.2.2 
[h )V( /S 
)c(- 
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On the whole, taking awaythe super-positions, the resultare the seven contrasts 
indicated by: 
6.10.1.1 - 6.10.1.2 - 6.10.1.3 - 6.10.1.4 - 6.10.2.1 - 6.10.2.2 - 6.10.3.1 
As a visual expression by contrast of brightness (value), the structural order of 
space is defined in light/ dark; by contrast of saturation (chroma), the structural 
order of space is defined in chromatic / achromatic; by contrastof hue the struc- 
tural order of space is defined in spectral position / spectral position. 
The spatial organisations in light and colour happen with these contrasts, which 
ones along with the geometric qualities acquire other specific characters of visual 
structure. 
Between geometrical space and space/light and colour, there are two altema- 
tives as a result: 
- the chromatic contrast values the differential content of form, increasing the sen- 
sation of space; 
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-the chromatic contrast undervalues the differential content of form, decreasing 
the sensabon of space. 
Considering the attribute of hue as the one which characterises colour in the dif- 
ferent languages, the contrast between hues is the most accentuated as sensa- 
ton and, therefore, between (h 
v) /S unities is the one which gives a better 
C 
indication of space. This happehs because the contrast in dimension h is the one 
that best produces the differentiated chromatic sensation, because varying the 
shades change the radiations. With the other two attributes, v and c, the contrast 
varies the shadqs but it doesn't change the radiation. 
Considering two oppositions, one in formal contrast and the other in chromatic 
contrast and this last one being very intensive, as in the case of space / hue, there 
is an interference which changes the original formal character, giving origin to 
another one produced by the predominance of colour. 
This doesn't happen with the othertwo athibutes, the space/ brightness (value) 
and the space/ chroma (saturation), because they don'tinterfere in the changing 
of the form, unless special conditions are created, butthey contribute to configure 
limits of surfaces, or shadows (Munsell 1976). 
For example: a cube 
- if each face has one colour of spectral radiations, there is an interference in the 
visualisabon of the form, because the strong stimuli destroy its spatial continuity; 
- If all faces have the same hue, varying the degree of brightness (value) or satura 
ton (chroma) of each of them, there is reinforcement in the visualisation of form, 
because the stimuli emphasise those already configured (Itten 1961). 
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There are some aspects to consider in the chromatic contrast which contribute 
more to the sensation of space in terms of colour: 
- considering the contrasts In any of the attributes, one can define three types 
forming three groups of chromatic oppositions in colour / space: 
6.10.4 Opposition by simultaneous contrast 
6.10.5 Opposition by successive contrast 
6.10.6 Opposition by binocular contrast 
6.10.4 Simultaneous contrast 
In the opposition by simultaneous contrast colourl space gets characteristics of 
changing of shade values, bythe influence of opposite radiations which comprise 
the figure-ground as a whole. It is called simultaneous because the visualisation 
of the images happen at the same time. 
Example: two cubes with the same shade of grey but againstgroundswith differ- 
ent shades, one against a white ground, the other against a black one; the whole 
seen simultaneously gives us the sensation of two different shades of grey, the 
cube which is against the black ground seems lighter, and the one against the 
white ground seems darker. 
if placed against different chromatic grounds, the same grey cube gets a shade 
slightly tinted, but always with the opposite hue of the ground and, If the whole is 
seen simultaneously we getsixdifferentshades of greyseen atthe same time. 
6.10.5 Successive contrast 
In the opposition by successive contrast colour I space gets changes of shade 
values, but in successive moments of observation. 
Example: a black cube against a Wide ground observed during a period of time 
and, after the stare Is directed to another white ground; a post-image lighter than 
the white ground is seen. 
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If the images are coloured, the phenomenon repeats itself, always with post-im- 
ages with opposite hues. 
6.10.6 Binocular contrast 
In the opposition by binocular contrast colour / space gets a differentiated value, 
also in successive moments but by binocular separation of the image. 
Example: observing a white cube with a coloured fifter covering one of the eyes, 
after a while taldng awaythe fifter, the eye which had it perceives a post-image of 
the cube with a shade opposite to that one of the filter, while the other eye which 
observed withouithe filter, perceives the post-image with the filter shade. 
These phenomena are of great Importance In colour/space languages organisa- 
ton, since ourvision Is constantly receiving chromaticstimuli, the oppositions and 
postrimages are also constantly processed, creabng, therefore, a concept of con- 
stant relativity in the chromatic visual structure. 
6.11 The ordination of classes of shades and the formation of chromatic 
Image 
Having as a basis the contents of contrast colour I space classes of shades or- 
ganise themselves between (h -1 )/S unities and according to three aspects: C 
- dimensions of the attributes 
- relations between atbibutes 
-mixture of shades. 
The contents of contrast are indicated in accordance with perceptive limits and 
dfferential thresholds, by its maximum, minimum and intermediary values. 
The classes of shade extensions are given considering the least differential con- 
tent obtaining the biggest number of shades. In this way, the values express 
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extreme contents, meaning that the limits of possibilities and capacities deter- 
mine variations of shades. In practice, such contents are reduced to proper scales 
to be applied to the project depending on the types of languages and messages 
being programmed. 
Analytical-theoretical study on the ordination of colour/ space classes of shades: 
shade classes of colour/ space defined In accordance with the chromatic / achro- 
matic opposition. 
In these tonal (shade) classes (h vS unities are classified in two main catego- 
C 
ries: the achronlatic category, dealing only Wth the attribute of brightness (value), 
being the one of hue and of saturation (chroma) equal to zero; the chromatic cat- 
egory dealing with all three attributes. 
6.11.1 Achromatic category 
It is a tonal class of variation in neutral shades, being colour/space defined in 
function of space/brightness. 
The tonal class wfilch changes brightness (value) and saturation (chroma) is or- 
dered in function of the contrast factor between these two attributes. 
This type of contrast received in 6.10.3.2 the indication 
[h )v( /S 
)c(. 
6.11.2 Chromatic category 
it is a tonal class of space/hue in composition with space/chroma and space/value. 
This shade class brings together the whole of all possible colour/space variations. 
Considering that each spacethue has a combined variation between chroma and 
value, the programming of this shade class considers space/hue the whole of 
variables for each one of the hues. 
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The author arrived to this expression which rules the formation of all colour/ space 






This chapter proved the existence of a straight relationship between colour and 
space, forming a perceptive-communicative unity: the colour/space unity. 
This first part of the methodological approach model was done by relevant Iftera- 
ture revievyand the authors personal experience and background, arriving atthe 
V'ý 
expression (h ---ý)/S throughthe studyof the physical unites of colourand space 
formation and their tri-dimensional chromatic sensations. 
The behaviour of the colourtspace unitywas also addressed in this chapter, as well 
as the phenomenon of chromatic contrast in the colour/space shade relations. 
Finally, the research study continued through the ordenation of classes of shades 
and the formation of chromatic image. 
So, in this chapter, the first part of the Hypothesis was shown by the author. Inthe 
next chapter, the author vAll continue the study with visual communication, because 






The previous chapter has demonstrated the existence of a close relationship be- 
tween colour and space, forming a unity: the Colour/ Space unity. Italsostudied 
the behaviour of this unity which can be represented by the expression (111 /S. 
C) 
In this chapter the author will provide evidence that Colour /Space unity is a unity 
of visual communication. 
7.2 Communicational structural relationships with Colour / Space 
From the world of perception one goes to the world of communication. Inorderto 
accomplish an informative act it is not enough to be in touch with the surrounding 
environment through sensorial reacbons. At that point perception becomes the 
channel through which the signals aretransmitted and transformed into signs which 
are more than simple responses to physical stimuli; they are the basis of mean- 
ing, having in one unit the signals'physical support and the references to the ob- 
jeGts and images which are connected to them. 
According to Rudolf Amheim (1971), things and events wouldn't be worth anything 
if there was no information: events simply can't occupy the mind only as sensorial 
reflexes "withoutthe information of what is happening in space and time, the brain 
cannot act", they are the natural relationships between percepton and thought. 
One talks about information in a general sense. However, in a strict sense, ac- 
cording to the science of communication, Information theory represents a method 
of computing the units, the transmissible and transmitted signals", not interfering 
in the field of significance: "it doesn't represent a method of computing the 
significants units, semiotics being the study of meanings" (Eco 1967). 
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'That colourcan play an enhancing role in the communication of visual messages 
is readily apparent It can serve to attract attention, as to increase the readership 
of an object'(Tannenbaum 1966). 
As this studytumed towards languages of colour/space, in the search forequilib- 
rium between the sensible knowledge and the scientific knowledge, the message 
structural level doesn't restrict itself to definitions of physical computations of the 
colour/ space unity, in order to have a perceptive psycho-physiological relation- 
ship. It is essential to establish a link between this level and the other one, in 
which the computation of unites is of a subjective nature; the judgement of ex- 
pression and contents goes beyond the simple quantification of information, which 
only has a meaning after a semantic-aesthetic qualification. 
Therefore, there mustexist an equilibrium between the information transmitted by 
a group of computable signals and the meaning given byjudgement of sensible 
values, so that the language of colour / space unity can effectively constitute a 
communicative basis forthe transmitter / receiver relationship. 
As previously mentioned, in terms of colour/space there Is a visual communica- 
ton because it relates to specific perceptive channels for the chromatic sensa- 
tons of sight. 
Conjugated Wth space, colour, even if physically present in all kinds of perception 
inherentto the sensation of space, participates in them only in the theoretical sense 
of the meaning, because it isn't susceptible to information contentthrough other 
sensorial channels. Consequently, space, characteristically defined by colour, 
belongs to the visual communicative structure. 
Therefore, all characteristics which are peculiar to it in the structural formation, 
have correspondence in the visual meaningful formation. 
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In communicative terms there is an interest in analysing such correspondences, 
according to: 
. the relationship betNeen perceptive structure and communicative structure in the 
definition of colour/ space unity. 
the definition of a significant unity of colour / space. 
the levels of articulation of the message according to the significations of colour 
space. 
the contrast factor in the relation of qualification / quantification, in the colour 
space language. 
7.3 Relationship between perceptive and communicative structure In the 
definition of Colour I Space unity. 
"Signal is the physical concreteness of a message" (Cherry 1957). 
The physical stimuli of the perceptive structure are the signals from the emitung 
source in the communicative structure. 
In the language of colour / space, the basic stimuli of perception are considered 
signals: 
space / hue, space / value, space / chroma, conjugated to space / configuration. 
Considering that in the perceptive realitythe visual unity of colour is defined bythe 
relationship between the three characteristics (or aftributes), the complex h -vc, 
this one becomes the chromatic / signal of the light and colour source, exclusively 
in these characters. Also considering that the complex 4 is the visual sensa- 
ton that corresponds to spatial definitions in terms of differential contents, which 
conjugated to those of geometrical configuration complement the whole of the 
spatial sensation; in the communicative structure, the unitwhich must be consid- 
ered as signal - colour / space is the complex (h! ) /S. C 
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This unitarian complex constitutes the basic element of the system of shade classes 
of colour / space, programmed for the selection of shades which comprise the 
languages, either in the process of analyses or in the projectof architecture process. 
The selecUon of shades is dependent on a certain message, in the analyses or in 
the project 
The programming of the system of shade classes of colour /space, presents a 
fle)dble organisation in order to determine, according to the language demands, 
which one is the appropriated colour / key and which are the shades boundaries, 
the degree of differentiation between shades or the contrast grades. 
In the communicative structure, the signals are selected in order to compose rep- 
ertoires inherentto each message. 
The system of colour / space shade classes becomes, therefore, a system of 
signal repertoires of colour /space. 
Depending on the component languages, or in composing the language being 
studied, according to its environmental and intentional characters, the colour/ key 
is determined and which becomes the signal / key of colour / space in the reper- 
2ý 
toires system, with the indication 
1(h 
C 
)IS] I key. 
The repertoires system of colour / space signals, established in accordance to 
the flexibility of selection of tonal classes and of the component shades, consti- 
tutes the bases for the formation of specific repertoires of application to the lan- 
guages. 
Procedure for the organisation of specific repertoire of colour /space language: 






-the definition is done by thejudgement of tonal predominance in language; 
-the predominance can happen in one shade only or in more than one. 
7.3.1.1 Predominance of one shade only: 
signal/ key 
which will correspond to one of the values in the table of tonal 
classes system. 
7.3.1.2 Predominance of more than one shade: 
signal/ key= group of 
[(h])IS 
cI 
the group is defined In accordance to the number of predominant shades and the 
correspondence Wth the values of the tables of the shade (tonal) classes system: 
group of signals/ key= 
[(O)IS] 
X1 to Xn 
c 
73.2 Definition of shades boundaries and of shade differentiation degrees 
7.3.2.1 Definiton of shades boundades: 
. the shade extension of the repertoire is given by the maximum contrast 
which exists between values hv 
C 




shades boundaries for a group of signals / key = 




7.3.2.2 Definiton of shade differentabon degrees: 
. the intermediary shade dimensions of the repertoire are given by the 
minimum contrast eAstent between values hv and its multiples, since comprised 
C 
in the limits )(1an 
. shade differentiation according to unique signal / key = 











shade dtfferentiation in accordance to a group of signals / key 
[[[(hy)IS] 




















-7.3.3 The specific repertoires are dependent on : 
73.3.1 types of colourl space languages which are components of environmen- 
tal messages, in the case of the analyUc process of visual reading; 
7332 intentional determinations of colour / space messages, in the case of the 
project of architecture process. 
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7.4 Definition of a significative unity of Colour I Space 
The signfficative contents resultfrom an adon between: 
a physical support or inf6rm-don support 
. an idea or thought indicating a meaning and giving sense to something 
physical and 
a behaviour between thought and phWical su ppor4 creating a significatt4e 
reality. 
Sumniadýiý'g*, thg't'd'a'd'ofoommunica' oelements'd6ý664iýtiln'sýdenooof corn- 
6) municabonis, call6da6lýn(pheft-',, 1957, -*, 'Pidhataril97 
a sensitive, 6u6itaince -whose mental Image is, in Asign, 
ourýiq 6W 6, iýioth4. liAmJ6166., ging the, 6th"er ab' utfor a communi- brin 0 
cation to tak6 plýce ... (diraud' 1973). ' 
Significant + Signification = Sign 
Sign is, therefore, comprised by a significant and by a meaning. The plan of 
significations consUbit6s the plan of expression, and the plan of meanihds'consu- 
tutes the one of content 
The signification can be conceived as a process, as an actwhich joins together 
the significant and signification, the result Of the act is, consequently, the sign 
This way, the signification is not a "thing", but the psychic representation of the 
"thing" (Afonso 1983). 
Sign is used to transmit information, to tell someone something that another one 
knows and what one wants the others to know, too. It comprises the following 
communicatonal process: 
origin -sender- channel -message -receiver (Eco 1973). 10%"* 
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Sign, is a resultbetNeen a significant a physical instrumentwfich carTies a meaning, 
and the meaning itself which gives ita communicative sense. 
In colour/ space language, the physical structure composed bychromatic signals 
supports a significative charge in accordance to the colour itselt 
The sign language dedves from the relationship between structure and meaning 
(Pignatad 1976). 
Being a sign a basic element of the significant organisation, its interpretation is 
based in the unity definition, i. e., the sign is the unity of significabon 
The grduo, of si6ns articulated among themselves creates the language, a sign 
means at the message be invoked. 
As it is possible to interpret sign as a unity in the colour /space language, the sign 
V 
- colour / space, is created by the relationship of the signal (h - S, to which a C 
meaning of colour behaviour is connected, according to a specific thought or idea. 
From it results the chromatic sign triad, with support from the follovving points of 
advabon: 
(h vS unity 
c 
Ahought or idea of colour behaviour 
. colour /space sign. 
The whole group of colour/ space signs articulated among themselves creates 
the language, a sign means for the chromatic realisation of the message. 
In colour/space language, considering the two ways of perception of space 




According to the analysis of Abraham Moles (197 1) in his studies about art and 
computer, "a piece correspond to a great number of communication systems, 
which In principle can be separated objectively by an observer, and even subjec- 
tively by the receiver if he is paying attention". He quotes as an example: "Ina real 
message between human beings, the receiver and the sender distinguish spon- 
taneously a hierarchy of levels correspondent to repertoires of different signs. 
Therefore: spots of light alphabet letters, words, expressions, constItute syntacti- 
cal elements Mich correspond In the written language to overlaid levels. 
The signs of a certain level join themselves In a stereotyped way to become the 
supersigns, for example, the words which are elementary signs in a following su- 
perior level". 
According to such thought people have for the colour I space language, a 
superposition of signs with its differentiated repertoires: 
the signs of space / configuration repertoire; 
the signs of space / light and colour repertoire. 
But In visual communicative reality we never see the form separated from the 
colour nor the colour separated from the form. Only in special conditions could 
one visualise a mental image (and not the real one), with both languages sepa- 
rated (Moles 1971). 
However, in its concept there exists the distinction, and in practical terms one 
talks aboutform, triangular, square, circular, spherical, cubic form, etc., and one 
talks In colour, blue, red, brown, grey, etc., a sign association happens naturally 
The form has stronger links with reasoning, the reason to relate configured struc- 
tures: there is a mental construction in geometrical language. Colour has stronger 
links with emotion, the feeling to relate lights and shades: there is a mental har- 
mony in chromatic language. Both of them complement each other by reason and 
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emotion, because one constructs the other, one brings the other into harmony, in a 
sensible Mole which can be translated as a unified language of form and colour, 
thereby, a group of unites: colour / space - signs. 
Kandinsky (1926) gives each form a specific colour, which would permit an inter- 
pretation of superposition of sign repertoires, like Abraham Moles (197 1) pro- 
poses. One can find the following relations of form and colour given byWassily 
Kandinsky (I 926): "Correlabons Line - Plan - Colour". 
lines forms colours 
anquiars Primaries Primaries 
-acute angle <- > triangle < I-"M - 7-flow 
right angle <- > square < >red 






z laune ve blau 
(bleu 
ýAolet rouge 
Fig 7.1 Colours corresponding different shapes (Itten 1961) 
After analysing the correlationsgiven_by Kandinsky, Faber Birre-n (1961b) explains: 
"Red suggests a cubic form, because it is hot dry and opaque, qualitatively. Itis 
heavy, solid and substantial and offers a strong visual attraction. 
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Because it is very well focused by the eye it suits structured plans and rigid an- 
gles. Yellow, implies a triangle form or a pyramid form with its vertices turned to 
the bottom. It Is the colour of bigger visibility In the spectre and, qualitatively, it Is 
acute, angular and crisp. It is more light than substance because It doesn't have 
much weight it Is more space than volume. Blue implies a form of a circle or of a 
sphere. It is cold, wet transparent atmospherical. It is the one with less focus in 
the sight and, normally, it produces a smudged Image, particularly distant 
Because it is extense it doesn't give harsh details". . 
The same author illustrates the correlations with secondary colours, the ones ob- 
tained bythý mixture of tvvo primarycolours (in filters and pigments); sequentially 
Itsets up the correlations according to the same scheme of primary colours and 
widi týe folloyAng Jhterprotabon 
lines forms colours 
anqulars qeometdcals secondaries 
-rightangle <> rectangle ->orange 
-acute angle <> hexagonal ->green 
-obtuse angle < -> ellipse -violet and purple 
Forthesecorrelations, Faber Birren (1969), makes intermediary interpretations, 
in accordance with component colours, i. e. between red and yellow for orange, 
between blue and yellow for green, and between blue and red for purple. 
In conclusion, transcribing words from Goethe (1989), "since colour occupies a 
very important place in the series of elementary phenomena designated to it in a 
more complete variety, filling in like the limited circle does, we shouldn't be sur- 
prised to verify that its effects are always determined and significative, and are 
promptly associated to the mind's emotions. We shouldn't be surprised in ob- 
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serving thatwhen presented by itself, acting on the mind, the combinations which 
creates harmonies and disharmonies, impresses us even in its more elementary 
characters, withouta relation with nature, form orthe objectwhose appearance is 
deposited on its surfaces". 
7.5 Levels of arlticulation of the message according to Colour I Space 
significaUons 
Considering colour / space language as deriving from the superposition of two 
repertoires bringing together sign unites of colour and form, it is important to 
analysethe behavlourof thesesignsin what concems the chromatic communica- 
ton. 
Colour / space sign being a integrating unity resulting from this basic structural 
superposition, one has to verifywhich are its own types of communication. 
In principle, there are two big chromatic sign categories: 
visual languages categorywhich are a means of colour communication 
visual languages categorywhich are a means of communication by colour. 
In the first category, signs are real unites of colour/ space, in harmony of forms 
shades. 
In the second one, signs are unifies whose physical support is the (h S unity 
C 
butwhich carry communicative significations strange to colour / space unity Itself. 
In the first category one can find environmental, natural or produced languages, of 
objects, of arts or things in general, which colourings belong to them: or simply 
identifying colour, or identifying its own real existence. 
Examples: From a rainbow we see its colours, and they identify themselves as 
such - red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet; by its turn, exactly these colours 
identify the rainbow. From flowers and leaves we see their colours, which identify 
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themselves as yellow, or red, or violet or blue, or orange, or green; the flowers and 
leaves, in their turn, are Identified by their colours. From concrete people see its 
grey shade, and the grey identifies Itself as colour, as well as certain construc- 
tons identify themselves bythe apparent greyness of thatsame material. 
The languages created to designate something which is different in meaning to 
the one that is Its natural, or the right one, take part of the second category. 
Examples: Symbology In general. Some colours ar&sIgns of a certain era. Even 
the gray of concrete, identifies a technological era in architecture. The green of 
the leaves Identifies an alertness to ecological problems, of destruction of natural 
reserves of forests and jungles. Colour, as a code of Information, is used to Wen- 
tify urban zones., ', Polours, as symbols of various expressions, were explored dur- 
Ing all times. 
About colour symbology. 
Juan Eduardo Cidot(1958) in the"Dictionary of Traditional Symbols" presents a 
summary of various symbolic images of colour in the human communication -"the 
colour symbology Is the most universally known and used consciently, in liturgy, in 
heraldry, in alchemy, in art and in literature". He also quotes as examples: "the 
generic division established by the optical and experimental psychology in two 
groups of colours, the hot and spare ones, which correspond to processes of 
assimilation, activityand intensity(red, orange, yellowand, by extension, the white), 
and the cold and re-entrant ones which correspond to processes of disassimila- 
ton, passivity and debilitation (blue, indigo, violet and, by extension, black), hav- 
ing green as an intermediary hue of transition and of communication between the 
two groups"... "The co-ordination of colours with psychical functions, changes 
from one culture to another, from society to society and also from individual to 
individual. However, as general rule: 
- blue, the colour of space and the lightsky, is the colour of thought; 
- yellow, the colour of the sun which comes from afar, comes through the 
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darkness as a messenger of light and disappears again into the dusk, is the col- 
our of intuition, i. e., of a function which illuminates the origins and tendencies of 
events; 
- red, the colour of the palpitating blood and of the fire, is the colour of life 
andfierysenses; 
-green, the colour of the diredy percepbve vegetabons, is the colourwhich 
represents the perceptive functions"... wTbe positive colour and the negative col- 
our: Frequently in symbols, the opposition of black and white, as being positive 
and negative, either as a simultaneous polarity or as a successive and afternated 
mutation". 
Wolfgang Goethe (1989), interpreted the colours according to expressions and 
symbolisms creating a language which, according to his view, should be applied 
to the use of colour: 
- "red - indicates force (power) : the higher manifestation of colour; it ex- 
presses the ideal satisfacUon. 
- green - indicates weakness: the colour of simplicity', it expresses real sat- 
isfacton". 
Between green and red, which setthern as poles, he defines two groups of varia- 
tons: 
-"hotcolours, indicating: acUve, agile, vigorous, ambitious 
. yellow/ red : the vigorous, the convulsive 
. red I yellow: the splendid, the pleasant the happy, the lively 
. yellow: light 
-cold and dark colours, indicating: passive, turbulent, soft and distant 
. blue / red : the turbulent 
. red /blue: the vigourthejoythe gloomy, the shady, the clichotomyopen /closed 
. blue: the cold 
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- hot colours give grace and enchantment cold colours are an incentive to sterness 
and dignity". 
Surnmarising, the superposition of signs in the formation of the colour / space 
sign, comprises the following reasoning, having in consideration both chromatic 
sign categories: 
7.5.1 Formation of the colour I space sign for the communicative language 
of colour category. 
- 
In this case, the superposition of signs constitutes a system which, based on that 
one of structural physical-perceptive order, joins the triads of space / configuration 
and of space I brightness and colour: 
7.5.1.1 Sign relation for space/ configuration: 
. formal structural signal 
. thought or idea of formal behaviour 
. formal sign 
7.5.1.2 Sign relation for space I luminosity and colour: 
V 
. structural signal 
hC 
Ahought or idea of chromatic behaviour 
. chromatic sign 
7.5.1.3 Sign relation for principal and first colour /space: 
(h vS structural signal. 
C 
. thought or idea of chromatic spatial behaviour 
. first sign - colour / space 
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7.5.2 Formation of the colouri space sign, for the category of communicative 
languages by the colour. 
In this case, the superposition of signs constitutes a system which joins to the triad 
of the colour / space system priincipal and first the one related to intentional 
significabon of the message. 
7.5.2.1 Sign reference by colour I space. 
7.5.2.2 Sign referent by thought or intentional idea. 
7.5.2.3 Designabve symbol bycolour/ space. 
In this triad is expressed a procedure of signification system by colour which 
defines it as a construction in itself; trying to generalise the process, which would 
be extensive to anytype of message, whose physical orinformation supportwas 
colour. 
Establishing, by hypothesis, the continuity of sign superpositions, this system which 
constructs a significative unity, it becomes an activation point of a new sign 
construction. In this case it has given to colour/ space anew designation which 
makes it an even less signification of colour and a more intentional symbol of a 
communicative situation. According to the analysis done by D6cio Pignatarl (197 1) 
in his book -"Semiotics and Literature", "a sign is originated from the sign itself". 
In the case of colour / space, through colour, a sign is originated which is the 
colour I space sign itself. 
In nature one can find the substance: it has its own colour, its omn language in colour 
/space, original and first in the sequence of the communicative manifestations. 
The materials that serve for a pplication in other created and produced spaces, 




colour / space overlaid to the first one, because its references are already other 
than the nature itself. 
Objects, utensils, products are constructed from the produced materials, having 
with the language of colour a new derivation for its colour / space signs, giving 
confinuityto the sequence of communicative manifestations. 
The products, objects, utensils are joined together to form a construction which 
receives the transformed colour of nature; the colour / space signs, which referred 
before to a strong and stable message In its own natural equilibrium, they now 
designate another message with other visual characteristics of strength and sta- 
bift which In Itself comprises an association of other messages, manifestations 
of a course of communicative situations. 
The edificaton requires a harmonic reorganisationforthesederived colour/space 
languages, and acquires a renewed concept of the sign which is first because it 
designates simple syntactical relations of colour/space. It restarts anew sequence 
from another already finished in the course of moments which originated ft. 
There are the functions appointed to the edification and there Is an intention for its 
use; the colour and space language superimposes again its signs. 
The architecture of a building becomes through its conception to be a landmark in 
the historical course of human knowledge, of its capacity, of the sociability be- 
tween men: colour/ space restates its sign imposition In an evolutionary scale of 
the meaning itself. 
However, architecture is a colour/ space sign of a bigger organisation, the city 
and, therefore, in a continuous chain originated by colour, signs of the sign itself 
are originated by colour. 
But it also happens that besides these languages supersigns are, nearly always, 
joined with natural colour / space signs, originals and primaries in the sequence 
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of communicative manifestations. Side by side with the wood which became a 
constructed shelter, there is the live and natural wood of trees and vegetation; a 
natural sequence of equilibrium search between programmed control and sensi- 
ble expression, between artificial and natural, between machine and man. 
In the communicative languages which are the result of experience and renova- 
ton of information, for now environments and new intentions, the continuity of 
significative superpositions Is natural to Its own proce'ýs structure. Therefore, it is 
valid that the notion of significative system Is In sequence of recreation. The con- 
tinuity of sign revitalisation itself determines the order of the sequence which, by 
force of circurrist#nce of context, may unfold itself originating a plot of significative 
origins, which characterise these contexts in time. It is the case of visual Ian- 
guage and traditional culture which In the chromatic manifestation presents an 
intricate and strong symbolic mark: in costumes, traditions, arts, beliefs and reli- 
gions, customs such as clothes and objects, manifestations such as folklore, and 
so forth. 
Confronting communication and perception, primary colour / space sign could be 
defined as a spontaneous and natural manifestation in the man / environment 
relationship. For the colour /space sign in su perpositIon of symbolic significations, 
an intuitive manifestation of the image, which natural and original signification are 
no longer satisfying, or it is a signal that goes beyond its proper meaning, byforce 
orstimulation. 
Therefore, the conclusion is that the present perception, which allows the con- 
struction of visual unity in colour / space, In its inherent sign ifications of communi- 
cation, where the parts have a natural interdependency, is a sign, a global unity. 
This one, associates itself to other signs in a process of derivation whose unity is 




The different theories of perception conjugate themselves in sign language, 
reconfirming communication as a process of relationship amongst themselves 
which, in the dependency of its dimensions in space and time, selects the visual 
perceptive principles which by nature integrate the process. 
The significative language, which reaches a more elaborated level in the mes- 
sage than the syntactic one, deals with selected repertoires in order to have a co- 
relation between the sender and týe receiver. The repertoires of signals, which 
are adequated to each type of message, and which also In the colour / space 
language are ordinated according to unifies of (h -v )IS, and according to cat- C 
egodes of shade classes in the sign process, have a re-ordination according to 
the demands of the message and the co-relation sender / receiver. 
In 1he definition of repertoires of signs, the programming obeys a procedure Mich 
ffts them in character and extension to the applicable objectives. These same 
objectives meet in the significative level, though %&Ath the compromise of becom- 
ing useful to the context, in space and time when the message is in action. 
As the necessary values are judged to satisfy the communicative solicitations, 
one proceeds to the organisation of the system of signs which acquires the par- 
ticular characteristic of visual code of colour / space signs, because it is sub- 
jected to rules of behaviour. 
"Code is a system of principles which grants a certain value to certain signals. 
Value is mentioned and notsignification, in orderto give a more general charac- 
ter, because signification is only used in respectto the communication between 
human beings; however, a communication system can be operated between ma- 
chines. The relationship between machines is done by codes of values because 
they don't understand the meaning of signals. 
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In human communication, the receiver has a voluntary act of comparison between 
message and code and decodifies the message" (Eco 1967). 
The message one deals with is a visual one and the signs must correspond to 
one's own perceptive necessities, which belong to human beings. Therefore, the 
system of principles must grant a certain value to certain signals to become a 
code and this certain value has. a significative basis. 
In terms of colour, parlicularly of qq1oUr/ space language, the organisation of codes 
obeys general rules which are sýjclfy connected to the possibilfty of manipulation 
of the! , '. - f a9guaP IQ, cOlOur, to the boundaries and differential thresholds of percep- 
tive capdcityirý 9,6"; neral, be thatof'signals, be it of the visual field, and to the cat- 
egodes of signification which are embraced by the language of colour, as ana- 
lysed before, according to colour/ space signs which are communication of col- 
our, and thosewhich communicate bycolour, orwith characters of simple signs, of 
superimposed signs or of supersigns. 
Therefore, the chromatic codes are organised as having the reperbDires of colour 
/ space signals as a basis, programmed according to categories and shade 
classes, and they are dependent on the range of repertoires of signs of the indi- 
viduals who participate in the communicative process, in consideration of the en- 
vironment and common experience context. 
The primary and principle codes of colour / space are organised according to 
solicitations of types of harmonic shades, extension of boundaries and levels of 
differentiation between shades. 
By these codes, which are applicable to the programming of languages to all 
project fields, one can define the chromatic harmonisation types which, from a 
group of colour/ space signs constitute a newsign indicator of a certain commu- 
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nicativesituation which is characterised as a message bythe tonal quality and by 
the quantity of visual vibrabons between shades that ittransmits. 
Having as a base the formation of sign repertoires, the codes of superimposed 
colour/space signs, for designation of communicational intentions of something 
more than colourl space, are defined according to the solicitation of the context. 
These codes followthe common communicational structure of the languages being 
applied to them, beyond the chromatic reference given bythe previous code, the 
qualification established by the communicative structure. 
Selections of unities of Interest In the codification are applidd to the sign reper- 
lbireýandforthe whole a system of rules for the message transmission Is estab- 
lished. 
7.6 The contrast In the relationship between qualification I quantiffcation, 
in Colour I Space language 
Considedng the levels of structure of the language, there are qualitative and quan- 
titative relationships of contrast in colour / space, which embrace two types of 
people's capacity to perceive the message and to analyse it in the judgement of 
values. These types of relationships fall into the interpretations of objective and 
subjective character. 
For the interpretations of objective character, the qualification / quantification of 
contrast relationship reduces itselfto the syntactic level of the language, thus, the 
level in which the relationships between colour /space signs are exclusively es- 
tablished. In this level the measurements of visual dimensions and extensions are 
feasible, because of the reduction to simple signals of the languages, classified 
by the systems of organisation of colour. Furthermore, the visual relationships in 
optical practice and according to tests done with physical equipment of light and 
colour measurement, allow satisfactory approaches. 
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For the interpretation of subjective character, the consideration fits better in the 
following levels: semantic level, which conjugates the sign and its signification; 
pragmatical level, which relates the sign and its signification with the receivers 
behaviour. 
In these two levels, the measurementof Information becomes complex, more ab- 
stract than concrete, even if registered with proper instruments in a research labora- 
tory, because the language of art has a quality of feeling Mich goes beyond its own 
sensible and emotional content which is difficult to be experimented and felt in the 
same Way by another individual, apartfrorn the one who created the expression. 
For thd'differential contents of contrast one can apply Weber and Fechner's rule 
(Moles, ', 1971), by which: -"in what concerns an unsteady physical excitement it 
exists a finite number of perceptive elements, from which the psycho-physiology 
gives a repertoire. The differential thresholds, considering a constant K, Imply a 
logarithmic variation of sensation according to the excitement 
K log SS =sensabon 
E= excitement 
which role is essential, being always considered the variations of differential thresh- 
old as deviations in the logarithmic relation". 
In other order words: "the visual perception of an arithmetical progression depends 
on the physical geometrical progression". Therefore, the sensation S increases or 
decreases in arithmetical progression, if the physical excitement E increases or 
decreases in geometrical progression. 
This law Is valid for the acquisition of differential contents, by means of chromatic 
mixtures, calculating the dosage of shades and the foresight of the results. 
The process mentioned before concerns uni: Ues, the colour /space sign language, 




Regarding more complex organisations; of the superimposed signs orsupersigns, 
the respective languages or messages to which they belong, it is important to 
consider qualftabve / quantitafive judgements based in the Informative dialecUcs. 
The definition and classificabon of messages according to qualitafive / quantita- 
tive contents, and in spatial and temporary terms, have for a basis comparative 
relabonships between the more Informative and the less Informative. 
By this dialectic, oppositions are appraised which jol; together in two poles the 
contrasting aspects of messages. 
More precisely, this system is known as "dialectic bi-poles of the theory of infor- 
matlon"(M=691ilo 1966). 
They are considered principal oppositions (Moles 197 1): 




lack of regulMty 
unexpected 




-order and periodicity 
- previsibility 
As an example, one can consider visual languages of expressive content as be- 
ing the more informative, the ones in Which sign unites are unexpected and am- 
biguous, therefore, without periodical order, presenting an informative outputwhich 
depends in a relationship between what is transmitted and what is received, hav- 
ing an Indefinite and original nature because itis not known. Ontheotherhand, 
the languages considered less informative would have previsible sign unites, there- 




For the sign chromatic unites, the following interpretations can be given: 
- For the languages exclusively with chromatic special content it is the one 
that is more informative that presents bigger tonal contrast and it is the one that is 
less informative that presents less tonal contrast Therefore, for this category of 
language, the perceptive relationships between colour / space signs, are the 
ones which determine in which of the two poles they are situated and which are, 
by consequence, the Informative definitions and classifications. 
- For the other languages, from the category which communicates some- 
thing more than just colour, the judgementof more informative and less informa- 
five, it Is In the dependency of how the superimposed sign values are situated In 
the opposite poles. 
7.6.1 Analytical conclusions: 
- considering the existence of two poles which condense opposite aspects of 
informative content 
- considering that the comparative action is done between two values, for the 
result of a third one which Is the expression of the established relationship, 
- considering that the visual languages result from an equilibrium of physical, 
significative and communicative tensions, results 
-a qualitative/quantitative interpretation of visual images is a triad which points 
of activation are three poles: 
the pole of more informative content 
the pole of less informative content 
the pole of communicative content expression of the equilibrium of the 
visual strengths and tensions. 
For the language of colour, regarding itsspatial and temporary Interpretation, the 




In continuation of the investigation of the hypothesis and through an analytical 
approach to relevant theory by literature review, the author showed that 
colour/space unity is an unity of visual communication. 
In this chapterthe author investigated the communicational strucbiral relationships 
wHh the colour/space unity, the relationship between perceptive and communicative 
strucbjre in the definiUon of a signil'icative colour/space unity, the levels of arliculation 
of the message according to colour/space significations and the contrast in the 
relationship between qualificationIquantification in colour/space language. 
Chapter 8 will address the colour/space systems and the visual languages 
programming, for colour planning. 
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CHAPTER 8 
COLOUR / SPACE SYSTEMS 
VISUAL LANGUAGES PROGRAMMING 
8.1 Introduction 
In the last two chapters the investigation showed not only the existence of the 
colour/space unity (as a straight relationship between colour and space), but also 
that that unity is a visual communicative one; which means that the author has 
been investigating the first part of the hypothesis through a continuation of the 
existent relevant literature review on the subject 
In this chapterthe study will continue with the applied meaning of the colour/space 
systems to the visual languages programming which has the orientation of the 
architectural project process as its main target; i. e. the author will address the 
dimensional exploration and the kinetic aspects of the colour/space systems in 
the urban colour planning. 
It is the purpose of this study to order the system of colour / space classes of 
shades, useful to the visual and environmental planning. 
Theoretically, the system will cover all known possible tones in the physical- 
perceptive relation. 
The values considered as basic for programming the practcal system are 
extracted from this content 
The aim is the introduction of the process of flexibility in the system structure, in 
order to allow specific adaptations for the different types of languages required by 
the architectural project which is, for each message there is a particular system 
of colour /space classes of shades. 
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The chromatic system applied to the visual planning shouldn'tonlyserve the col- 
our/ space programmed orientation, but mustalso constitute in itself a basic defi- 
nition of the chromatic character of the message being studied. 
A practical system of this type allows the study of visual languages, which em- 
brace notonlythe aims of planning and projecUon of messages, butalso those of 
analytical visual and environmental readings, especiallythose of visual research 
in their various types. 
Thisway, the degree of contrastbetween shades becomes the programming con- 
trol factorwhich, connected to key/colour, determines the structural characteris- 
tics of the language. Thus the application In the messages analytical field In study 
through visual or environmental readings, is the application in the creative field of 
the project and drawing of the message. 
For a whole definition of direction lines of this system organisation, it is necessary 
to linkthe elements of structural order in communication. 
8.2 Environmental Colour/Space and Intentional Colour/Space 
The colour/space systems are seen as organisations which take partin the struc- 
ture of visual messages. 
The visual messages are unites of the communicative process. They are also 
systems In the minor order, by its constitution. The languages in the scale of struc- 
tural components also constitute systems bythemselves, in an orderwhich inter- 
venes in the whole communicative process, because theyconstitute the means of 
expression and communicabon of messages. 
Colour linked to the visual space has the peculiarity of realising Itself communica- 
tively in two ways: It is language and message atthe same time. 
When colour / space is supposed to communicate only colour, it is a language 
because it is the expressive and representative means of the formal and tonal 
harmonies which comprise the environmentand the elementsthat participate in it 
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but it is also a message because it constitutes In itself the meaning of the environ- 
ment and its components, in the constant visual communicative relation - expres- 
sion and contgnt. 
Colour / space unity is a language when dimensioned to serve as a support of 
overlapped meanings; only that in this case it is a structural support of another 
expressive and representative means which deals with intentional harmonies, 
Images which stand outwith other languages that have other intrinsic meanings. 
Therefore, in this instance, it is notthe message as itstands alone but it is only a 
constituent part of its transmission. 
Considering the rnbans of communication: the one of environmental events and 
that of intentional 
ýevents, both of them are subjected to the dimension of commu- 
nicabve range of colour/space. 
Language Is a system, which in a bigger order, becomes a unity of message. The 
message being a system of languagestsystems, is a unity of communicative sys- 
tem In a larger order. Colour/space unity, being atthe same time language and 
message, is a system of the visual communicative system. 
Colour / space, being two dimensions of communicative range, is a system of 
communicative system of dual formation. 
Colour/ space system as a language Is, therefore, a unity of visual message; and 
as a message It is a unity of the communicative system. 
Because it has dual formation, the system of colour / space as a unity has an 
informative means of transmission of dual operative dimension. 
Both ways of communication, the environmental and the intentional, are in a con- 
stantrelationship because they belong to a vaster system, thatof communication 
in generic order. 
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Because of this relationship, the message of intentional events is inserted in the 
environmental contextand the message of environmental events requires forthe 
behavioural rules of life, a movement of a system by the dynamic of the intentional 
messages. 
In reality both ways complement each other constituting a single system, from 
which they are unites in a constant process of integration. 
The environmental message gives Information of eAsting natural and common 
facts in the environment and, therefore, in terms of human communication is uni- 
lateral, i. e., coming from the environment to man. 
The intentional message informs facts which aim to change situations taWing part 
In the natural and common eJdsUng system and, therefore, is bilateral In terrns of 
human communication, going from man to man, as the environment is a channel 
to all communicational transmissions. 
So, there is a bi-pnivocal action Mich conjugates both types of messages, giving 
a kinetic character to the communicative system, which in turn contributes to the 
formation of the concept of communicative unity, reached by the constant and 
continuous interdependency between environmental and intentional events. 
Considering the environment prod uoed by architecture, the wdsting buildings per- 
form an environmental type of communication. They are relations of spatial struc- 
tures supporting certain functions and aimed as a whole at certain uses by the 
inhabitants who receive the respective environmental information. 
But before being built the environmentwas conceived, and forthis reason, itwas 
submitted to an intentional process, to become something that influences the be- 
haviour of a user, whom, by environmental living necessities, wants to be influ- 
enced by affinity. 
So, atthis moment architecture carries outan intentional actbetween individuals. 
However, the environment produced by architecture, bythe behaviour of its users, 
gives continuity to an intentional process, consequently all meanings of the ele- 
ments which comprise it and the objects which are integrated in it, promote the 
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communication between individuals. There is always the intention to activate a 
communicative cohabitation. 
Furthermore, the environmental communication of architecture exists as an Im- 
age of an era, of a style, of a society, of a culture. Images which persevere more 
as intentional communication; messages conceived and created to pass on the 
knowledge of the meanings of a life which existed, the capacity to appraise, the 
discovered technique to construct the sensible values of a way to express one- 
self. 
But architecture Is made of space and colour, as a language and as a message. 
Asonvironmen 1rommunicaloh and as Intentonal communication, Ithas b visual 
suppdrtln' e, edsslon of space and colour. Sometimes space and colour 
const res9i -n and sign, illcantcontent atthe same fimo, and in othertmes, 
they consUtute only expression with superimposed or diversified meanings. 
Therefore, colour/ space unity; Mich is a system of a communicative system, has 
its participation in both fundamental types of communication and, by its character- 
istics of dual formation of systems and of dual operative dimension of unities, 
constitutes an essential factor in the visual interdependency of the environmental 
message and of the intentional message. 
In conclusion, it Is therefore an essential factor to be considered in the formation 
of the communicative visual system unity. 
8.3 Communicative System of the Colour/Space unity. 
Colour/space, as a communicative system, presents the characterised formation 
of the unites. 
Having taken into consideration the environmental / intentional interdependency 
relation in the system, the unites acquire different and complex aspects. 
In terms of full communication it is, therefore, necessary to analyse the character- 
istics of differentiation between the unites increased by those values. 
_ 
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Because they depend on the visual perceptive structure, the levels of differentia- 
ton between unites are based on the limits and different thresholds of perceptive 
order. In the communicative level one interprets the communicative limits and 
different communicative thresholds, in the environmental / intentional relationship 
of messages which integrate the colour / space system. Starting from the con- 
cepts of limits and differential thresholds in the perceptive order, an analysis in 
this more complex level of communication, has the following as a basis: 
-the behaviour of colour/space signs, as unites of limfts and as to differen- 
fial relationship between unites of repertoires; 
-the behaviour of repertoires of colour/ space signs, according to the range 
of communicative boundaries and, as to the communicative differentiated range 
frorn one message to another. 
8.3.1 Communicative limits of colour I space. 
8.3.1.1 Sign limits in the colourispace communication 
In what concerns the behaviour of signs, the limits are determined according to 
more or less information available to be visually computable in the expression 
content relationshi p of the message. 
Considering the message in the complex environmental / intentional sense, in the 
dependency in which of the two types predominate in the system, the limits are 
computable qualitatively/ quantitatively 
So, the follovAng probabilities are defined: 
- colour / space signs of environmental messages with intentional relationships, 
and 
- Colour/ space signs of intentional messages in the environmental relationships. 
The communicative limits conferred to both probabilities are: 
minimum limit = communicative sensibility threshold of colour/ space; 
maximum limit = communicative saturation threshold of colour/ space. 
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If one selects the stimuli for the perceptive act according to the physico- 
psychophysiological capacity to be able to see what they transmit and to discern 
between them what one Wants or d6psotwaritto see, for the communicative act, 
the transmitted signals are selected to receive and decode them. The signals 
constitutethe physical support to the meanings, so, theselection and decodification 
takes Into consideration the simlliint 'of the perceptive act, the capacity to be y 
able tD understand the signs; link, to the interest of wanting to be commUni6ked 
to according to those signs; Thýiýý ýiequalitaiiýd /1quantitative limit dimensions 
are defihedý6&ciýýdiý§, to. thd, ', iiip'aC[ty,, bf, th'a, khovAedqd one has and wants to 
W1.1 A 
,, 
The limits 4S r are Inter reted in tho'commUnicative level 
' born I II cl it a f6llbWnq: OT !, 6'V1A 
the pe pti IiIn ý'i ti m"'u'l I 'b rdar:, 
the Informative limits of coloUr/ space in the signals order, 
- the limits of the capacity of knowledge of colour / space meanings, in the signs 
order. 
Having a relationship In continuity of phases, I one can conceive a primary bl-univocal 
action between perceptive limitI and Informative limit and a second one 
between informative limit and limit of signification, originating a third action 
between the firsttwo, defining the communicative limit: 
[ (perceptive ±; informative) limits] 
[(informative ±:; of signification) limits] 
perceptive / informative limit 
IT [communicative limit] 
[informative/ 
of signification limit] 
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Considering both categories of colour /space languages, there is a difference in 
the definition of signs limits. 
Forthe category of colour /space communication to be valid, the triad of limits is 
represented above. For the category of colour /space communication with over- 
lapped meanings not belonging to the colour, the determination of limits happen 
in opposite order, from the communicative to the perceptive ones: the communi- 
cative capacity of decodification is the one Mich determines the limits, from Mich 
the other significative, informative and perceptive pa. rticipants are judged as a 
whole. 
One can concludethatthe defintbon of the sign limits in the colour/space commu- 
nication depends on the range of the receiver repertoire. 
83.12 Interpr"on ofthe communicative limits in colourlspace sign repertoires. 
Regarding the behaviour of repertoires, the limits are determined according to 
the limits of signs, minimum and maximum, therefore the reasoning of the previ- 
ous item is valuable, considering only that between the limits of dimensions there 
are other intermediary ones and those are the ones which are in constant relation. 
The definition of all participant sign units completes the repertoire meaning, de- 
pending on the concept of communicative differential threshold of colour/ space. 
8.3.2 Communicative differential indexes of colour I space. 
8.3.2.1 Communicative differential threshold In the scale of the colour/ 
space signs 
The interpretation of differential threshold in the signs'behaviour is done accord- 
ing to the repertoire itself, fortheyare the result of the composition between signs. 
Considering the colour/space language as such and the environmental / inten- 
tonal solicitation of the message, the differential thresholds are determined from 
the chromatic character of the message, being therefore subjectto the grades of 
difference of the contrast. --C-- 
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Considering the language of superimposed signs, the thresholds are determined 
according tothe sequence of determined phases forthecommunicative limits of 
the colourl space sign. 
8.3.2.2 Communicative differential threshold In the scale of the repertoires 
of the colourlspace signs 
In the behaviour of repertoires, according to differentlated range from message to 
message, the different indexes are determined In the dependency of the contents 
of the messages in relation to the contextthey belong to. 
As the environmental / intentional communicabve act Is a relation of equilibrium in 
the Interchange between man and context, the repertoires and their Indexes of 
differentiation ar e defined by characteristics of the receiver co-ordinated with the 
environmental proprieties in which it is situated. 
Trying to show the sign participation in the repertoire and its characterisation, the 
author gives an interpretation of the saturation threshold and of the sensibility thresh- 
old, with environmental examples. 
Saturation threshold is interpreted as the quantitative/qualitative relationship of 
the signs, which reach such a complexity and dimension, making its reception 
and decodification impossible. As an example, the quantity of languages which 
happen in the urban centres overload uses and functions. These languages are 
concentrated in certain places, saturating the limits of the perceptive visual condi- 
tons as well as those limits of informative capture causing visual discomfort and 
an incorrect atmosphere. 
In terms of colour/ space, the thresholds of communicative saturation are in re- 
spectto: 
- surplus of quantity of (h 
v) IS signs emitted; c 
surplus in the scope of accentuated contrasts, and manytimes of extreme oppo- 
sitions between the (h -v S unites c 
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- surplus of sign heterogeneities, i. e., of visual meaning connected to colour 
- surplus of visual dynamic produced by the continuous and uncontrolled move- 
ment of mobile signs. 
The sensibility threshold is interpreted as a sign qualitative/quantitative relation- 
ship, which didn't reach the minimum level of communicative signification and 
dimension, essential for its reception and decodification. The signals affect peo- 
ple's visual sensation, butthey are not apprehended because of an emission fault 
Its what happens with a built environment without any sign interests, therefore 
without visual stimuli, also causing discomfort by the excessive monotony, pro- 
voking'anapattietic behaviour, which also is an incorrectvisual atmosphere. 
In terms of colour / space, the thresholds of communicative sensibility are accord- 
ing to: 
accentuated lack of (h 
VS signs emitted; 
C 
reduced incidences of contrast being those always in minimum opposition, some- 
times nulls, tending towards an excessive similarity between (h 
v) /S unifies; 
C 
- constant sign homogeneity, which is, repetitive visual meanings connected to 
colour I space signs; 
- an almost lack of visual dynamic, prevailing the static signs. 
The visualisation of a landscape where the relationship of colour / space gives 
infon'nation of visual continuities without interruption, a whole sign of always equal 
and constant incidence, doesn't stimulate the communication disinteresting 
apprehension and decodification. 
In conclusion, the communicative unites of colour / space are therefore deter- 
mined by codes, which are the real activators of the dimensions of messages 
and, in terms of significance, it is through them thatthe limits and the differential 
communicative indexes are defined. 
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In the unitarian interdependency of environmental and intentional messages, the 
unities, as minimal or lesser expressions, are also Interdependent forming the 
Integral unity. The codes are constituted through these unites which, by affinity, 
can be called integrals. 
The qualitative / quantitative Indexes of limits and of the dimensional differentia- 
ton fall upon these Integral codes, using time as a factor. For each moment there 
is one message and its corresponding code of environmental / Intentional col6ur 
space. 
The communicative Interdependency beMeen moments leads to the formation of 
the unltylby a su. p! ýýsslon of temporal dimensions, which maintain connedve links, 
by which man! - , 
k6Wri, struo"l nature of human evolution. There is a mutation, 
festsitWfli* r6lib" a transformations; the essential points of their visual commu- yY 
nicatiV40aria, e%r . emain connected to the resultant messages. 
8.4 Dimensional exploration In the articulation of colourispace repertoires 
The analysis of the dimensional articulations In repertoires requires firstly the analy- 
sis of the component unities. 
Belonging the unites to a whole, therefore alike in structure and meanings, the 
definition of articulations and orders of Its development must have fundamental 
characters which are present in all unities of the whole, as invariables of the sys- 
tem. 
Consequently, the analysis rests upon the unity considered as standard, from which 
the components derive, regulating the dynamic of the system. 
8.4.1 Standard communicative unity of colour / space: a conception of 
possible articulations. 
-Understanding the colour/ space unity as a (h 
V) IS signal, according to the 
C 
meaning which determined it as a sign content, giving itthe sense of a minimum 
component of the visual communicative system; 
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- Understanding the languages categories which participate as a minimum com- 
ponent of the system; 
- Considering it as being a unity in the expression content relationship of the envi- 
ronmental / intentional communicative relationship; 
in its formation in the system, it is possible to consider the following orders of 
articulation: 
formation of sign order 
fon-nation of contextual order 
formation of organic order 
formation of temporal order 
8.4.1.1 Formation of sign order 
Having as a basis the analysis carfied out in the formation of the sign unity, the 
component elements are the following: 
- Elements of physical order of colour I space 
- Elements of indicative order of colour /space 
- Elements of sign order of colour / space 
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8.4.1.2 Formation of contextual order 
Linking the sign orderto the contextof its acting, the component elements are the 
follovAng: 
- Elements of situation order of colour /space 
- Elements of intentional order of colour / space 
-Elements of object order of colour/ space 










colour and space and 
intention intention 




8.4.1.3 Formation of organic order 
The colour / space - sign in acting context, in its situation, intention and object, 
becomes an organism of human communicative Iffe, and the component elements 
are the follo\Mng: 
- Elements of existential order in colour /space 
- Elements of social order of colour /space 
- Elements of life experience order by colour /space 
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colour and space and 
exigtenco existence 
colour and space and 
life experience life experiewe 
ol 
colour and space and 
society society 




Thejoining of thethree groups results in the sign-contextual-organic colour/ space 











The communicational unitarian organism of colour/space in itsthree orders integrates 
formations which are conjugations of participant minor formations within the same 
characteristics of meaning, that is, that one is related to space / visual configuration 
(Bourna 1947) and that one is related to colour I space light (Moles 197 1). 
Therefore, going backto the analysis in which the concept of colour/ space is 
founded, the three articulations of its communicational unitarian organism 
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sign unit b. sign unit 
contextual unit op * contextual unit 
organic unit organic unit 
communicational unitarian organism 
The relationships are established for the three formations, as the value for each 
one of them Is the integrabon between the partial components. 
physical physical 
colour intention intention space 
signification. -. signification -I 
situation ------. situaton 
2- colour intention intention 
object l object 
space 
.I 
existence -- existence 
3- colour society _. society space 
life experience -life experience 
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The three groups of formations are also linked vvith time, according to the environ- 
mental/intentional of the interest and necessity of the communicational moment, 




sign unity sign unity 
10-- 
111 colour. space: 
Isr< organic unity orpnic unity 
colour BPWG* 
cmuxftw unity contextud unity 
Fig 8.4 Colour/Space unity oommunicational unitarian organism and communicational components 
colour/spece: 
organic unity 
8.4.1.4 Formation of temporary order 
In being related to the communicational moment the component elements are the 
follovving: 
Elements of performance order in colour /space 
Elements of demanding order of colour /space 
Elements of time / moment order in colour / space 
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And having as partial integrated components the folloyAng: 
performance l erformance 
4- colour demand 4 )demand space 
time / moment 4 ltime / moment .I 
In conclusion, then, by its three formation orders linked to the fourth one, time, the 
communicational unitarian organism of colour/ space, is the result of four interde- 
pendent dimensions. 
The triad is constituted In four movements: 
u=unft SIG =sign CTX contextual 
ORG =, organic TMP temporal 
SIG 
communicational 
unitarian organism of 







formation of temporal order communicational unitarian organism of f(colour/spaoc) time] 
colour/space unity: temporal components 
Pffk- pa. rf- 
in ooloix mq)am 
F m"not 
og" in sp: ýý 




Fig 9.5 Formation of temporal order 
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8.4.2 Colour I Space unity and the formation orders of the repertoires 
The standard component unity constitutes, by its formation, the basis for the ar- 
ticulation of repertoires within which It participates. 
This way, together with the others that compose them, on a bigger scale, it gives 
the repertoires the same characteristics of formation and communicative articula- 
ton. 
Considering thatthe repertoires have theirfirst constitution at the perceptive level, 
completed by the significative-Informative relatlons, 'as a pack of colour / space 
signs and signals, the communicative formations and articulations happen in ac- 
cordance witii -v S unity, with all the values acquired In the system as a 
k! 'o C 
communicatio . pal nitarlan organism. 
The, repert6lies' "a&ulated in sign, contextual, organic and temporal formation 
orders are constituted according tc) the definition of shade classes (Graves 1951), 
programmed systems for the selection of colour I space values adequate to the 
languages and messages of interest or of visual reading, or of the project of ar- 
chitecture. 
8.4.3 The process of organisation of colourtspace repertoires according 
to the communicative orders of formation. 
8.4.3.1 Colourlspace sign: kay-unity of articulation of repertoires 
Having as a basis the organisation of repertoires of shade classes (Graves 1951), 
the key/ signal of colour/ space is determined. This shade, which is dependent 
on the communicative characteristics of the languages and messages, is selected, 
if it is a project of architecture, and is determined, if it is a visual reading, accord- 
ing to the order of communicative articulation of languages and messages. 
The key / signal assumes the characteristics of the communicabonal unitarian 
organism of colour /space, in sign, contextual, organical and temporal order. 
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SIG u 
v ignal (h CTX u c 
Sli 
,0 RG u 
communi- 




From the key/ unity of colour/s ace, shade variables are determined, in number 
andinvai *figdegre6§6fdi-""""'ý& n, bytho dependency pf the specific exten- ry! 4 
sion for 6ach* iah66qge'. r. "AJI n' alsodefine'd In accordance vAth the four 
s com un catlvý e'articulation are oedeis'offopa saresu e repei(ýqjre 
-6, s*' Om f6rthe Whole of th, ined unities:, cons 6d,, ) ldh become 
S, I "A' .1 gn, ofdeF',,, 
' 466ý666n, Ofdblour/ýpacerepe. re 'ýw 
ical 
colour' hlunltles`. ý , Indid6tive-", n unites space 


















Fig. 8.6 ArUculation of sign order 
-2 ýHi 1- 
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2- Contextual order of formation of colour I space reperbire 
- situation - 
colour n unites - intentional -n unities space 
repertoire object - repertoire 
n situation n situation 
unities unities 
n objects n object 
unifies unities 
n intentional n intentional 
unifies unities 




Fig. 8.7 Articulation of conte)dual order 
[c) 11-041-04 I 
3- Organical order of formation of colour / space repertoire 
- existential - 
colour n unites social -n unites space 
repertoire 
[ 

























Fig. 8.8 Articulation of organic order 









Fig. 8.9 Repertoires system of [(colour / space) time] communicative undies (1) 
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4- Temporal order in the formation of colourlspace repertoire 
- performing - 
colour n unities - of demanding -n unities space 
repertoire 
[- 









n organic n organiop 
unities unities 
in 
Confte"b I xtual 
unities 
IIII 
coolour / opmtoire space / repedoire 
Fig. BAO Repertoires system of l(colour/space) time) communicative unities (2) 
8.4.3.2 Relational system, processed In four movements by affinity to the 
component unities R= repertoire 
R (TMP 
repertoire of 
I (colourlspace) time] 
unities 
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8.4.3.3 Relational system of repertoire of (colourlspace) time unities 
The system can be constituted in tNo ways: 
* series of repertoires, whose communicational specific values are equalised in 
the environmental I Intentional relation; 
series of repertoires, whose specific values are differentiated in the environ- 


















colour-time / repertoire space-time / repertoire 
Fig. 8.11 Repertoires system of [(colour/spare) time] unities (3) 
For the first series of repertoires, they all present participation in languages which, 
even if differentiated and heterogeneous in context, none of them stands out there- 
fore, presenting approximate relevance levels. The standing out is in respectto an 
imposition on others because of stronger communicative interests, and / or, for 
stronger perceptivestimuli. In this case, they can all standout in a moderated way, 
depending on the informative solicitations bythe receivers, Mich vary from moment 
to moment, according to the communicational necessities and environmental use. 
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colour/space 





[n organic unities] [n temporal unities] 
4 
colour/space 
[n contextual unities] 
II 
[(colour/space) time]: repertoire in 4 dimensions 
Fig. 8.12 Repertoires system of [(colour/space) time] communicative undies (4) 
For the second series of repertoires, there are differences in the relevance levels 
of the languages to Mich they belong. 
In this case, one or more stands out from the others in an accentuated way, 
constantly stressing its presence in the environment The concept of key/ repertoire 
is outlined, which in the same sense of key / colour has a predominance in the 
whole organisation of the message. Depending on the case, more than one 
repertoire can be considered as the key one, establishing in thatway a hierarchy 
which reflects itself in the languages scale. 
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Summarising, the repertoires relate themselves: 
First series: [ R, 0 R2 0 ... 0 Rj 
Second sedes: 
'In groups of [(colour / space) time ] unites 
[ R, >R2 *R3,... * R. , or 
[11,11 R2> R3 ... 0 R. or 
[Fý > R2 0 Rý, ... 0 R, 
always, onQ noing out against the others. 
[(Fý > R2) > 
k3, 
... OR,, 
[RI < (R2 > R3)'** > Fý ] 
[Rl > (R2 * R3) < R,, ] 
some stand out more, others less. 
, or 
, or 
One can find difficulty in an environmental communicative system where the lan- 
guages come from repertoires, all of them equivalent in qualitativel quantitative 
dimensions of colour / space. 
This type of environmental visual expression, with a reduced dynamic, falls nearly 
totally upon the dialectical pole where the contents of less information are situated 
(Graves 1951). 
An example could be what often happens with repertoires of colour/space used in 
residential areas. Manytimes in these environments, nature and the green areas 
are so reduced that they become unnoticed, for lack of visual stimuli. The built 
space is made up of differentiated languages, because they have a varied and 
heterogeneous structure, butthey don't reach a sufficient minimum dynamics to 
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correspond to a normal and common environment They come from repertoires 
of excessive dimensional qualitative / quantitative visual equivalence. 
The others series of repertoires are the ones which one can find In the most 
different environments and In the most different languages, whose degree of 
predominance Is In the dependency of the scope of the articulation orders, in the 
present communication; In orders of incidences: sign, contextual, organic. 
There Is an extreme possibility of exaggerated predominances of many of the 
repertoires, the environmental expression failing upon the dialectical pole, where 
the contents of greater Information are situated. 
As an', q x ample t hat could be mentioned Is what happens In a terminus bus 
stationj whose architectural environment was originally well balanced in the 
Informative qualitative / quantitative relationship, but other languages are 
superimposed, linkedto the architectural visual structure itself, disturbing the 
formation of the spatial / functional unity, which becomes a shredded message 
and where each part seems to be an informative noise of the other. AM possible 
messages of road signs, all possible and Imaginable ads, fixed or movable, are 
added to it and with all the vehicles also full of visual dynamics In the languages 
and paintings. A truly chaotic commotion of visual signs, which Instead of 
commu nicating serve to confuse more. 
As an example of balance In [(colour /space)] time one can look at the city 
centre of Guimardes (North of Portugal) orthe city centre of York (United Wngdom), 
whose repertoires were transformed in language/ harmony, architecture and city. 
Messages which belong to a past time / moment whose sign orders of colour I 
space persist in its intentions and meanings, in toda)(s context. Existing and 
living In todays society, because it is organic and gets closer to the human being, 
reminds one of an intention which, harmonised with the object form and 
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with colour atmosphere, is performed In permanent longing of the urban demand- 
ing, which at a certain moment happened like the own intuition of the architecture 
ftseff. 
8.5 Analysis of the colour/space language kinetic according to the variables 
and Invarlables of the system. 
According to the levels of organisation of the message the following items are 
considered variables and invariables In the colour/ space systems. 
8.5.1 Colour I space Invarlables 
8.5.1.1 In the structure level they are defined according to the perceptive capacity 
of physical stimuli of colour/space, transformed In signals In the communicative 
structure. 
Therefore, are Invariables: 
- The (h 
1)/S unities, in the relationships between their attributes and in spatial 
C 
conception; 
The visual field of the (h S unifies; 
C 
The principles of organisation of colour I space Image In the relation 
figure - ground; 
The tonal contrast In harmonic spatial relationships. 
8.5.12Atthe signification level theyare defined In accordance with the prevalence 
of the colour/ space signs, which by some reason, such as that of constituting by 
themselves Invariables In the context (the case of the signs proceeding from 
nature, forexample), or bycultural, social traditions, etc., theyremain constantin 
taking part in the significant structure. 
8.5.1.3 In the communication level, similarto what happens in the signification, they 
are also defined by prevalenoes of colour/space, as to individuals behavioural uses 
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and traditions, or In the society where they belong to and are linked to the 
significations which became Invariables In the system. 
8.5.2 Variants of colour / space 
8.5.2.1 In the structural level they are defined according to the possibilities of 
perceptive extensions 
- In the (h 
vS unifies as to the degrees of differentiation between their at- C 
tributes and spatial dimensions, and the constitution of different tonal classes 
derived for general and specific repertoires of colour/ space signals; 
- In the varlitlop, of Image fixation point In the visual field, the principal point of 
stimulus, or of pprceptive Interest deriving for the variation of the principal point of 
-The differenttypes of Image organisations as figure-ground, as to different forms 
and colours; 
- The variation of the contrastfactor in the definition of tonal repertoires. 
8.52.2Atthesignificaton level, theyare defined according to the colour/ space 
signs which are renovated, by exhaustion of functions or by evaluative transfor- 
mations of their own environmental and life experience meanings (the example of 
styles and trends in art architecture, or the technological transformations as well 
as materials, process of construction, etc. ); or they proceed to similar languages, 
or other ones, which are now in the context. 
8.5.2.3 In the communicative level, they are defined in accordance Wth solicita- 
tons of environmental and intentional needs of languages and messages of col- 
our/ space, linked to a relative renovation at the signification level. Signsand 
communicative unites of [(colour/ space) time]. 
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8.6 Behaviour of the colour/space signals and signs repertoires, as to the 
kinetic of the system. 
8.6.1 With regard to the invariants of colour / space, the repertoires of signals 
obey the systems of tonal classes in their limits and differential thresholds. 
8.6.2 With regard to the variants of colour / space, they obey to general lines 
established for variants in the system, already analysed, based in the formation of 
specific of colour/ space signals and signs repertoires. 
8.7 Colour/space, as an essential element of the project of architecture. 
8.7.1 Architecture and urban planning: Interaction of sensorial spaces. 
Architecture deals with spaces, which are related to the group of our sensorial 
capacities. In the analysis done on space, it was defined as an essential element 
to the visual world, according to the physic-sensorial perceptive possibilities in 
relation to people's own being. Through the senses (the simple senses and 
complexsenses) which are able to apprehend itand the conditions and sensorial 
extensions of spatial judgements, one tries to define the notion of environmental 
perceptive image, that in the whole Is proportioned bythose sensorial relations. 
From the spaces with multiple functions, which architecture deals with, the 
participative space is defined as visual and in the composed sensorial relations, 
which concern ft. 
Like architecture, urban planning is a science of spatial relations in which the 
semantic-aesthetic values of the arts and communications are integrated. Urban 
planning co-ordinates multiple spaces of multiple homogeneous and 
heterogeneous structures, for multiple uses and functions. Spaces in which, 
like In architecture, there also exists the space of visual nature, in all its compound 
and complex sensorial relationships. 
The environmental image of architecture and city Is defined by the whole of the 
Images parUcular to each sensorial group. Therefore, in order to have a dimen- 
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sionally perceptive correspondence, the environmental image must belong to a 
field whose structure is co-ordinated by a sole system of extensions which are 
reached by perception. 
For a relational act betveen man - environment the field of perceptive nature has 
its extensions correlated with other type of fields: that of significative nature and 
that of communicative nature. Stimull, significations and communicational 
organisms are therefore congregated, which in a structural interdependency 
compete for the formation of the perceptive / significative / communicative field of 
Interaction, which constitutes the basis for the communication field itself. 
Furthermore, through the communicational field, the environment has its own 
projection on people, as existing and living means and, consequently, people have 
their own projection on the environment as a mean of experience and existence 
grasp. 
8.7.2 [(Colour/Space) time] communicational field 
As one of the characteristics of the environmental image of architecture and of 
the city, thatone which comprisesthe visual communicational manifestation is a 
structural participant in the communicative field, the visual space Is a constituent 
element of the structural spatial whole of the environment 
One knows thatvisual space is constituted by a relationship between space / light 
and colour, and space I geometrical configuration, resulting in the expression and 
visual content defined as colour/ space. 
Therefore, colour / space belongs to the environmental Image of the 
communicational field. 
The communicational field of colour / space Is defined as the one which joins In 
Interaction the respective perceptive, significative and communicative fields of 
space / light and colour, and of space/ geometrical configuration. 
In the analysis previously done concerning the fields related to those different 
natures and levels of apprehension, the temporal dimension was defined, which 
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gives the Image the meaning of succession in space-time, In the interdependency 
with others from which it is derived. 
The communicational field, therefore, has its own temporary structure, which 
follows that of its components in interaction. 
In conclusion, the communicational field of the environmental visual image 
belongs to the [(Colou r/S pace) timel dimension. 
Considering the existence of both temporary conditions of the communicational 
field, it subdivides itself thus: 
- Communicational field of the presentmoment, Mich is real and effective, physically 
emitting signals, signs and communicative unites to the recipient 
- Communicational field perpetuated In space and time, which also belongs to 
that which is transmitted at the present but resulting from an assembly, or 
conjugation, orfuslon, or superimposition of other images which had their other 
moments, with the particularity of extending their existence by a constant 
definition of strong signs which enforce their continuity. 
By this type of field, the present image, transmitted to our eyes, allows these 
same eyes to see other Images of past moments from which some values of 
signs, contexts, and organic orders, even if very reduced, complete a percepbve, 
significative and communicative whole. Present images joined together with 
Images of the visual thinking. 
Present Images are a physical and tangible event because they are in front of 
people at the perceptive moment of the field. Continuing images in space and 
time belong to the visual thinking, because, beside the current event they have 
deep communicative values: they put Into perspective ways of knowledge, reflect 
culture, associate Individuals, display existential, environmental and lived characters, 
and from them derive signs for a produced space which continues in insertion and 
appropriation of the natural space. 
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8.73. In the communicational field: the InterpretaUon of colour/space, codes 
In continuity, In space-time. 
Considedng the kinetc relabonship of space - Urne 
(1t) 
, and the interpretabon of 
the codes which are constituted by the relationship between points of communk 
cative Intention and moments of Intentional communication, in the game of con- 
stant (variable) and Inconstant (Invariable) values. the resultfortheoDmmunicational 
field Is a sum and/or conjugation of languages that extend themselves: 
-from the moment of origin 
" at the 6dual moment and 
" at y' p"p, tiý, 
"esis of f uture possibilities. 
On the whole, the colour /space codes, originated from those communicational 
fields, are established by the continuous and constant relationship between the 
possibilities of variation In the source - environment and the demands of varia- 
tons requested by the addressee - receiver. Belonging to an evolution, which 
1 occurs in the relationship space - time 
(t), 
between a code and another code 
there Is a connection through a channel 
(2t), 
which Is therefore also of kinetic 
nature. 
The relationships between language codes are established, therefore, through 
connective channels 
(1t) 
, These channels are of environmental / intentional na- 
ture, therefore, joining constants and inconstants of syntacbc/semanfics/prag- 
matical nature. 
As a result the colour/space languages have their own definition in codes of space 
- time, which are ordered according to constant values and changing values, Le., 
according to the following relationship: 
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Constant codes I transforming codes, defining the kinetic of visual communica- 
ton of colour / space In the communicational field In environmental / intentional 
continuity, In space and time: 
kinetic of " Transformation of II kinetic of 
)dification I ýhe kinetic codes I lcodification 
As a cohd6sl6h,, the group of hypotheses verified and evaluated In the environ- 
iýdnta1,; 'Orbcess'jf alms for the formulation of the concept of colour/ space 
commUpi6aponal Unity, the environmental/intentional whole In the Interdependency 
of the parts by space and time. 
8.8 Colour Planning 
"There must be a balance between excitement and repose, between the inevita- 
ble and perha ps desirable overloading of our senses on occasion and the famil- 
far and stable, but equally necessary, parts of our surroundings" (Lancaster 1996). 
7Architecture Is the manifestation of a certain type of hypothetical-deductional 
thought which uses ordinations of scientific and artistic type. " (Rodrigues 1998) 
"By the nature and specificity of the habitattheyconstitute, cities area privileged 
space forthe study of environmental questions and fortheevaluation of the Inter- 
action of the whole of factors, which Integrate the ecological urban system. 
In this system, the natural factors inter-relate themselves with the human factors, 
originating a particular echo-system of intense energetic changes where the eco- 
logical and anthropologic components, assembled, perform an essential role In 
the formation and regulation of the habitat 
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But In reaft most of the times, this eco-system is profoundly changed and it 
presents symptoms of a deep and growing unbalance, which reveals its fragility 
as environmental entity and as life permanent support. 
According to this warrant reality Itis; opportune to verifywhatcities are nowadays 
and In what they may become. For the very first time in the history of humanity, 
more than half of the world population lives In cities, presenting a growing ten- 
dency. Cites are already the dominant human habitat whatjusfifies their relation- 
ship with the territory life, the universe of the physical urban planning, limited and 
limitative, to become a debate subject and a worry of citizens who live, work and 
amuse themselves In them, giving them life. 
The social pressure, as factor of transformation of reality, has been focusing the 
increasing . 666 , 6r urban environmental conditions as a central objective of the 
urban life, with reflex action In the establishing of new relationships in its Interior 
and In Its understanding, as a built reality, where the natural and social factors 
interconnect themselves In a strictway and originate an autonomous entity. 
Being possible to have a better life In nowadays cites, it Is necessary to find the 
correct proposals, in a way this possibility to become real and visible. This is a 
responsibility that people have, as technicians and as citizens. 
The reality and the history of growing and expansion of cites show quite different 
situations, where lifelsocialturban environment quality presents breaks between 
the wanted (desired) thing and the projected one" (Fadigas 1993). 
"Colour can best portray the particular character of a city, what K was, is, or wants 
to be In the future" (rosca 1994). 
In the urban space, the hidden dimension of colour Is determinant constituting 
Itself as a data of the project 
To forgetthe spatial of architecture, when using colour, to considerthe object as 
something In itself withoutthe inevitable disruptive presence of light is a pictorial 
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attitude separated from the contingency of submission of the points of view and 
lighting. 
Even assuming that a building can be seen as a silhouette on the space, the fact 
Is that to complement Itself it needs the light which gives it shape and its relation- 
ship with the environment 
The chromatic effect of a space doesn't come only from the pigments applied on 
surfaces, which configure or contain Itself, butthe impression also comes, In simi- 
lar proportions from the shades and their distribution; because the shade has 
colour and, therefore the relations betveen shades and surfaces has to be thought 
about because they can nullify themselves. 
Since one c6ppot separate shade and shape, and since the more complex the 
shape, the m6. re complex the shade, the formal development establishes a limit 
for the necessityto apply colour to a certain point 
When Introducing certain materials in the design of space or the same material in 
different positions in space it is Inevitable to deal with and articulate a variety of 
coloured Impressions, which change themselves by the supplementary exped- 
enco of all the other visual elements (Louq. 21o 1993a). 
This way, any chromatic experience Is the result of its contents, Le., people see 
the colour associated with other colours, silhouettes and textures because each 
material has many variations of shade, saturation and value. 
In the project of architecture, the material of construction becomes the material of 
architecture and, with it colour which confirms it People cannot consider static 
values of colour In which only the walls and coloured glass (reflectve or othervAse) 
count The combinations of colours are Infinite; and if people had the steel, the 
copper and the marble whose varieties and tonalities are in themselves Infinite, 
one can have an infinite number of tonalities. The colour, being derived from space, 
establishes relations with the other components, which create a dialogue. It is 
following the constitution of the visual speech that one gives a meaning to it 
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Throughout history, colour has been used as a dramatisation of space like dimen- 
sions, silhouettes, volumes and textures. 
The motives that originate certiln chromatic expressions are various. It has not 
always been an act expressed Intentionally. often the colour occurred casually. 
There are some factors like taste, negligence or even Irony Which head some of 
the choices people make. 
The city colour com4s fiom. 66-6ita, nce as, w. el, 11, as It being a c6ndMon of life, a 
characteristic of a. n, era's certiln way to view the world. Kis, there- 
IpprW, f9re" aq ýct 
U6 Teflocted"ilig"' hfd"'6fi4edbyllghtlqý and by reflector power on Illuminated sur- 
f"s; 6 luminos4,1 relations of luminosity are the ones that con- 
ili66 the mp al bf the projopt'Of Itecture. because they relate to four condi- 
toning levels. 4 
The visual field 
The outline 
The peripheral field 
The environment 
Visual field evolves decisions about the level of luminosity against visual objec- 
tive, chosen as an ordering element of the space In question, as well as the as- 
sumption of contrast of luminosity between object and ground. Normally, comple- 
mented by decisions on contrasts of colour, to preserve or to cancel, definers of 
the type or the outline, which will create the administration between various pe- 
dpheral fields, constitute a background lo the visual action, contributing, In a clear 
way, for the expression of environment and of space characteristics. 
Lighting changes the dimensions of colour and, therefore, the characteristic and 
potential of the space contained in it So, the colour doesn't Intervene in the space, 
it only Intervenes In itself, by the way it is used, according to its situation. Lighting, 
being seen as a functional element assumes itself as spatial substance, because 
it brings safety and comfort as well as creating images (Louq5o 1993a). 
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As the colour of architecture is a colour of synthesis and of relationships, it varies 
depending on the point of observation and, in each quota it confirms or annihi- 
lates the space structural relations. 
The reality of a city (the urban reality), particularly atthe street level, lives from the 
continuous changes, the graffiti, the advertisements, and the colour of the cars. 
The city colour forms Itself from factors, which are beyond the architectural space 
components although they after their meaning. 
The readings of a city, at street level reveal in a clear way the cultural Identity, the 
tastes and the way to satisfy them, conferring on the scenery a kaleidoscopic 
sense, In which the Juxtapositions lead to frequent alterations to the rules of the 
composed volumes which configure the space, as If It was another visual unl- 
verse. 
In the urban space, the reading of colour Is always done in confrontation with the 
factors which determine it materials, light and user, organised in variables such 
as solar orientation, relations of proximitywith the observer, the way the pavement 
or the sky Intervene with visual components of space and, consequently as project 
data of that same space. 
As the lighting is the first factor of variation In the chromatic perception, the sec- 
ond one Is the spectral properties of the architectural material, which cannot be 
considered as not being present in the reading of the urban space. The third 
factor Is the colour of the non-architectural configurations; the colour of the slqý the 
pavement the ghost colour (not expressed) in the territory. 
Finally, the fourth factor Isthe chromatic sensitivityof the observer. Itisacomplex 
process because it Is atthe same time cultural, therefore collective; psychological 
therefore private; and also physiological and therefore universal. 
Despite the Infinite variety present in the chromatic manifestation of the urban 
space, it Is possible to establish a method basis of reading, which Involves: 
scales of observation 
speed of observation 
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- type of vision: lateral, central, below or above 
-type of light 
This way. an approach of projecttype will have to have Influence on: ways of a p- 
proaching, conditions of observation, recognising the exogenous factors to the 
visual Impression like the memory and culture, In order to make a diagnosis and 
subsequent proposal. 
The same substance presents various chromatic expressions depending on the 
variation of its position. A roof-file, even If made of the same material as a wall, 
will always spern darkeratthough it receives more lightfrom the sun, because the 
effect ca 
I 
used 6 ih projected shi4o'w of the elements which comprise it on the 
_Y' 
surface's dolouý, '6reates an effect of micro-texture. 
Because the reality Is Indissoclable from the scale, form and proportion, the space 
through oolour assumes the value of significant 
The plastic value of the colour comes from it as a whole, having therefore to estab- 
lish relations between colours, and such operation is never Inconsequential. 
The polyphony or contrast of values Is specifically presented In the variation of 
distance of observation, where value acquires a special role against hue or satu- 
ration. 
Considering nowthe variable values. They are: the incidence of light on surfaces, 
water, trees, the shades, the reflexes, firmament the vehicles, people with their 
drab coloured clothes... 
Within all this diversitythere only exists one common denominator the observer, 
space user, and only he has the key to decipher it The user has the keys for 
decoding the chromatic universe, which come from its physiological constitution, 
its psychological structure and its cultural pattern, at the same time, adding to the 
sense of chromatic impressions, from which originates the chromatic character- 
istics of the city. 
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The process of colour planning must be at once sufficiently prescriptive to make 
the objectives achievable and flexible enough to accommodate changes of use, 
occupation, building structure, fashion and taste. 
A colour strategy implies notonly a plan but also the establishment of procedures. 
Above all, it depends upon the prediction and communication of an acceptable 
vision of the future. 
"Changes are occurring among a number of scientific premises, and these 
changes are not restricted to modern physics. Change is also occurring in human 
culture through a radical transformation of our values. In this cultural context, col- 
our seems to have acquired a primeval function, either as an indicative sign or as 
a sign that when manipulated and structured, serves as an accelerating agent in 
the development of anew universal vision. Colour is the pretextfor anew form of 
interaction and integration among beings and with the world about them" (Henry 
1991). 
Most large-scale examples of colour planning have been generated by the per- 
ceived need for conservation. The colour plan of Turin was the first successful 
experience. There has been a proliferation of colour plans for other cites, espe- 
cially for the historic centres, like Rome, Valencia, Barcelona, York, Guimar5es, 
Bruges or Aschabad, among (several) others. 
P 
Fig. 8.13 The historic centre of Turim 
(Lancaster 1996 b) 
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Fig. 8.14 Bruges (Lancaster 1996 b) Fig. 8.15 Plan of Aschabad, 
Turkmenia 
(Lancaster 1996 b) 
8.8.1 Traditional Architecture 
The buildings of traditional character have a characteristic communicational field, 
transmitting constant codes in space and time, in a game of environmental / inten- 
tional constancies and transformations, through which the channels of communi- 
cative connection, an expressive group of communicative intention points of the 
colour / space languages, maintain themselves unchangeably, in the evolution of 
intentional communicational moments. 
The persistency of a certain number of invariables contributes to keeping a cer- 
tain equilibrium in the dynamics of changing languages caused byvariables, trans- 
formations caused by influences received from other communicational sources 
which transmitother codes and introduce changes in the points of intentional com- 
munication at different moments of intentional communication, in traditional archi- 
tecture. 
Each time, an invariable present moment meets with various other moments in 
time, variables of strange codes, a sort of conflict of languages starts, introducing 
the kinetic of the adjustment and of the continuous and constant search of local 
values, and imposing new codes in the regional individualisation of new reper- 
toires. 
It is true that the influences were also the result of the development of human life, 
which even if having not received information from other cultures, transform itself 
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and its own repertoires, creating new codes, although the process is extremely 
slow. 
In the cities, there are other materials, resulting from elaborated techniques. The 
spaces are previously limited, the objects are shown for acquisition appealing to 
a new comfort, indicating new ways of life. The colours are superimposed as if 
trying to overpower an environment already predominated by manufactured 
chromatic artifices. 
The repertoires in the cites are blown up, the choice becomes tiring, the vast 
amount of displays are a distress and there is a tendency to forget the original 
values. The technological imposition is a necessity. The extension of comfort is 
indispensable. The orientation for improvement in quality of life, is an obligation 
of one who plans and projects. 
8.8.2 The Architecture of the city 
Contrary to traditional architecture, construction in the urban centres, in 
developed cities, set up examples of messages, which transform the codes in an 
unstable balance with the environmental / intentional constantvalues. Frequently, 
in these languages the values of origin don't exist anymore, they are part of a story 
told by abstract codes, which fade from the memory even though they once 
existed orwere known as having eAsted. 
The city has a characteristic communicational field but is constructed on concepts 
different from that of popular housing. In the city the messages are based on the 
quick kinetic-of variables which keep in continuous unsteadiness the points of 
communicative intention, which vary inside the same moment of intentional 
communication in order to reach the scale of individual commu nicational field in 
the society of masses which multiplies values, stretches aspirations and stimulates 
competition. The invariables are, therefore, defined in an absurdity: Mat doesn't 
vary are the transformations, therefore, the own variables are invariables. 
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The landscape of fullness and voids transmits codes which are In constant muta- 
ton, and theyalmostlose themselves In continufty in the space and in time, through 
connective channels wbich most of the time are not able to keep tracks of expan- 
sion I environmental Content I Intentional of colour / space signs. 
In the confrontation belween the example of popular architacture and the archtec- 
ture of a city, one can conclude that thq messages are situated in different poles 
regarding qualitative I quanfitative dimension of bolour / space visual information. 
Therefore, I one wanted to measure the strength of the code's In confrontabon, the 
oppqslbon and contrast on one hand, define values as: more common, redun- 
d6nt- InWiligible", poriodic, foreseeable; on the other hand, they define them as: 
Y, 1, 
not common and 66t redundant unstable belween the emission and recepton by 
the Irregular and unforeseeable addressees. 
An I nformat1ve d la lectic of colo ur/s pa ce, In th 9 own dia lecUc of city / cou ntrysid e 
visual communication. 
8.9 Summary 
After the investigation of the first part of the hypothesis, to prove the existence of a 
unity formed by colour and space, which Is a unity of visual communication, the 
research continued in this chapter, exploring the colour/space systems and its 
visual programming forthe built environment 
It also addressed the colour planning issue, in such a way as to prepare for the 
investigation in the next chapter, where a survey search through questionnaire 
and interviews was conducted. This surveysearch will serve to allocate the find- 
ings and interpretations of the first part of the hypothesis, investigated through a 





In chapters 6,7 and 8 the author investigated the first part of the Hypothesis through 
the continuation of the relevant literature review, plus the author's personal exped- 
ence as a professional architect and urban designer, as a teacher running courses 
of architecture over 20 years and as an investigator of the subject since 1984. 
In this chapter the investgation will address the experts evaluation on the subject 
as well as the opinion of a large group of society members, in a way to not only 
evaluate the findings of the first partof the research done through literature review, 
but also to add the investigation more information about the hypothesis. 
9.2 Survey methodology 
Survey methods themselves are classified according to the means of communi- 
cation: mail surveys, face-to-face interviews and telephone interviews. Each 
method has strengths and also weaknesses. Refer to Table 9.1 for some of the 
strengths and weaknesses (adapted from Ohemeng 1998). The most appropri- 
ate method to use depends on the circumstances of the research. 
Hence a communication method byway of questionnaire survey was chosen for 
the collection and analysis of data. The main reasons for this are: 
This was an academic research, which had the objectives of confronting 
public opinion with the research findings and with colour application and 
management in the built environment. Time to collect and analyse the data 
was not considered to be much of a determining factor in this situation 
because of the relatively long duration of the research programme. 
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Besides, the results were neither required to solve an immediate manage- 
ment problem nor would they have become outdated in the time it would 
take to present the findings. 
Using the criteria of minimum cost and wider coverage in a situation WtIere speed 
of data collection was not a major factor, the most a ppropriate survey method was 
mail survey (see Table 9.1). 
Table 9.1 shows that mail survey has certain weaknesses, which must be mini- 
mised to improve the quality of the research. For instance: 
there is no control overwho fills outthe questionnaire. An ineligible subject 
could therefore complete the questionnaire. 
since respondents can read the entire questionnaire before deciding to 
answer, they could decide not to respond at all if they find that the time and 
effort required of them Is too much. 
since there Is no interviewer preseritto probe for more information or darifi- 
cation, the quality of responses could be poor. 
there is no control over when the questionnaires are completed and returned. 
there is usually no way of knowing if subjects have either changed addresses 
or moved away. Thus research resources could be wasted on subjects who 
cannot be contacted. 
Notwithstanding these drawbacks, mail survey was chosen. Precautions were, 
however, taken in the data collection and subsequent analysis to minimise the 
effects of these drawbacks. 
9.3 Sampling 
The next step considered after choosing the data collection method was the 
selection of subjects for the study, the sampling process. The sampling exercise 
that was carried out considered the issues of: 
defining the population of interest; 
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the size of the sampling; and 
the means by which the sample Is selected. 
From the research objectives, the Intended subjects of the study were architects, 
landscape architects, engineers, designers, colourists, students (undergraduate 
students of architecture and desigý courses) and users (people living In different 
areas of the city), because theyarOi the primary population of Interest The aim of 
the study was to be abi6lý'g , en&616 ,e. th ,e findings beyond the sample to the popu- 
lation of Interest `6il thl sim'I k6bability sampling techniques, p 
ce ýf of ý'. 4 where each ''d ""n s, ifi6ref6re adopted. 
.; -, ", 
! ection, wa 
,ý, 
V. 1. V 
9A estil a onn Ire 
entl6n6d eadle"ýý` ""We6d to 66tisfy the Infoppation needs of this rj-, tho, data i6q 
Was collected by me`6hibf A'qud 's' tio'n" st s palre (fol 0, te ponse). A good 
questionnal4must be able to:, 
1. validly measure the factors of Interest 
2. Induce respondents to cooperate with the study-, and 
3. elicit acceptably accurate Information from respondents. 
In designing the'questionpalre, for, this study, consideration was given to-these 
criteria. From the literature, there Is no one set of formal guidelines to follow In the 
design of questionnaires. The steps followed, Mich were notsequential as shown, 
are presented In the following order for ease of discussion (after Schuman and 
Presser 1981): 
0 the queston contentof the questonnaire; 
question framing; 
the response format 
the question sequence; 
the questionnaire layout and 
pretesting and revision. 
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9.5 Question content 
The questions In the questionnaire were Intended to satisfythree basic conditions: 
1. they were to ensure that the data was collected from the intended subjects. 
2. they were to ensure that the information collected was sufficient and did sat- 
isfyfullythe information needs of each of each main research question. 
3. they were to ensure that any possible variation of the measured factors with 
the populabon sub-groups were Investgated. 
9.6 Framing of questions 
The determinbýon of the desired question contentwas followed bythe considera- 
ion of trah"s6te them Into word expressions to elicitthe Intended responses. 
SchumaWan'd Pi " or (1981) describes the process survey respondents go 
throughto 'iespond to questions as: 
the initial reading of the question; 
the attemptto understand and interpretthe question; 
depending on the nature of the question, recalling of past information or the 
formation of a judgement and 
finally, the provision of a response consistentwith the recollection or the 
judgement made. 
Each questionnaire Rem was framed to make each stage of the process described 
above as easy as possible. This was not only to ensure that accurate responses 
to the questions would be obtained, but more importantly, to induce respondents 
to complete the questionnaire. 
Simple words were used in framing the questions to avoid ambiguity and unclear 
questions. This was to minimise the risk of misinterpretation of questionnaire 
items and also to make the task of respondents less difficult Whilst ensuring that 




In the design of the questionnaires, an attemptwas made to construct the ques- 
tons for each of the seven groups of parficipants in such a manner so as to facili- 
tate an inter-group comparison. 
9.7 Response format 
The nextissue thatwas considered, afterframing the questions, wastheform of 
the responses to the questions. For each questionnaire item, this depended on 
the question and the amount of Information already aýailable from the literature 
reviewsearch. Careful consideration was given to the fact that the questionnaires 
were to be self-administered in deciding the response format 
The aim of this data survey was essentially given as confirmation of the findings 
Identified trough the relevant literature review search and the uncovering of addi- 
tional findings thatwere notfound In the literature review. These circumstances 
meant a highly structured questionnaire consisting of mostly closed-ended ques- 
tons. This was however balanced by making provisions for respondents to add 
more information in an open-ended format (sections 2& 3) - 
9.8 Question sequence 
The next essential issue considered was the sequence of the questions in the 
questionnaire. The prime objective of the question sequence was the securing of 
ma)dmum cooperation from respondents. Another objective was to avoid biasing 
later responses by questions that had been asked earlier. This required a logical 
flow to the request for information. The folloyAng guidelines were therefore adopted 
(Davis 1978): 
a questions aboutone topic were completed before moving onto the next 
a questions aboutjob tibes, job responsibilitles and decision capacities of 
respondents were asked last. 
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9.9 Questionnaire layout 
The final issue that was addressed was how the questions were to be laid out in 
the questionnaire. To minimise confusion, each of the dfferenttopics in the ques- 
tionnaire was clearly demarcated into distinct sections. Each section was pre- 
ceded by a brief commentary on the frame of reference and the general purpose 
of the questions in that secUon. Instructions were also given Mere itwas consid- 
ered necessary 
Attention was given to such physical characteristics of the questionnaire as line 
and character spacing. Adequate space was provided between lines, multiple- 
choice fick boxes and the different sections (see questionnaire in Appendix A). 
Adequate space was also provided for responses to the open-ended questions. 
Finally, within the limited budget of the research, the questionnaires were laser 
printed on good quality paper. The cover to the questionnaires stated boldly the 
title of the study, giving the impression of a professional looWing documentto in- 
crease respondent Interest. 
9.10 Pretest and Revision 
The questionnaire design was carried out on the basis that respondents would 
understand the questions and know whatwas required of them. Pretesting of the 
questionnaire therefore became essential to testthe validity of the assumptions 
made on how respondents would understand and answerthe questions. Pretestng 
was also critical to determining whether the questionnaire would collect all the 
data required to satisfy the research objectives. 
The pretest exercise was carried out in two stages. 
The first stage consisted In a feasibility test, using a panel of 25 experts. In this 
first stage, the research used structured interviews, in a way to reinforce the 
strengths of the survey method: 
0 face-to-face interviews; 
to be sure all the questons to be answered; 
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to verifythequestionnaire layout 
to validate the approach to the research subject. 
The constituents of the panel of experts were as following: 9 architects, 5 colourists, 
5 engineers, 3 landscape architects and 3 designers. As the author teachs in 
schools of architectureand design, itwasquite easytofind an selectthe experts. 
They are considered experts for the recognised role they have been playing in 
their professional areas. 
After Introducing several changes into the questionnaire design, as the main 
result of this test a second stage was carried outon a small sample of individuals 
who were considered to be similar to the target population (21 Individuals, being 
3bypa ch gýoup of respondents). 
To su'm'up, 'the pretesting was carried outto check: 
, whetherffi, e language of the research area had been captured properly, 
-the, quesu , onnairewas capable of collecting the required data tosatisfythe 
rese'a 'h objectives; 
there were other responses that had been omitted for the multiple-choice 
questions in the initial drat 
The pretesting was very useful and it led to some useful changes in the number of 
questions, the wording of some of the questions and the sequence of the 
questions. Refer to Appendix A for the final draft of the questionnaire which went 
out to respondents. 
9.11 Fieldwork 
The questionnaires were sent by mail, Wth covering letters, to the sample groups 
of survey participants Wth the exception of the users. The author himself adminis- 
trated the questionnaires to the users, giving them a previous explanation about 
the subject and the context of the survey. The users are people in general, city 
inhabitants. allthe students are in undergraduated courses where the authorteachs. 
Before the distribution of the questionnaires among the students, the author gave 
a lecture aboutthe research subject The remain groups were selected according 
to the national associations lists and author's personal acquaintance. The survey 
was undertaken In Lisbon (Portugal), from 22 June 1997 till 19 September 1997, 
(it being much easier to receive the returned questionnaires as the author is based 
in the city). 2,802 questionnaires were distributed: architects - 581; landscape 
architects - 253; engineers - 282; designers - 445; colourists - 104; students - 
518; users - 392. The questionnaires were conducted in portuguese and a copy 
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of the portuguese version is included in Appendix A, as well as an english 
translation. The participants were requested in turn to return the completed 
questionnaires by post A proportion of the questionnaires were delivered 
personally given to the respondents, especially those, which were distributed to 
the undergraduate students of the universities whore the author runs classes and, of 
course, to the users group. 
The cover letter was composed in an effort to maximise cooperation. It stated the 
institution conducting the survey, the purpose of the survey, and Wfio should complete 
the questionnaire. Perhaps most importantly, the cover letter also contained an 
assurance of confidentiality should any of the respondents find some of the 
information sought to be either sensitive or confidential. As a further bid to 
maximise return of the questionnaires, a self-addressed envelope was enclosed 
with eaý qUesti6nhaire. 
To be able t'q'm'6nit6r the progress of the survey returns, a spreadsheet table was 
create&-The tabio'had columns fields for respondent name, date questionnaire 
posted ý d6te'6f questionnaire returned, date of follow-up and the date questionnaire 
returned after follow-up. It also had a comments column which commented on 
whether a particular survey was successful, a non-contact, a refusal or a 
non-response. 
A period of eight weeks was allowed for return of the completed questionnaires. 
Bythe end of this period, the returns had already tailed off and stopped completely 
The total number of questionnalres returned was 2,092. Of these, 107 had been 
returned by the Post Office as addressee unknown. One thousand nine hundred 
and eighty five replies were received. This response rate (71,2%) is really signifi- 
cant and sufficient to provide a reliable representation of the whole sample frame. 
So, a follow up of the unreturned questionnaires was not necessary. One hundred 
and tvuenty quesUonnaireswere notcorredyfilled. So, remained 1865 quesUonnakes 
to be analised: architects - 410; landscape architects - 168; engineers - 149; 
designers - 280; colourists - 93; students - 373; users - 392 (as the questionnaires 
to users were self administrated, the total number of distributed questionnaires 
and the number of selected ones is the same). 
Only results from the questionnaires were reported. 
9.12 Data reduction and analyses 
The final stage in the data collection process was to analyse and interpret the 
data collected. The data analysis involved the reduction and presentation of the 
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collected data into a format that permitted meaningful conclusions to be drawn 
with respectto the objectives of the research. 
The data reduction forthis; study consisted of the initial salting of the collected data 
followed by the creation of tables and graphical representations, involving the 
calculation of sample statistics. The analysis ended with the hypothesis testing. 
The steps followed are described under the following headings: 
Validation and editing of questionnalres; 
Coding and data entry, 
Graphical representation of data and descriptive statistics; 
Estimation and hypothesis testing. 
9.13 VallOatiori and editing of questionnaires 
Each cornpl9tqq questionnaire was validated and edited before the data was 
entered! nto theinalysis. The validation and ediUng exercise included the checking 
of the eligibility of the respondents as well as the completeness of the 
questionnilrbs. 
The first eligibility check was to determine if the respondent belonged to the 
population of interest according to the population definition. 
Then, the completeness of each questionnaire was inspected to see if any 
question items had been left unanswered or had been answered incorrecUy The 
unanswered questions, as well as the pontually answered Incorrectly, were re- 
corded as no opinion or no answer. 
9.14 Data coding and entry 
The next step was to reduce the sanitised data for analysis. The first step was to 
code the responses before entering them into coding tables. The coding exercise 
started by establishing codes for the range of responses for each questionnaire 
Item. For each question, the response categories were represented by alphabetical 
letters. Alphabetical codes were used to allow data counting by Microsoft Excel 
version 5.0 spreadsheet package (Appendix C). 
The questionnaire was highly structured where most of the response categories 
had already been established during the questionnaire design stage. The only 
remaining task was to specify the codes forthe response categories. 
It can be seen thatthe questionnaire (AppendixA) did contain some open-ended 
questions which required respondents to supply responses in their own words. 
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For these questions, the response categories were established after the return of 
the completed questionnaires. For each of these questions, the coding categories 
were only established after the consideration of the range of responses. 
The coding exercise was followed by the entry of the codes into basic data arrays 
for all the questions for all respondents. 
9.15 Graphical representation of data and descriptive statistics 
In the following discussion of the results, percentages refer to groups responding 
to specific questions. However, it should be noted that greater reliability attaches 
to the whole sample than to individual sub-groups. 
The survey results are discussed question by question and compare the partici- 
pating groups'opinions about each issue. 
Respondents comprised 410 architects (22%), 168 landscape architects (9%), 
149 engineers(8%), 280 designers (15%), 93 colourists (5%), 373 students (20%) 










Fig. 9.1 Graphical representation of respondents 
22 
9 
The questionnaire was divided in 7 different sections, making it much more 
simple not only for the person who is completing the questionnaire, but also for the 
statistical analysis and interpretation of the responses. 
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Section I. Colour and Space: Colour/space unity. 
Question 1: When dealing with colour in architecture, do you agree that there is a 
straight relationship between colour and space (as quantity of colour) ? 
The purpose of this question is to reinforce the findings obtained in the first part of 
the investigation, through literature review and the author's personal experience 
as an architect (induction and deduction). According to surveyfindings, people in 
general (61 %) are aware of the existence of a strict relationship between colour 
and space. With the exception of the engineers, all the other respondents an- 
swered yes over a percentage of 52%. The reason forthe engineers' attitude is 
maybe because they are more conservative in their answers. 










Fig 9.2 The eAstence of a straight relationship between colour and space. 
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On average there was a percentage of 27% of respondents that didn't answer. 
This is mainly influenced bythe users, followed bythe engineers and the landscape 
architects. This is a natural response because: most of the users don't have an 
academic background allowing them to have sufficient knowledge on the subject 
besides their personal sensibility, or may not understand the meaning of quantity 
of colour. 
During the analysis of the questionnaire responses it vAll be evident that the 
replies illustrate the inadequacies of the education of certain of the groups. 
The einginee'ri, ln their profession, deal more with the functional problems than 
with th'elbrM616nes. 
By academic formation, the landscape architects in general don't deal directly 
with tJhe' architectural form itself, and probably they are not so confident on the 
subject and they prefer notto answerthe question. 
Questfon 2. There is a perceptfve-communicatfve relatfonship between colour 
and space, forming a unity of visual communication. 
This question is not a very comfortable one for the most of respondents. 
Those who did respond are in agreement (50%) on the existence of a perceptive- 
communicative relationship betNeen colour and space, forming a unity of visual 
communication. The percentage of respondents who had no opinion on the subject 
is high (38%). And again the users are the ones with the highest percentage (48%). 
The colourists (65%) and architects (56%) gave the more positive statements, 
balancing betNeen agree and strongly agree. 
The engineers (22%) gave the highest percentage of disagreement 
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In theirformation there is a lack of information about perception and communica- 
ton of the object of archftecbure; the ones who gave their agreement (45%), did it 
more as users, using their own sensibility. 
Users (48%), landscape architects (45%) and students (41 %) prefer to have no 
formal opinion on the subject the users because the subject is a very academic 
one and they are don't feel very sure on the subject the students probably 
because this anew subject for them; and the landscape archftects, because once 
more they donl deal direcUy vvith the, object of architecture - for them it is a pre- 
existence and a conditioning they have to deal Wth in their projects. 
Table 92The perceptive-comnmicaWe relationship bebveen cokxjr and space formirv a unity of visual communicalion 
Assessment of respondents regarding the perceptive - communicative relationship 
between colour and space forming a unity of visual communication 
Amhitects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour SbAents Users 
Architects Unus 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 20 25 Is 20 is 27 18 12 Agree 
Agree 30 31 27 25 33 38 25 23 
No 38 32 45 33 37 33 41 48 Opinion 
Disagree 8 10 8 15 5 2 11 17 
Strongly 4 2 5 7 7 0 5 0 Disagree 1 
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Question 3: Colourlspace unity characterises an environment, defines it, takes 
part in its message. 
Respondents' opinions are more uniform to this question, in spite of "no opinion" 
presenting a similar position Wth question 2. The average response of 51% 
indicates a small balance of agreement (being 18% of strongly agree). Archi- 
tects present the highest percentage of agreement (65%), closely followed 
0 
colourists (60%), because they deal vAth the subject In their projects. 
In spite of presenting a highest level of agreement (40%) in comparison with the 
disagreement (30%), engineers are still the ones who disagree more, probably 
because theydon'tdoal vvith aesthetic and perceptive problems when theywork 
In their projects. 1 
Table 9.3 Colourlspace unity charectedses an onvimment, dertnes I, takes part in its message. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colourispace unity 
charactarlses an environment; defines It and takes part In Its message. 
Average ArchRects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Archtects Units 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly Is 28 18 7 21 22 Is 13 Agree 
Agree 33 37 32 31 36 38 33 25 
No 
Opinion 34 28 37 33 28 36 33 47 
Disagree 12 7 10 21 11 6 12 15 
Strongly 3 0 3 8 5 0 7 0 Disagree 
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Question 4: Colourlspace, unfly is an essental element ki Me archfiectural project. 
Respondents (58%) appearto be In general agreement that colour/spaceunity is 
an essential element in architecture. ApproArnately 74% of colourists and 70% of 
designers present a clear statement of agreement with the subject AJSO archi- 
tects (64%) and students (65%) are very sure of the importance of colourlspace 
unitý Men dealing with the project of architecture. 
Users are the more unsure of all, presenting a percentage of 50% of no opinion on 
the subject As they don't have a formation in this area (this is a very specific 
question), most of them don't feel comfortable in giving an opinion. 
Table 9.4 Cokurlspece unity is an essential element In Me prqed of architecture. 
Assessment of respondents regarding colourispace unity being an 
essential element In the project of architecture. 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree Is 21 is is 23 23 23 0 
Agree 40 43 35 32 47 51 42 31 
No 
Opinion 29 24 34 37 25 23 10 so 
Disagree 11 12 13 11 5 3 17 19 
Strongly 4 0 0 5 0 0 a 0 Disagree 
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Question 5: Colourlspace unity is an essential element in the environment. 
It is very interesting to verifythatall respondents are much more confident in this 
area, if one compares with the lastquestion. In all, there wasn'ta single response 
of disagreement presenting a very high percentage of agreement (84%) - being 
70% of agree and 14% of stronglyagree. Colourists (100%) and archftects (96%) 
are the respondentswho presentthe highestlevel of agreement 
The findings are really positive, shovAng that people in general are not only very 
aware of the importance of the colour/space unity, as well astheyknowthatevery- 
one who worksw,. th environmental issues must always have it present 
Table 9.6 Cdourlspece unity Is an oswWaI element in Me onvftnment 
Assessment of respondents regarding colourispace unity 
being an essential element In the environment. 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree 14 1 
22 18 Is 
1 
13 19 8 0 
Agree TO 74 71 58 62 81 77 so 
No 
Opinion is 4 11 27 25 0 16 32 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
Strongly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Disagree 
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Section 2. Colour and the effects of colour 
Question 6: Colour and light are major factors in man-made environment 
and their impact influences man's psychological reactions and 
phyiiological well being. 
Respondents (75%) are in general agreementthatcolour and lightare majorfac- 
tors In man-made environmentand thattheir impact influences man's psychologi- 
cal reactions and physiological well being. It is also very interesting to analyse 
that once more all the respondents or agree Wth the statement (75%), or they 
have no opinion on the subject (25%). No one disagrees. 
Architects (96%) followed by colourists (95%), are the most confident respond- 
ents in whatconcerns the effects of colour (and light, because without lightthere is 
no colour) in some of man's reactions. Users are still the less confident respond- 
ents to this question, presenting a high percentage of no opinion (53%), because 
the question deals vvith specific scientific subjects and most of them are notvery 
familiar with them. 
Table 9.6 Colour and light are major factors in man-made environment and their impact Influences man's psycho. - 
ADgical reactions and physiological well being. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea of colour and light being 
major factors In man-made environment and their Im pact having Influence Inman's 
psychological reactions and physiolo gical well being. 
Average Archlects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 
Agree 10 21 0 12 8 is 13 0 
Agree 65 75 64 61 65 77 69 47 
No 
Opinion 25 4 36 37 27 5 18 63 
Disagree 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 
10 10 10 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Question 7. Texture and light are very important issues when people deal with 
the quality and quantity of colour in architecture. 
This question has a similar outcome when compared vvith the former one, be- 
cause there isn't a single respondent who disagrees. The respondents agree 
thattexture and light are very important issues When people deal Wth the quality 
and quantity of colour in architecture (77%), or they have no opinion (23%). 
Colourists (98%) and archftects (90%) are the respondents Mo preseritthe high- 
est percentages of agreement This is absolutely natural because they are the 
ones who work preferentially with texture and light in the man-made environment 
Users (68%) arý also much more aware of the importance of these environmental 
factors. 
Table 9.7 Texture and light are very important issues when people deal with Uw quality and quantity cf cokxff In 
architecture. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that texture and light are very Important 
Issues when people deal with the quality and quantity of colour In architecture 
Colour Average Architects LandsCaPe Engineers Designers Units Stuclents Users Architects 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 9 Is 0 0 10 21 13 0 Agree 
Agree fis 72 61 66 68 77 68 
No 
Opinion 23 10 39 34 22 2 23 32 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Question 8. Colour and the concept of colour can be approached from Merent 
per'spectfve; and Merent disciplines. 
Question 9. If your answer was agrqe or strongly agree, name the different 
disciplines which you think are the main ones for the colour 
approach. 
These two questions are k6iýconý"d, ` so the Interpretations of tie findings 
must be com b", ined, 6,1, bfresp6ýiiý 700/0 represents a good level of 
agreementAhat'661 i, orth captof661o6i:,,,, ý h66, iOOr6kfiedfr6mdfferent 
perspýR , qUVesp64 re I ntcl lines j , ý, %Thbrd , lia'gen*6116ecl lUdaement about I .,, 
0 S, 
c, 01OU , rli '(09%);, 16n sdýýear6hife6f6(79%) A6 "' " 16i D9%)'ý`&signý d and W 
o present a higher. level Of ondents'wh 
a, greem. 66C', ýl .. hO)s to b6anticio are a ups of respondents who Otbd 6ý thq' th g, rq 
more 66ntabt 6, 'n on ifi -6ubj* have 
Engineers and users present a more divided postUon. Users agree (47%) or prefer 
to give no opinion (53%); most of them don't have much knowledge on the matter, 
and they answer only by sensibility. Engineers, prefer to give no opinion (49%), or 
they balance between the agreement and the disagreement. (17%); once 
more the InveW on s66 IhO th group Lý ýofveryatliched atth6 u66 of colour gap 
a 
in architecture -they uýe m6i6d6lkwhldfi haVe colour and texture, and that's it 
Table 9.8 Cdow and Me conco# of cokur can be sAwonched from Worent pefspocdm and d#forant disdpinaL 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colou rand the concept of colour 
beingablitobe approached from different perspectives and different disciplines 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 7 10 8 0 12 17 0 0 Agree 
Agree 63 65 71 34 77 82 68 47 
No 
Opinion 26 25 21 49 8 1 27 60 
Disagree 4 0 0 17 3 0 5 0 
F 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -__0 
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Concerning question 9,8 different areas were presented as the most important 
for the approach to colour, in a descending order as follows: art (N=851), colour 
theory (N=471), psychology (N=172), biology (N=132), philosophy (N=39), natural 
sciences (N=36), medicine (N=33) and technology (N=30). Other areas with less 
significance were answered, in a total of 101 replies. All the respondent groups 
named art as the most important it is interresting to verify that biology presented 
a high score for landscpae architetcs (N=43), higherthan colourtheory(N=12) or 
psychology (N=21). 
, 
(? uestfq'n. 'J0:, Colour produces mood associations, subjective and objective 
-.,: ýMpressions. 
The find, ings'shb%4 clearly that not a single respondent was found, disagreeing 
with the question statement The average response presents a generalised high 
level of agreement (82%). The investigabon can distinguish the colouristfrom the 
rest of respondents, with a 98% percentage of agreement This shows clearly 
thatcolourists byformation and professional training are the ones who are most 
aware of the consequences in the use of colour. 
Table 9.9 Colour produces mood associadons, subjecdve and objectfve impressions. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that colour produces 
mood associations, subjective and objective Impressions 
Average Archkects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 
Agree 13 11 6 5 18 21 8 21 
Agree 69 73 71 62 70 77 81 52 
No 
Opinion Is is 23 33 12 2 11 27 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Question 11: Colour monotony induces anxiety, tension, fear and distress. 
Analysing the findings, one can verify thatthe average response is more divided 
over the consequences of the use of colour that the question identifies. This is a 
very technical question and it was formulated only to investigate if the range of 
respondents was aware of this issue. According to the majority of respondents 
(64%), people agree (57%) or strongly agree (7%) with the statement but they 
also reveal many doubts aboutthis subjecL The respondents, who reveal to be 
surer aboutthe subject of question, are the colourists who present an 86% per- 
centage of agreement This is certainly due to their specific Interest on colour, 
and it also reveals, by comparison, that the other groups of respondents don't 
have adequate knowledge on the subject 
Table 9.10 Colour monotony Induces anxiety, tension, fear and dL*ess. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colour monotony Induces anxiety, 
tension, fear and distress 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 
Agree 7 18 0 12 0 is 7 0 
Agree 57 46 57 43 so 71 65 64 
No 
Opinion 19 15 26 13 28 


















4 8 8 10 0 0 3 0 Disagree 
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Question 12: Colour influences our estimation of volume, weight and size. 
When comparing with the former question, it is interesting to verify that besides 
being another specific matter of colour knowledge, people are aware that colour 
influences the estimation of volume, weight and size. This is certainly due to the 
nature of the question, which deals more with the sensibility and common sense 
of the respondent 
In the findings one can verify thatthere isn't a single position of disagreement in 
the entire sample of respondents. Architects are the ones who presentthe high- 
est level of agreement (99%). This position is related Wth the factthatthe ques- 
ton content deals with space and form issues, which are always directly con- 
nected with the project of architecture. 
Table 9.11 Colour influences our esfimadon of vo(ume, weight and size. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colour Influences 
people's estimation of volume, weight and size 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Units Students Users Architects 
Strongly 
Agree 9 Is 0 0 10 21 13 0 
Agree 68 72 61 66 68 77 64 68 
No 
Opinion 23 10 39 U 22 2 23 32 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Strongly 







Question 13: Please indicate other areas that you think colourinfluences. 
Respondents gave a Wde range of areas, whichtheythinkcolour influences, which 
maybe summarised as the follovAng: temperature (N=1578), time (N=1391), noise 
(N=1300) and sound (N=1070). Some of them also presented smell (N=178) and 
taste (N=118), butvvith less importance. There were 78 replies aboutother areas. 
Architects refered time (N=393) and noise (N=315) as the main areas, followed 
by temperature (N=217). The same happened with landscape architects and de- 
signers. Engineers putin first place temperature (N=142) followed bytime (N=127) 
and noise (N=52). Designers, colourists, students and users, they all refered tem- 
perature in first place. Sound presented high scores for colourists and users. Us- 
ers even pla. CPd., sd, lund 
(N=298) after temperature (N=354). 
Quiestlbn. 14: 'Cuitýal heritage influences the effect of colour. 
The findings don't present a single response of strongly disagreement But in 
spite of this, the majority of respondents are unsure about the influence of the 
cultural heritage on the effect of colour. Especially the users who present a 23% 
percentage of disagreement This is certainlydue to the lack of knovAedge of the 
subject. In opposition to this, architects (82%), landscape architects (79%) and 
colourists (89%) present a high level of agreement perhaps because they feel 
more comfortable with the statement 
Table 9.12 Cuffirst twMage Influences the offed of cofour. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colour heritage 
Influences the effect of colour 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour it U SbAents Users Architects s n 
Strongly 
Agree 7 Is 13 01 0 21 0 0 
Agree 66 67 66 42 64 68 53 32 
No 
Opinion 28 14 13 45 32 11 35 45 










Section 3. Colour and the Built Environment. 
Question 15: Do people take account of the effects of colour, when it is used 
externally within the built environment? 
This question served to determine the level of aftention that people in general 
have when living in the built environment. Amost all respondents showed a high 
percentage of concern aboutthe effects of colour, when it is used externally within 
the built environment Designers (84%), colourists (81 %)Jollowed by users (78%) 
and architects (67%), are the ones who gave the most positive statement in this 
evaluation. Engineers, even Wth an affirmative response (42%) higherthan the 
negative one (37%), are the respondents wbo presented the most divided position - 
Certainly a greater emphasis could be placed on the colour knoWedge of people 
in general (at the elementary school), and especially on the engineers graduation 
courses. 











Fig 9.3 People taking account of the effects of colour, when it is used externally within the built environment 
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Question 16: Are the effects of colour significant enough within an external 
environment to warrant consideration? 
This question divided the general opinion. Most of the respondents gave an af- 
firmative statement; but a great percentage of engineers (54%) think that the ef- 
fects of colour aren't significant enough within an external environmeritto warrant 
consideration. Engineers background is very poor on the evaluation on form and, 
consequently, on colour. The architects'opinion is also very divided. A percent- 
age of 43% agrees on the versed subject of the question; but 38% of the respond- 
ents who are architects don't have the same opinion. The lack of formation on 
colour in the undergraduate courses of architecture is certainly the main responsi- 
ble for these findings. Colourists, logically because of their academic formation 
and professional practice, have the highest level of affirmative statements: 83%. 
Students and users are also much aware of colour effects within the environment. 
The first ones, because they deal Wth the problem of being users and knowing 
thatthey don'thave specific formation on this area of knowledge; the second ones, 
in spite of not having a special formation on colour, they are less prejudiced about 
the use of colour, and so, they are able to give a less guarded opinion upon what 
they like and what they don't. 
Yes 0 No I- 











Fig 9.4 The effects of colour are significant enough within an external environment to warrant consideration. 
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Question IT The quantity of colour used in the environment is very important 
and is a major issue for the visual communication. 
Once again, the group of engineers present a different opinion from the whole 
group of respondents. They prefer to give no opinion (51%), than to respond 
affirmatively (39%). Engineers also present the highest level of disagreement 
10%. This is due to the lack of information they possess about colour and 
communicaton. 
Colourists (88%), landscape architects (67%), architects (62%) and students 
(62%) are the respondents' groups who presentthe highest levels of agreement 
with the initial statement In spite of architects, landscape architects and students 
not having a solid formation on colour, they have a lot of information on the serniotic 
and semantic, and so they know the importance of colour as a sign of visual 
communicabon. 
Table 9.13 The quantity of colour used in the environment is very important and is a major issue for the visual 
communicafion. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that the quantity of colour used In 
the environment Is very Important and a major Issue for the visual communication 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour U it Students Users Architects n s 
Strongly 
Agree 8 13 11 0 0 21 0 11 
Agree 63 49 66 39 63 67 2 47 
No 
Opinion 36 38 30 51 47 12 30 42 
Disagree 3 0 3 10 0 0 8 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 
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Question 18: In the built environment, do you consider the absence of colour 
positive or negative? 
In spite of being well understood by most of respondents, this was an ambiguous 
question. The colourists are the respondents who present the most extreme 
position: or theythink is negative the absence of colour in the built environment 
(77%), or they don't answer (23%). There isn't a single response of disagreement 
Engineers once again have their opinion divided. Architects are the respondents 
who present the highest percentage of no answer: 36%. There are still many 
architects thatthinkthe use of colour is a verydangerous matter; so, they prefer to 
have no opinion on the subject Architects probably with a more"Wdem PeHod" 
background stated that the absence of colour is positive (13%). Landscape ar- 
chitects (68%) and students (64%) presenta very similar position, stating thatthe 
absence of colour is negative. They present the same percentage (21 %) when 
tey state positively. 
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Question 19: Do you prefer a colourless environment or an environment with 
the use of colour? 
This question was designed in a way to verify question 18 outcomes. One can 
also see that in this question the author was leading a little bit the respondents' 
opinion. 
The findings of this question are very similar to that of the last question. People in 
general prefer environments within the use of colour. Colourists (77%), users 
(68%), students (65%) and designers (64%), are the more decisive about this 
subject Even for the engineers, there is a bigger group that prefers environments 
with colour(49%), than colourless ones (33%). Landscape architects are not so 
sure about use of colour within built environments, probably because they think 
the other elements besides architecture can assure the desired level of colour. 
Colourless With the No 










Fig 9.6 Preference of a co/ourless environment or an environment with the use of colour. 
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Questfon 20: Colourless environments germinate or contribute to some of our 
social ills. 
Being more or less sure aboutthe subject a greatest partof respondents (65%) 
agrees that colourless environments germinate orcontribute to some of oursocial ills. 
Engineers are the respondents'group who presents the highest percentage of no 
answer(46%). Probably as they don't know much aboutthe matter, they prefer to 
give no final statement 
One of the poorest districts In Europe Is a Lisbon's district Casal Ventoso. A 
survey conducted by specialists verified that the colourless, distructed environ- 




moved e population to a new city area (nearby), where colour took a 
major place in the architectural project. 
Perhaps in ten years time one can verify the social changes introduced by this 
new environmental philosophy 
Table 9.14 Cdourfess onyhyments garrWhate or conMbLde to some of our socfat ift 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colou dess environments germinate 
or contribute to some of people's social Ills 
Average Architects Lands(; ape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongýj 
.5 13 is 0 10 5 0 0 Agree 
I I I 
Agree so 48 69 42 66 72 so 62 
No 
Opinion 27 28 is 46 21 23 21 35 







0 0 2 0 
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Question 2 1: Do you consider coloured areas happier than the others? 
It is almost common sense between the respondents that coloured areas are 
happier than the others (63%). Engineers don't have the same opinion, present- 
ing a negative evaluation on the subject with a percentage of 43%; only 35% of 
this group of respondents gave an affirmative statement. Besides colourists (82%) 
who presented the highest adherence to the question, users (73%), students (67%) 
and architects (65%) are also very positive about coloured areas being happier 
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Fig 9.7 Coloured areas are happier than the others. 
Question 22: Environments that are predominantly neutral in appearance are 
static, boring and tedious. 
The findings showthatthere is a general positive opinion on the question state- 
ment(62%). All the respondents' groups are in tune about the subject. 
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Table 9.15 E nvironments that are predominantly neutral in appearance are static, boring and tedious. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the i dea that environments 
that are predominantly neutral In appearance are static, boring and tedious 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Wour SbAents Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 
Agree 8 7900 21 10 11 
Agree 62 64 64 53 71 66 54 72 
No 
Opinion 20 19 17 29 17 13 
r28 
17 
Disagree 8 11 10 13 12 0 11 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 2 8 0 5 0 0 3 0 
Question 23., Do you prefer happy environment colours ordull environment colours? 
The respondents are very divided in what concerns this question: 49% prefer happy 
environment colours; 34% prefer dull environment colours; and 17% gave no answer 
Happy or dull environment colours are particularly connected with culture, tradi- 
ton, climate, geographic position, function, etc. So, it is very natural to have such 
a range of different opinions. However, there is a general preference for happy 
environment colours. Anyhow, most of the respondents perhaps didn't understand 
the meaning of the question, especially the dull expression. 
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Fig 9.8 Preference for happy environment colours or dull environment colours. 
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Question 24: Looking at the following figures, which of them do you prefer grey 
cement block, or with colour and texture? 
It is really clear that the vast majority of respondents prefer environments with the 
predominance of colour and texture (56%), than those with grey cement blocks 
(15%). The findings prove that people elect for environments with colour and 
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Fig 9.9 Preference of grey cement block envyronment, or with colour and texture 
Question 25: P/ease give your statement why do you prefer them? 
This question is intimately connected with the former one. The respondents gave 
a wide range of answers. After analysing and treating the results, the main elected 
reasons were as follows: 
I prefer colour and texture in my environment'(N=820); 
I like texture and colour in the surface of buildings" (N=548); 
I don't like grey cement blocks" (N=217); 
I don't like concrete boxes" (N= 107); 
"Coloured areas are happier" (N=67). 
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Question 26: Some architects are introducing colour back into the built 
environment and this is beginning to change the face of architecture. 
Respondents' opinion aboutthe statement presented in this question is divided 
inbNo groups: in one side there Is the landscape architects and the engineers; in 
the other side, there is all. the other groups of respondents. Landscape brchft . ects 
and engineers'prei6nttho'gýq(,., t. same p6sifiiýi: 47% agree and 53% have'no 
opinion. ftshowstha 'r' lmoortanti6bibctfor both groups; they donl 
'y 
give much attention on'of , c6lou I tjntot Ih. 6, built 6641ronment through 
'qpo 
th I in hi 9 
th 
, respondon nt 
ft percentage of agreement (betNeen 65% 
'brid 731, 
Tý6 findin§6 ifio'w': 66ibfily', tfie in'p6rt6nce of the subjectforthese groups of re- 
spondents, but also that they pay attention to the fact elicited by the question. 
Table 9.16 Loading architects are k*oducing cokxff back kft Me btdff env*wrnent and this is beginning to 
change dw face of. amhMactme. 
Wants regarding the statement that leading architects a Assessment of respo re, 
Introducing colour back Into the built environment and this Is beginning to 
change the face of architecture 
Colour Average Architects Landwape Engineers Designers Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 5 13 0 0 12 0 9 0 Agree 
Agree 63 69 47 47 65 73 66 71 
No 
OlYinion 32 Is 53 53 23 27 22 28 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Strongly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Disagree 
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Section 4. Colour and the use of colour 
Question 27. - In the use of colour, the public's needs and preferences must be 
satisfied as well as the architect's aesthetic aspirations. 
There is a common opinion aboutthe statement presented in this question: all the 
respondents (71%) agree thatthe public's needs and preferences must be satis- 
fied as well as the architects aesthetic aspirations. 
The findings showthat nowadays everybody is aware of the respect that tech ni- 
clans must have forthe clients posibons and ideas. 
Table 9.17 In the use of colour, the public's needs and preferences must be satisfied as we# as the architectt 
aestheUc aspiratfons. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that In the use of colour, the public's 
needs and preferences must be satisfied as well as the architect! s aesthetic aspirations 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree 7 11 0 0 5 0 13 18 
Agree 64 68 so 66 58 63 69 73 
No 
Opinion 28 21 40 37 37 37 is 9 
Disagree 1 0 0 8 0 0 2 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Question 28: Which are the main variables for the generic use of colour in the 
exteriors of architecture? 
The analysis of the responses allowed the investigation to synthesise the five main 
variables, which all respondents (72%) stated as the most important for the 
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generic use of colour in the exteriors of architecture: Light (N=1647), surface 
(N=1449), distance (N=1157), environmental impact (N=1226) and visual objec- 
fives (N=1169). The respondents gave other variables (N=152)wfth no statistic 
meaning. All the groups, with the exception of users, had a very balanced state- 
ment in whatconcems the differentmain variables. Users didnlpointvery much 
visual objecUves (N=23) as a main variable for the generic use of colour in the 
exteriors of architecture, if one compares with light (N=358) or surface (N=327). 
This is probably due to users background in the use of colour. 
Question 29: Colour should serve to increase the overall effect of the archl- 
tectural value of each building, of an entire street or square, or 
of a, buflt environment 
The'a 6tfi'ot thinks that this is a too long question an it should be splited in three 
diffe rent questions; it would be much easier for respondants to undestand and 
answer the queston. 
The average response (69%) presents an affirmative opinion about the state- 
ment All the groups, Wth the exception of the users, have similar findings. Us- 
ers, perhaps because they don't have the professional point of view, balance 
between agreement (56%) and no opinion (43%). 
Table 9.18 Color should serve to increase dw overall effect of Me architechxal value of each building, of an 
entire street or square, or of a built onvkrynent 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that colour should serve 
to Increase the overall effect of the architecture value of each building, 
of an entire street or square, or of a built environment 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree 21 5 10 01 0 0 3 1 
Agree 67 68 73 65 73 70 so 
No 
Opinion 27 27 17 25 25 27 22 43 
Disagree 4 0 0 11 10 0 5 0 
Strongly 






Questfon30: Colourcan contribute to the unity of the street orsquare, oritmay 
destroy that unity. 
This question is connected vvith question 29, and so the findings are almost iden- 
tical. All respondents (70%) agree that colour can be an element of union in the 
street as well as an elementwhich can destroy it 
Table 9.19 Cohxff can conftibuto to the unity of the sftet or square, or I may des&W that unNy. 
Assessment of respondents regarding that colour can contribute 
to the unity of the street or square, or it may destroy that unity 
Colour Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers U it Students Users Architects n s 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 3 5 12 0 0 2 4 0 Agree 
Agree 67 68 75 64 66 71 69 57 
No 
Opinion 26 27 13 25 24 27 22 43 
Disagree 4 0 0 11 10 0 0 0 







Question 31: Whichever colour scheme is followed the streetshouldbe viewed 
strategically as an element in the city. 
Questfon 32: When developing a colour scheme for a building it must first be 
seen in its strategic relationship with its immediate surroundings. 
These two questons are very similar in a way to check Ihe validity of the sample. 
They are so related that their findings must be analysed together. Thepercentage 
of no opinion is almost identical for both questions (26% and 24%). Colourists 
(83% and 85%) and architects (92% and 84%) are the groups of respondents 
who presentthe highest level of agreement Students are also very aware of the 
problem and present for both questions a high percentage of agreement (67% 
and 68%). These results are strongly connected with the professional experience 
of these groups. 
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In spite of having no direct professional experience Wth the subject users present 
a posibve evaluabon of the problem (53% and 65%). 
So, the findings show clearly that people agree on whichever colour scheme is 
developed for a building or a street, it must be viewed, respectively, in its strate- 
gic relationship with its immediate surroundings or as an element of the city. 
Table 9.20 Whichever colour scheme is followed the street should be viewed strategically as an element in the cily 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that whichever colour scheme Is 
followed, the street should be viewed strategically as an element In the city 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
% % % % % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree 41 13 4 61 0 6 21 0 
Agree 67 79 64 68 65 78 66 63 
No 
Opinion 26 8 32 21 35 17 36 36 
Disagree 3 0 0 6 0 0 7 12 
Strongly 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 Disagree 
I I I I I I I II 
Table 9.21 When developing a cokxjr scheme Ibr a building & must first be seen in its strategic relationship with 
its Immediate surroundings. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that, when developing a 
colour scheme for a building, It must first be seen In Its strategic relationship 
vdth Its Immediate surroundings 
Average ge Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour units Students Users Architects 
Strongly 
Agree 8 is 0 0 8 13 5 12 
Agree so 69 47 55 64 72 63 63 
No 
Opinion 24 is 42 32 20 is 19 22 
Disagree 7 0 11 10 8 0 11 13 
Strongly 
Disagree 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 
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Question 33: Do you think it is important to establish the building's visual 
function within the city or district, when developing its colour 
scheme? 
This question provoked different findings for the different groups of respondents, 
even because it is a very complicated question for most of respondents (espe- 
cially users). Users are the group who present no formal opinion on the subject, 
perhaps eliciting the technicians as the ones who should decide if it is or not im- 
portant to establish the building's visual function within the city or district, when 
developing its colour scheme. They prefer to give no answer (68%), in spite of the 
positive evaluation (19%) being higher than the negative one (13%). 
Engineers are very divided, presenting almost the same values for the positive 
(38%) and the negative (35%) answer. As they aren't very related with the colour 
problem, this isn't a very important issue for them. Students also present a di- 
vided opinion on the subject: 49% yes, against 37% no. As they are in a period of 
formation, some of them are still more concerned with the formal problems, and 
others with the functional ones; atthis stage it is still very difficultto reach the exact 
balance between both. 
All the other groups, those who really have to work with colour issue, have a similar 
and positive position (between 65% and 70%). 










Fig 9.10 The importance of establishing the building's Wsual function within the city or district, when developing its 
colour scheme, 
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Question 34: Please give your statement about which factors you think are 
the most important for the use of colour 
The findings presented a Wde range of opinions about the factors people 
think are the most important for the use of colour. After analysing and 
treating the results, the investigation summarised the main factors, in order 
of importance, as follovAng: culture (N=1650); pattern traditions (N=1448); 
economy (N=1314); geography (N=1054); religion (N=812); climate (N=646); 
fluctuation of taste (N=625); and educational level (N=570). 
Thýe'resporiderits'named other factors (N=230) with no statistic meaning. 
Pulture presented the highestscore for all respondents, with the exception of 
Iý I'. 
enginners and colourists. Engineers stated in first place economy (N=145) 
and colourists geography (N=92). 
Section S. Colour Planning 
Question 35. - Colour should be an integral part of the architecture planning 
from the onset, not a separate element that the architect has 
to deal with later 
This question provoked a different reaction upon the different groups of 
respondents. Architects are the group of respondents who present the in- 
verse position of all the other groups: 45% of this group disagree on the 
statement of the question; and 23% give their agreement. A group of 32% of 
architects prefer not to give an opinion. This shows that the lack of impor- 
tance that most architects give to colour in the process of the architectural 
project and, therefore in its planning. 
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Landscape architects (51%) and users (53%) present a high level of no 
opinion on the subject. 
The first ones don'twant to involve themselves in the area of the architect's 
work; the second ones, don't have a formal opinion - perhaps because the 
question is directly linked with the architect's professional ground. 
The remainderof respondents all has a similar position, generally in agreement 
on the question. 
Table 9.22 Colour should be an Integral part of the architecture pfanning from the onset, not a separate element 
Mat the archifect has to deal with later. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the statement that colour should be an 
Integral part of the architecture planning from the onset., and not a separate element 
that the architect has to deal with later 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students Users 
Architects Units 
Strongly 3 0 0 0 0 12 8 0 Agree I 
Agree 23 38 43 53 64 61 28 
No 
Opinion 33 32 51 30 37 10 19 53 
Disagree 20 46 11 27 10 12 10 19 
Strongly 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 Disagree 1 1 1 1 
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Question 36: Do you think it is necessary to have strict rules for the application 
of colour within architecture? 
On average respondents gave an affirmative response (57%) higher than the 
negative one (29%). Nevertheless, architects (21 %) and engineers (35%) pre- 
sented a very strong position in not considering important the existence of strict 
rules for the application of colour. This statement reveals the insurance that these 
professionals have in what concerns the application of colour in architecture, think- 
ing thatthese rules could challenge their design freedom and perhaps condition 
their projects of architecture. Colourists, students and users are the respondents 
who are surer about the importance of having strict rules for the use of colour in 
our built environment. 
No improvementwill take place, unless principles are defined and adhered to all 
professionals who deal with colour. 










Fig 9.11 The necessity of having strict rules for the application of colour within architecture. 
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Question 37., In the city planning, do you think there must be guidelines for the 
use of colour? 
Architects are the ones who present the most drastic position, followed by engi- 
neers. Architects are against rules, guidelines for the use of colour (53%), mainly 
because they think that this will be a conditioning for their project of architecture, 
taking away from them the freedom of choosing which colour(s) theywant to intro- 
duce. 
For engineers the situation is possibles slightly different, because, as they don't 
have a formation on colour, they prefer notto have it as a determinantof the project 
All the other groups of respondents present a total different opinion, preferring the 
existence of guidelines for the use of colour. 










Fig 9.12 Guidelines for the use of colour In the city planning. 
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Section 6. Design Process 
Only the professionals whose work is in the area of the architectural project or 
design, and the students (undergraduate. students of architecture and design 
courses) were asked to fill these lasttwo sections: Architects, landscape archl- 
tects, engineers, designers, colourists and students. 
Question 38: Cheira6terisatfol7, ihdftar7nony', thiough colour can be achieved 
only, With a profeiiidhal eve4rice,, 
Architectsahd'sWden pirese'rita'diftren s7di6n from the other groups. These 
twddivide, thbi ,, ophl6nýbe en ýagreement'qnd', disagr66ment with the formal 
dnVTfi6ý, b6thtfiihk '6tthere are otherymys of 
, 
ýchiev ng characterlsation 
64harmony,, b"Ide' W&666ionaloxpenence. 
Engineers reinforce more this position, presenting a big majority (52%) disagree- 
ing with the statement of the question. 
The other respondents'groups (Landscape Architects, Designers & Colourists) 
positively agree on the statement 
Table 9.23 Charectedsaflon and harmony through cobw can be achieved only with a prdbssionat experience. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the idea that characterisation 
and harmony through colour can be achieved only with a 
professional experience 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students 
Architects Units 
Strongly 5 0 
I 
0 0 17 11 0 Agree 
Agree 46 40 53 23 51 68 42 
No 
Opinion 13 7 16 8 19 8 20 
Disagree 31 42 31 52 13 13 38 





Question 39: Do you think colour is considered an important facet of the design 
process? 
The analysis suggests that there is a general agreement (60%) about the state- 
ment that colour is not yet considered an important facet of the design process. 
This means that the professionals who work with colour application are not the 
only ones aware of the problem; even students have the same view (62% stated 
that they considered that colour is not yet considered, by the professionals who 
work with it, an important facet of the design process). 
However, architects are the respondents who present a more divided position, 
because some of them are already dealing with the queston itself in their daily 
projects of architecture, and therefore do consider colour as an importantfacet of 
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Fig 9.13 Colour being considered an important facet of the design process- 
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Question 40: Do you agree that colour theory must be used in architectural 
design studio as a conceptual design tool to expand the means 
for clarifying the figural and hierarchical nature of building form? 
Respondents are very divided in this question. The search found colourists, 
students and designers, clearly agree with the statement of the question. 
Architects (42%) and landscape architects (43%) stated favourably in a very 
tentative way Engineers present a quite different position: a great average stated 
that colour theory must not be used in architectural design studio as a design tool 
(53%). This last group works directly with the project of architecture and, as the 
findings have already proved, there is an immense lack of formation on colour, so, 
its natural their formal position about the question. 
The average of respondents is, therefore, very divided: 41 % are in favour; 30% 
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Fig 9.14 Cofour theory must be used in architectural design studio as a conceptual design tool to expand the 
means for clarifying the Figural and hierarchical nature of building form. 
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Question 4 1: Are colour issues discussed when you are working in a project of 
architecture or design ? 
The findings here show a very interesting position. Students ( 65%) and engi- 
neers (67%) present a clear statement: most of them don't discuss colour issues 
when they are working in a project of architecture or design. On the other hand, the 
investigation clearly proved that colourists (75%) and landscape architects (71 %) 
have a very positive statement in this question. This is certainly due to their forma- 
tion: colourists and landscape architects deal always with colour issues in their 
undergraduate and professional projects. 
In what concerns architects and designers, they present a very similar position, 
showing thatcolour issue is already returning to the process of project but yet in a 
verytentativeway. 
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Fig 9A5 Colour issues are discussed when peop/e are working in a prqfect of architecture or design. 
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Question 42: Architects are still reluctant to consider colouras an integralpart of 
the total design process. 
The findings clearly demonstrate that architects are aware of their reluctance to 
consider colour as an integral part of the total design process (52% against 32%). 
Colourists (61%) are the other group who work directly with architecture and col- 
our and they are also aware of the situation. Designers (55%), engineers (46%), 
landscape architects (48%) and students (48%), in spite of presenting a positive 
assessment higher than the negative one, prefer to give no opinion, avoiding the 
queston. 
Table 9.24 Architects are still reluctant to consider colour as an integral part of Me total design process. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the statement that architects are 
still reluctant to consider colour as an integral part 
of the total design process 
w e: r: a: ge erage Architects Landscape Engineers Designers 
Colour 
U it Students Architects n s 
Strongly 3 5 0 0 0 3 10 Agree 
Agree 40 47 32 41 29 58 35 
No 
Opinion 42 16 48 46 55 37 48 
Disagree 13 32 20 10 11 2 5 
Strongly 
2 0 3 5 0 2 Disagree 
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Question 43: Many architects don T use colour in their projects because they 
have a lack of knowledge about colour 
There is a general consensus (with the exception of landscape architects) about 
the statementof the question: architects don't use colour in their projects because 
they have a lack of knowledge about colour, and not for a question of option. 
As already referred, only landscape architects are nbt so sure of that most of 
them preferred not to give an opinion (53%), but the others probably think that 
when architects don't use colour in their projects it is only because they elected 
that option. Students present a very clear assessment or they don't want to 
answer (because they haven'tfinished their studies and theystill are not aware of 
all the process of project maWing; orthey are not students of architecture); or they 
already knowthe reality and they agree (62%) on the statementof the question. 
Table 9.25 Many architects dont use cobur in UWr prt*ects because they have a lack of knowledge about colour 
Assessment of respondents regarding the statement that many architects 
don't use colour in their projects because they have a lack 
of knowledge about colour 
Puerage Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Units Students V Architects 




4 8 0 0 5 0 13 
Agree 39 42 15 40 27 62 49 
No 
Opinion 42 12 53 48 55 33 48 
Disagree Is 38 22 10 13 5 0 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
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Question 44: Many architects still use colour as the make-up of the building 
(cosmetic role). 
Architects are the only respondentsgroup who don't agree (35%)vvith the state- 
ment of the question, in spite of presenting a high level of no opinion (42%). The 
findings show clearlythat all the other respondents know that inmost of the cases, 
architects don'tdo a serious, responsible and scientific work when using colour in 
their projects; colour is only the make-up of the building. 
Table 9.26 Many architects W use colour as the make-up of the building (cosmetic role). 
Assessment of respondents regarding the idea that many architects 
still use colour as the make-up of the building 
rage Ave Architects LandscaPe Engineers Designers Colour Units Students Architects 
Strongly 
Agree 2 0 0 0 2 10 0 
Agree 58 23 58 69 64 73 62 
No 
Opinion 24 42 7 Is 28 17 31 
Disagree 16 32 35 13 6 0 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Question 45: With the exception of the historic centres of the cities, most of 
our ciffes'experiences with the use of colour are still inconsistent 
there is no scientffic process for the colour proposal. 
Respondents show a very similar posifion in relaton with queston 44. Bothquesfions 
are very related. Once again, architects are the only group of respondents who 
disagree (48%) with the statement of the question; anyhow, in this question there 
is a high percentage of respondents who give their agreement (40%), shovAng 
clearly that the subject Is controversial. 
The average of respondents present an agreement on the subject 56% agree 
and 7% strohglVagree. 
Table 9.27 Wtih dw excepOon of Um histedc contms of dm cism nx)st cf ow ciffes, experhmes with Me use of 
cdour are sfill kxwmWent Owe is no schvddk proms for On cobur prqDosaL 
Assessment of respondents regarding the statement that 
w th option of to the historic oentres of the cities, most of our cities! ith e exo 
experiences with the use of colour am still inconsistent, 
because there is no scientific process for the Wour proposal 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour U it Students Architects n s 
Strongly 7 5 8 13 4 12 0 Agree 
Agree 56 35 62 65 68 71 43 
No 
Opinion 13 12 13 5 8 Is 25 
Disagree 23 48 23 17 17 2 32 
Strongly 
1 0 4 0 3 0 0 Disag ýe 
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Section 7. Colour Teaching 
Questfon 46. The lack of guidance in architectural schools about the application 
of colour within architecture had led to this existent gap in the use 
of colour 
Architects (77%), students (82%) and designers (75%) are the respondents who 
present the highest level of agreement, certainly because they are the ones who 
are more related with the question itself. Landscape architects followed by 
engineers are not so sure about the question, preferring notto give their opinion 
on the subject 
The average response shows that certainly a greater emphasis could be placed 
on teaching the qualifies of colour, especially within the design and architectural 
courses. 
Table 9.29 The lack of guidance in architectural schools about Me applicatfon of colour within architecture had led 
to this existent gap in the use of colour. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the statement that the lack of 
guidance in architectural schools about the application of colour within 
architecture had led to the existent gap in the use of colour 
Average Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students 
Architects Units 
Strongly 
Agree 5 5 0 0 7 10 11 
Agree 61 72 38 51 68 65 71 
No 
Opinion 20 2 42 38 18 14 3 
Disagree 11 21 20 0 2 11 15 
Strongly 
Disagree 3 0 0 11 5 0 0 
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Questfon47. Forall the professions, which deal with environment planning, it is 
very important to have a course on colour at the undergraduate 
level. 
There is a general consensus upon this statement all groups of respondents are 
unanimous in the importance of having a course on colouratthe undergraduate 
level. So far, the decision-makers of schools where courses prepare students 
who are going to work with colour in their professional projects, have to 
re-evaluate the programs of the courses, introducing the study of colour 
Table 9.29 For a# die pmfossfom, which deal with onvkmnxW pfanning, I Is very important to have a come on 
colour at Me undergraduate level. 
Assessment of respondents regarding the Idea that for all professions, 
which deal with environment planning, It Is very Important to have a course 
on colour at the undergraduate level 
Aterage Architects Landscape Engineers Designers Colour Students 
Architects Units 
% % % % % 
Strongly 
Agree 8 11 3 2 10 10 12 
Agree 60 65 61 43 47 75 71 
No 
Opinion 21 15 25 36 32 '10 6 
Disagree 8 9 8 12 11 5 3 
Strong 
Disagree 3 0 3 7 0 0 8 
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Question 48: Are professionals currently being educated in the effects of colour? 
Besides colourists, all the other groups of respondents present a clear statement 
that professional, in general, are not being educated in the effects of colour. Of 
course, colourists (70%) present a high level of respondents answering positively, 
because they have one of the few courses where colour is a main issue. The ones 












Fig SIA6 Professionals are cun-ently being educated in the effects of colour. 
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Question 49: Do you have any knowledge about colour theory? 
These findings reveal the level of knowledge that the different groups of 
respondents have about colour theory. Colourists are the only group who 
possesses a real formation on colour. About 1/3 of the landscape architects 
presents to have some information on colour issue. All the other respondents 
have a huge lack of formation in this area of kno\Medge. 





Fig 9.17 Having any knowledge about colour theory. 
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Question 50: Do you think the public in general should have more information 
on colour use, especially in architecture? 
The universe of respondents present a 61 % percentage of affirmative statement 
thinking that people in general should have more information on colour use, 
especially in architecture. In Sweden people in general have more information 
about NCS Colour System. Engineers (63%) present the highest level of nega- 
tive statement on the subject being the only ones who have the opposite position 
in parallel with the other groups of respondents. This attitude is justified by the 
position that great part of engineers has aboutthe use of colour in architecture: 
they don'tthink it is an important issue. 
Students and designers are the more convinced about the importance of people 
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Fig 9.19 Public in general should have more information on colour use, especially in architecture. 
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9.16 Interpretaltion of the Survey Findings and Second Round of Interviews 
As it was demonstrated, the response rate was sufficient enough to provide a 
reliable sample of the population as a whole. 
Afterthe analysis, the questionnaire findingswere used to modifythe theorythrough 
further comments from the initial expert panel. 
A second round of interviews was undertaken with the expert panel, in order to 
add now comments to the findings. Each interview took about one hour. During 
this period of time, the experts were confronted with the outcomes of the survey 
and they made Important comments which gave a big supportto the conclusions 
of this reseaecW'ý 
The exp 
, 
erts'Were not surprised with the outcomes from the survey by 
questiprin. aire. Confronted with the lack of information about colour that the 
professionals who work in the area of architecture generally have, the panel of 
experts was unanimous in considering that is perhaps the main gap fora restruc- 
ture in the use of colour in the built environment Itis impossible to manage within 
quality the built environment if people in general simply don't even have a basic 
understanding of, nor consider effectively the colour issue. 
The experts also agreed that colour must be taught in every undergraduate course 
connected with the area of built environment. They were really surprised with 
users and students' positions, showing thatthey are much aware of the problems 
with the use of colour and its origin. 
Another outcome from this new round of interviews with experts was that they 
recognise the lack of information about colour use leads designers to avoid the 
use of colour and to the defensive position thatcolour is not an important issue in 
the process of the project of architecture. So, when they use colour, it is only 
discussed at the end of the project and in a very simplistic way, with no special 
knowledge of its effects or the impact of the colour/space communicational unity, 
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The panel of experts continue to have some reluctance in accepting colour 
planning and the use of guidelines for the use of colour; anyhow, during the 
interviews they recognised (mainly architects and engineers) thatthey are afraid 
of loosing freedom of choice in selecting colour for their projects. Anyhow the 
experts presented a general agreement about colour aesthetics. 
The problem of the visual pollution in the built environmentwas also addressed. 
The panel of experts agreed on the position that correct colour management is 
fundamental to achieve colour quality in the built environment 
9.17 Summary' 
This chapter has described the last part of the investigation of the hypothesis, done 
by surypy methodology. The survey comprised a full response questionnaire and 
intýrvýýws, with , a". 0anel of experts. The first round of interviews served as a 
feasibility test of the questonnaire itself. The second round of interviews was 
done after the questonnaire findings and itwas used to modifythe initial theory 
through further commentsfrorn the expert panel. 
The experts commented that the main findings of the research would be very 
significant and useful, especially to architects, designers and decision-makers in 
the management of the buift environment- the cites. 
Next chapter will summarise the main conclusions of the study and the recom- 
mendations for areas of further research in the application of the colour/space 
unitywithin the buift environment 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10.1 Introduction 
The study was undertaken in orderto establish the existence of a straight relation- 
ship between colourand space, defining a unity, which is a unity of visual communi- 
cationwith an impact of major importance in the built environment. 
The main aim of this studywas to identify that colour should always take part in the 
process of the project of architecburefrom the very beginning and, therefore, should 
always be a concern of our built environment management in terms of improving 
the life quality in our cites. The main objectives of the study are restated below. 
Finally, recommendations are made for areas of further research efforts for the 
integration of colour in every aspect relatedwith architectural design. 
10.2 Summary 
The study commenced with a review literature which identified that bridging the 
gap between colour and the project of architecture is essential for improving life 
qualitywithin the built environment 
The literature review of colour and space, lead to the research question and the 
hypothesis: 
10.2A Research question: 
11 Is It possible to define Colour I Space as a visual commu nicational unity, 
which Influences directly the architectural project and, therefore, the city 
Itself? " 
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From this research question the follovving hypothesis has been developed. 
10.2.2 Hypothesis 
Colour I Space Is a visual communicational unity which Is directly con- 
nected with architecture and the environment. 
To explore this an integrated research methodology was used to fulfil the aims 
and specific objecUves of this research, develooing a modelforthe investigation 
which comprises two research techniques: 
a Literature review, investigating the existence of strict relationship 
be n colourand spaceforming the colour/spaceunfty, and thatunfty 
, 
is aVisual communicabohal one. 
Mon of the literature reviewfindings through surveyme0odology. an evaluc 
The investigafl6h through literature review with the contribution of the researcher's 
personal experience, showed: 
the eAstence of the colour/space unity; 
the unity is a unity of visual communication, which takes part in the 
visual programming languages and, therefore, in the environmental 
colour planning. 
The survey was made through a full test response questionnaire, sent to 7 
different survey group of respondents: architects, landscape architects, engineers, 
designers, colourists, undergraduate students of architecture and design courses, 
and users. 
As a feasibility test of the questionnaire, the investigation used a series of semi- 
structured interviews to a panel of 25 experts, comprising: architects, landscape 
architects, designers, engineers and colourists. 
Finally, after the analysis and interpretation of the questionnaire findings, the 
investigation returned to the expert panel to modify the theory through further 
comments. The interviews with the panel of experts took about one month. 
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The research has then arrived to the main conclusions and recommendations of 
the presentsbidy 
10.3 Comments on the Quality of the research 
A thorough literature review of current knowledge and theory has been 
undertaken. The limitations of this method of research is that the information 
gathered is second hand, and sothý6 exact conditions used within the, experiments 
d4icribed in the tdktare not kndvin,. The natdrie'-and difficulty of worlicaked out 
ith by subjects withl eexpenm 41r; )s also. dnkn6ýhi, as in* many cases, the size 
r '6f i sity ... implo'bf st is 6i6&' th 
ConceMing, second: ffieth6W6f ýresbarch,, ' ln'ch6pt6r, 9 the strengths and 
v, Weaknesses 6(the varkiUgsuNoý methods ikdreblghlightejý -ThqjudgementWas 
th6tthd 04ngths of postal ibrvby -Wde geographicalpoverage and larger 
16W cost ý 0'0 '1 '660ii; " Postal I "Sampe-. s relatively t06 g, .' Wed .0 
es 
survey was 4. i6refore"ado in'atUie'of the investigations required some Pted I. 
communication with the survey subjects. This Inevitably introduces the risk of bias. 
Because the questionnaire was to be self-administered, it had to be highlystruc- 
tured. This has the potential of biasing the responses. This risk was balanced by 
the provision of spaces for additional commentsto be supplied. 
One other disadvantage of the'pbstal survey, as far as the findings were con- 
cemed, was the, inabil probe respondents as to the reasons behind some of 
theirresponses. In this s Wation, face to face interviews would have been supe- 
rior. That is why Interviewthe panel of exports was selected as the pretest for the 
questionnaire, and as the means to allocate more comments to the questionnaire 
surveyfindings. 
10.4 Main Conclusions 
The main conclusions from this study are: 
1. This study had as a first target the investigation of the perceptive- 
communicative relationship between colourand space, which form a visual 
communicational unity. 
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To show the existence of the strict relationship between colour and space, the 
investgaton had as main support 
m the relevant literature review 
. the personal experience of the author, acquired during his professional 
experience as teacher, as researcher and as architect for more than 20 
years. 
The investigation has proved the existence of the relationship between colour 
and space, forming the colourlspace unity, through identification of the follovving: 
1.1 The research of the colourlspace unity. 
do/ouýd6fned asýa component element of the visualspace, and having defined 
., 
qu litieý of the complex colour/space in the environmen Ilanguage, tlý essentif i ta 
ffi'6'reasonlrig Poves the research to have a judgement on all the interpretations 
done'ý 666, ut the -p, rocess of colourlspace systems. 
The studystarted with the conceptresearch aboutthe structural affinities in visual 
space, determining the forming of visual unity by the dual 
colour-space. 
And, analysing each one of these two aspects, isolated and in structural confron- 
tabons, the invesfigabon can conclude, by its definiton as essential elements to 
the visual world. 
1.1 So, the investigation concluded that colour and space form a unity: the 
colourlspace unj4ý with the expression (h 
v) / S, relating the three 
C 
attributes of colour (hue, value and chroma ), with space. 
1.1.2 During the second step the research concluded that colourlspace unity is a 
unity of visual communication, being communication the third essential 
element of the visual world, forming a &bd colour- space - communication. 
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1.1.3 Introducing colourlspace concept as an essential element to the project 
exploring perceptive-communicative existing properties, the investigation 
concluded that one can build up the systems of tonal classes, basis forthe 
constitution of repertoires of signals and signs applicable to visual 
languages and messages. 
1.1.4 The research concluded aboutthe systems: one can define b parficipation 
in the image codification and decodification and analyse its 
communicational characteristics, In the forming of environmental visual field 
and, its role, In the Identification of environmental image. 
1.1.5 inilhe"In"'be'r, " 
I". pretation of process of 
image Identification by the colourlspace 
language, the study has searched for the interpretation of system 
behaviour according to fle)dbility degrees of opening and closing in the 
formation of signals and visual communicative unites, trying to dimension 
a kinetic of space-time development. 
1.1.6 The Investigation has reached the comprehension of codes, which activate 
the communicative dynamic by constant search of intentionallenvironmental 
equilibrium, in the game of variables and Invariables, in the natural 
continuity in space and time. 
1.7 From all this concept and this analytical research, what prevails in this study 
as a code, which gives Information of colourlspace directlyto the perception 
of reality and, indirectly to the perception of memory, it is the chromatic 
spatial value itself, i. e., the shade with its own spatial dimensions defined 
by its characteristics (or attributes). 
If people identify an image by colourlspace, prevails one of all the included 
values, which are appropriate to its communicational field: the shade and 
its visual spatial definition. 
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1.1.8 Therefore, going back to the concept about methodological integration of 
! he project, the quest related to the visual reading and the orientation 
dedicated to visual planning, the essential considerations fall on the tonal 
languages which were basis for all discussion, the definition, the 
dimensioning and the extension of the messages and its codes in the 
communicational kinetic of the environmental field. 
1.1.9 The investigation can conclude, therefore, about the importance of research 
guided in the direction of the perceptive tonal spatial unity, defined as 
(h -ýý) / S, C 
original and procreatfve element of spacellight and colour and, spacel 
configuratfon and colour, in fullness and voids, visual rhythms in vibration 
ofhue ofbrightness (value) and ofsaturation (chroma), points of perceptive 
interest points of communicative intention, in moments of perception and 
of communication which perpetuate themselves in visual time. 
1.2 The application of the colourlspace unity in the project of architecture 
The visual communicative structure is implied in the conceptions and coordinations 
of spaces particular to buildings and cites, included in the subsidi ary functions 
internal and extemal to them and, as the architecture and urban planning projects 
are intended to environmental organisations and reorganisations, they imply in 
the consideration of visual communicational field and of repertoires and codes 
which compHse them and communicate their languages and messages. 
1.2.1 The investigation concluded that colourlspace systems belonging to the 
visual communicational field, they have a relabonship to the architecture 
project, which is st-ucturally set 
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In its relationship to the project, colour/space languages following the 
order of visual communicational field, they have, therefore, double objecdves: 
I-a methodology of visual environmental reading; 
2-a methodology of visual environmental planning. 
The visual environmental reading means: 
- to read the message at the present space-time, searching for links of 
language to the past space time; 
- to define the present spatial message in communicational field, in the 
search for comprehension of repertoires and codes according to its 
future projection extension. 
The visual environmental planning means: 
- to plan the message for present space-time, with a search on future 
hypothesis of projectswhich might insert themselves in the communicatIonal 
field of the architecture and the city; 
- to computerise the message planned in the dimensions of repertoires 
and codes, analysed in its extensions, according to communicative 
environmental / intentional connective channels, in the relationship of past 
present/ future; 
to define the coordination of spaces according to languages, which 
included within the significative, of context, organic and temporary limits, in 
the communicabonal field, represent a tendency for stability in expression 




1.2.2 The research concluded that Colour / space unity characterises an 
environment defines it takes part in its message, it is a language which 
identifies it pointing out a region, a locality, inferring its nature, its appropriation 
byhuman beings, with its intervention and production and implantation bythe 
architecture and urban planning bythe city. 
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The consideration of the visual communicatfonal field of colourlspace unity, 
as an essential element in the environmental, wdsting and experience order, 
it must therefore, be part of the methodology and of the process of the 
architectural project. 
2. After providing evidence of the existence and importance of the colourfspace 
unity as an unity of visual communication, and therefore taking partin: 
. the visual programming of the environment 
Ahe methodologyand global process of the project of archttedure, 
the investigation wanted to verifylheacknoWedgementof the research findings 
within'the ex ' 
. 
ports, and the technicians who work with colour and the 
usersý idg'666r6l. So, through a survey study, which comprised a full test 
quest6nnair6'survey and rounds of interviews with a panel of experts, the 
investigation concluded: 
2.1 People are aware of the eAstence of a percepbve-communicabve relaUonship 
between colour and space, forming a unity of visual communication, which 
characterises the environment defines it and takes part in its message 
(questons 1,2 and 3). 
2.2 The study has showed that people in general agree that the colour/space 
un4 is an essential element in the environment and also that it is an essential 
element in the project of architecture, which is shown by questions 4 and 5. 
2.3 In what concerns colour and its effects, the investgaton concluded that people 
are aware that light and colour are major factors in the man-made 
environment, as well as texture, and their impact influences man's 
psychological reacUons and physiological well being. 
2.4 Colour, or the concept of colour, can be approached from different 
perspecUves and different disciplines, being the main ones: colourtheory, 
psychology, philosophy, natural sciences, biology, medicine art and 
technology Art is the main discipline for architects and designers. 
2.5 People are aware that colour produces mood associations, subjective and 
objective impressions, and that colour monotony induces anxiety, tension, 
fear and distress. 
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2.6 Colour influences people's estimation of volume, weight size, time, 
temperature, noise, sound, and also smell and taste, butwith lesser degree. 
2.7 Professionals, as well as users agree that cultural heritage influences the 
effect and perception of colour. 
2.8 The investigation also evidence that people are aware of the effects of colour 
when it is used externally within the built environment and that these effects 
are significant enough to warrant consideration, because the used quantity 
of colour is very important and a major issue for the visual communication. 
2.9 The research identified that people in general consider positive the use of 
colour in the built environment and they really prefer environments VAthin the 
use of,,. cold0r. they consider col6ured areas happier than the others; 
ehvir-o'n'me'n'ts that are predominantly neutral in appearance are considered 
'x" 
to be static, boring and tedious. They also agree that colourless environments 
germinate or contribute to some of our social ills. Professionals who work 
vAth colour, especially. architects, engineers and designers, are less in 
agreementvAth these statements, mainly due to the lack of formation they 
have in colour: so, they prefer not to use colour in their projects, or very 
neutral shades. 
2.10 When confronted Mh different environments, with orwithoutthe use of colour, 
people prefer environments with colour and texture, because they like texture 
and colour in the surface of buildings, and they don't like cement blocks 
(concrete boxes, as they call them). Architects and engineers don't all agree 
with this position. The influence of the modem movement in architecture in 
the formation of architects and engineers is still important as well as the 
lackof information about colour theory or the use of colour. 
2.11 Concerning colour and the use of colour, people stated that public's needs 
and preferences must be satisfied as well as architects aesthetic aspirations, 
and that colour should serve to increase the overall effect of the architectural 
value of each building, of an entire street or square, or of a built environment 
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They are aware that colour can contribute to the unity of a street or square, 
or it may destroy that unity. So, whichever colour scheme is followed the 
street should be viewed strategically as an element in the city, as well as 
when developing a colour scheme for a building it must first be seen in its 
strategic relationship with its immediate surroundings and its visual function 
within the city or district. 
2.12 Confronted with the question aboutthe most important factors forthe use of 
colour, people enounced culture, pattern traditions, economy, geography, 
religion, climate, fluctuation of taste and educational level. 
113 Coloursfii6uld bean integral pari6f the architecture planning from the onset 
and notis6paratD elementthatthe architect has to deal with later. ArchLnts 
are'thkinlý respondents who don't agree with the former statement this 
sliows bil6arly the minor importAince that architects give to the use of colour 
in th6i pri6cess of the project of architecture, and therefore, in its planning. 
2.14 The investigation concluded that everybody agreed on the necessity of 
having strict rules for the application of colour within architecture, and 
therefore, guidelines for the use of colour must be emphasized in the city 
planning. 
2.15 Itwas also proved that colour is notyet considered an importantfacet of the 
design process, especially for architects who present a divided position, 
butthe characterisation and harmonythrough colour can only be achieved 
with a professional experience. 
2.16 When confronted with the use of colour, the technicians who work with colour 
in their projects and the undergraduate students of architecture and design 
courses, stated thatcolour issues are notdiscussed when theyare working 
in a project as well that architects are still reluctaritto consider colour as an 
integral part of the total design process. It was also showed that many 
architects don't use colour in their projects because they have a lack of 
knowledge aboutcolour, and sometimes they use it in a cosmetic role. 
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Not referring to the historic areas in the cites, most of our dUes'experiences 
Wth the use of colour are stil perverse, wfth no scientfic process for the 
colour proposal. 
2.17 The research also concluded that the lack of guidance in portuguese 
20 
architectural schools abouttfie application of colourwithin architecture had 
led to this' existent th" e of cold6t. (and the author sus'pecis that 
, 
gap'ýn, Ous 
probablythe same happens lh'bther countries Aike U. K., as the literature 
Ox' 
environment planning sho6ld havO'a colourformation, and public in general 
wnoworKwm, coiourare notcurrempeing eaucatea in tne 
irandmott6i6nidohl6ay"' ahýk7n'o'Y'A, 'O'd'geabout'cuivui 
IV , e6tgatofi 66hclUd6d thkDýof6sslonaI6 who deal With the 
should have more information on colour use. 
Colour can modulate a building and bring it Into harmonywith its surroundings. It 
can differentiate elements; it can contain; unifte, eq'ualise, accentuate; underline or 
draw attention to proporti6ns. 
10.5 Issues that should be addressed 
The following are considered to be the issues thatshould be addressed in further 
research work for the integration of the colourlspace unity in the process of the 
project of architecture, with the aim of improving the built 
environment management and, therefore, the life quality in our cites: 
1- The implementation of the colour study in architecture, urban planning, 
landscape architecture, engineering and design courses. 
Except for the teaching of the early Bauhaus and the brief emergence of 
colour in some art movements (like Impressionism, Constructivism and 
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Expressionism), colourtheory and teaching has been considered supplemental 
to the mainstream of architectural education. Architecture students rarely are 
offered a course in which colour in design and the relationship of form and 
colour to architecture is the focus of the instruction. 
Occasionally students from fine arts who matriculate for a professional 
degree In architecture have some knowledge of colour theory, but for most 
part colour remains a matter of individual taste. Colour issues are rarely 
discussed in a design studio review, and then almost never on an objective 
basis. 
The challenge is to bring colour theory Into a conceptual framework where its 
relevance is partof the design process. This challenge has become the point 
of. 06 I pa, i. W4 re this investigation. Colour theory must be used in: 
a tch r6l design studio classes as a conceptual design tool to expand 
the . means for clarifying the figural or hierarchical nature of building form; 
the analytical or interpretative phase of the process as a critical tool in 
examining the integral relationships be1ween the parts and the Mole. 
2- To develop colour schemes for cites, comprehensive and capable of 
implementation. In spite of every city being a different issue, there are some 
general stepsthatthese plans have to follow, which resultof my own experience: 
Survey of the site and surroundings; 
An analysis of the data; 
The colour strategy plan; 
Presentation and adjustments; 
Implementation procedures (guidelines); 
Management of the colour plan. 
10.6 Recommendations for further Research 
The following are considered bythe authorto be the areasforfurther research work, 
which the author had no chances to develop: 
1- To investigate if any established colour scheme should follow the laws of 
harmonic colour composition. 
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2- To use colourmetryto populate the expression 
C/S = (h 
v )/S 
c 
3 -To verifycolourcan contribute to modifysomecityareaswhere social hills e)dst. 
4 -To verifythe colourlspace unity impact and the four differentscales on which 
colour in the city can be seen: the scale of the city or of the disWct the scale of 
the street or square; the scale of the individual buildings; and the scale of the 
details -winclows, shutters, ironwork, street furnishings. 
5- To populate the colour/space unity and Its formula: the four differentways it can 
bd's'een -ftffi the side; from the front from above; and from below. 
6- Tblniestigat6 the colour/space unity and the light conditions: a building can be 
seen in deep shadow, in conditions of blazing sunshine; or harshly against a 
bdghtsky. 
7- To develop a study about colourlspace unity and the different ways it can be 
used in the same fagade: even if one maintains the same colour and the same 
quantity of colour (space), depending on how one uses it different visual 
communicational impacts can be achieved. 
8- To verilythe impact of the colour/space unfty in the paint manufactudng industry. 
9 -To develop a cleeperstatistic analysis on the survey results. 
10 - To populate the expressions with readings and calculations, in a different 
context 
The largely unselfconscious uses of colour that have sustained the colour 
tradifions for so long, can no longer be relied upon, even Mere they are appropriate. 
As people are slowly discovering, and asthe present study illustrates, itisonlyby 
the self-conscious processes of design that these can effectively be supplanted. 
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COLOU R/ SPACE: ITS QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT IN ARCHITECTURE 
THE COLOUR/SPACE UNITY AS 
AN UNITY OF COMMUNICATION 
'QUESTIONNAIRE 
FERNANDO MOREIRADASILVA 
POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH 
TIME/ Research Centre forthe Built and Human Environment 




I am a researcher at BUHU - Research Centre for the Built and Human Environment - 
on a fulltime postgraduate programme. I'm preparing my thesis for the PhD degree. 
My area of research is the relationship between Colour and Space, as area of colour, 
and its importance and management in the built environment. 
After a literature review on Colour and Space, I arrived to the conclusion that Colour 
and Space form a unity: the Colour/ Space unity, which is a unity of visual communica- 
tion. 
To test my outcomes, I made a feasibility test: structured interviews with experts 
(architects, colourists, designers, landscape architects and engineers ). 
After -this I produced this questionnaire, which I'm going to send to architects, 
landscape architects, engineers, designers, colourists, users and students (under- 
graduate students in architecture and design ). 
Your participation in this process is very important, because the findings of this survey 
will contribute to test and modify the conclusions of my study. 
I would be very grateful if you complete this short questionnaire and return it to me. 
The questionnaire should only take about 30-40 minutes to fill in and complete 
confidentiality is guaranteed. 
You will see that later in the questionnaire there is an opportunity for you to request 
early feedback on the results of the research. 






This Section concems the relationship between colourand space, which forms 
the colourlspace unity. 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Question I -When dealing with colour in architecture, do you agree thatthere 
is a straight relationship between colour and space(asquantityof colour)? 
Yes El No E] 
Please indicate by ficking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 







lli4e is a jenýiptlve-coffwnunicative relationstilp betemen 
2 colourero ýpnnlng a unity of visual comnunkmdon 
3 Colour/apme tity characterless an enviromnart. defines It. takes part In Its numsage 
4 
Colour/sipme unity Is an essential elernent In the 
arctiltectutal pfolect 
5 
Colow/spaw unity Is an essential elernerd In the 
enviromient 
Section 2 
This Section concerns Colour and its effects. 
Please indicate by ficking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 







Colour and light are major factors In men-made environtnert 
6 and their Irnpact Influences mans psychological reactions 
and physiological well being 
7 Texture and light are very Importent issues v"n people deal vAth the quality ard quantity of colour In architecture 
8 Colour and the concept of colour can be approached from clifferent perspectives and different clisciplines 
Question 9- If your answer was agree otstrongly agree, name the different 
disciplines which you think are the main ones for the colour approach 
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Please indicate byticWing the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 







10 Colour produces mood associatiomt, subjective and 
objective impressions 
11 Colour monotony induces anxiety, tension. fear and distress 
12 ColOur influences our estimation of volume, weight and size 
Question 13 -Please indicate other areas thatyou think colour influences. 










1 4 Cukural hwbge kifluencft the effed of colour 
Section 3 
This secUon concerns the relationship between Colour and the Built Environment 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Question 15 -Do people take account of the effects of colour, when it is used 
extemallyvAthin the built environment? 
Yes D No F-I 
Question 16 -Are the effects of colour significant enough within an external 
environmentto warrant consideration? 
Yes E] No Fý 
Please indicate by ticking the appropHate box, the extend to which you agree 







17 The quantity of colour used in the environment is very unportant and is a major issue for the visual communication 
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Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subjecý 
please pass to the next question. 
Question 18 - In the built environment do you consider the absence of colour 
posibve or negative? - 
Yes n No n 
Questlon 19- Do you prefer a coloudessenvironmentor an environmentwfth 
the use of colour? 
Coloudess Env. F-1 With use of colour 
Please indicate byticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly W (WESTION Agree Opinion Disagree 
20 Colourlm erwimmunts gerrrinate or coWbt&e to saffm of our sadal Kim 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Question 21 -Do you consider coloured areas happierthan the others? 
Yes [: 1 No ED 
Please indicate by UcWing the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly N. 0 QUESTION Agree Opinion Disagree 
22 I! nvironments that are predorrinandy neutral In appearance are sMic, boring and ledous 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Question 23 -Do you prefer happy environments colours or dull environment 
colours? 
Yes 0 No 
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Question 24- Looking at the following figures, which of them do you prefer: 
Grey cement block, or with colour and texture? 
-. 01 
Grey cement block F-I 
Question 25 - Please give your statement: why do you prefer it ? 
Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree 
Strong No Strongly ly Agree ý1 [)1 sag ree 
ý 
W QUESTION Agree Opinion Disagree, 
Some architects are introducing colour 26 environment and this is beginning bo change the face of 
architecture 
Section 4 
This Section concerns Colour and its use. 
Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 
Strongly A. 
' No M... - 
Strongly 
N. * QUESTION Agree Opinion 
- ---ln Me u 's needs and preferercer. 
27 nxist be satmfmd as well as the architect's aesthetic I 
amirations 
Please give your opinion on the subject 
Question 28 -Which are the main variables for the generic use of colour in the 
exteriors of architecture? 
Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 
Stron9ly No Strongly 
N. 0 QUESTION Agree Disagree Agree opinion 1 Disagree 
'6c; ýourýhoulý-serve-to-incr-eas-e-th-eov-e-rall-eff-ec-t-of-d-le- 
29 architectural value of each building, of an entire street or 
square, or of a built environment 
Colour can contribute to the unity of the street or square, or 30 :111 4 may distroy that unity 
VWchever colour scheme is followed the street should be 31 
viewed strategically as an element in the city 
When developing a colour scheme for a building it must 32 first be seen in its strategic relationship with its immediate 
surroun-dings 
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Please fick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Questloh 33 -Do you think itis imporiklo establish the building's visual 
function within the city or district when developing Its colour scheme? 
Yes [: ] No Fj 
Please give your opinion on. the subject. 
Question 34 -P- le-6ieýýgi4e*youf s ''ientaboutwhi- factors you think are the ch 




VS.. ;. S. SSS V . 5. 
-. 
 I.. -.. 5 V .0V 
fin 
N4 
s SiEaon n S. lout Planning. 
Pleas6 indicate by fic e app* diate box, the extend to which you agree. 
0 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly N. QUESTION Agree Opinion Disagree 
- cowy should be an integral W of on architedire Fý 5 planning 
from the onset not a separate element that the 
architect has to deal vAh later 
Please tick the approppatO box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to. the next question. 
Question 36 - Do you think it is necessary to have strict rules for the application 
of colourvAthin architeýre? 
Yes n No n 
Question 37 -In the city planning, do you thinkthere must be guidelines for the 
use of colour? 
Yes El No M 
Note: The two last sections of this questionnafte must only be Adfield by professionals working 
In the area of the prqect of architecture ordesign, orby the undergraduate student studying in the 




This Section concerns the Design Process 
Please indicate byticWing the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 







38 ChamcWsaWn and harmany thmugh colour can be achkmd onty vWth a pmfesslonal expedenoe 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Qu'fýpn 3,9 -Do you think colour Is considered an important facet of the design 
process? 
Yes E] No E] 
Questlon. 4Q - Do you agree that colour theory must be used in architectural 6i14 'i y as'a conceptual design tool to e'xpand the means for clarifying the 
figural and hierarchical nature of building form? 
Yes El NOE] 
QuesUon 41 -Are colour issues discussed Men you are worldng in an architectural 
project or d esig n project? 
Yes El No D 
Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 
0 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Di N. QUESTION Agree Opinion sagree 
42 Architects are still reluctant to conskler colour as an Integral pad of the total design process 
43 
Many architects don't use oDlour In their projects because 
have a lack of knDvAedge about colour 
44 
Many architects still use colour as the make-up of the 
building (oosmetio role) 
VWh the exception of the historic cerdres of the cilles, most of 
45 our cities experiences wkh the use of colow are still 
7 





This Section concerns the Colour Teaching. 
Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box, the extend to which you agree. 







The km* of guidance In architectural sdux)ls abotA the 
46 application of oc4otff vAthki arctitecture had led to Me 
existent gap In the use of colour 
For all the professions. Mch deal vAh errAmnmert 
47 plannkV, it Is very Important to have a cotrae an oolour at 
Do undergraduate level 
Please tick the appropriate box. If you have no formal opinion on the subject 
please pass to the next question. 
Quespon Alo8 -Are professionals currently being educated in the effects of colour? 
Yes El No El 
Questio .n 49 - Do you have any knovAedge about colour theory? 
Yes El No 0 
Question 50 - Do you think the public in general should have more information 
on colour use, especially in architecture? 









ARe ........... r, %u 
Please tick the'appropriate box, indicating to which group you belong: 
Architect ..................................... 
Designe r ....................................... 
Colourist ..................................... 
Engineer ..................................... 
Landscape Architect .................. 
Student ....................................... 
Other .......................................... 








CORIESPAQO: A SUA GESTÄO DE 
QUALIDADE, EM'ARQUITECTURA 
A UNIDADE DE COR/ESPA(; O 
COMO UMA UNIDADE DE COMUNICAQAO 
QUESTIONARIO 
FERNANDO MOREIRA DA SILVA 
Investigador na Universidade de Salford 
Reino Unido 
Departamento de Surveying 





Sou investigador do BUHU - Research Centre for the Built and Human 
Environment -, integrado num programa de p6s-graduagdo. 
Estou a preparar a minha tese de investigag5o, para a obteng5o do grau 
de Doutor. 
A minha drea de investigagAo 6a relagdo entre a Cor eo Espago, 
entendido este como cirea de Cor, ea sua importAncia e gestao no 
ambiente construldo. 
Ap6s uma investigagdo literdria sobre a Cor eo Espago, cheguei A 
conclusao que a Cor eo Espago formam uma unidade: a unidade de 
Cor/Espago, que se trata de uma unidade de Comunicagao Visual. 
De modo a testar as minhas conclus6es, executei um teste de viabilidade: 
entrevistas estruturadas com um painel de peritos (arquitectos, 
consultores de cor, designers, arquitectos paisagistas e engenheiros). 
Ap6s este teste, elaborei este questiondrio, o qual irei enviar a 
arquitectos, arquitectos paisagistas, engenheiros, designers, consultores 
de cor, utentes e estudantes (estudantes de cursos de arquitectura e 
design). 
A sua participag5o neste processo 6 muito importante porque os 
resultados deste inqu6rito irdo contdbuir para testar e modificar as 
conclus6es do meu estudo. 
Agradecia que completasse este breve questiondrio e me-lo enviasse ýI 
posteriori. 0 preenchimento deste question6rio deverd tomar cerca de 
30-40 minutos e fica garantida total confidencialidade. 
Ver6 que no fim deste questioncirio haverci uma oportunidade para poder 
expressar se deseja receber informagao sobre os resultados da 
investigag5o. 
Agradego desde jd a sua colaborag5o. Por favor, devolva o questioncirio 





Esta secqAo diz respelto A relagAo entre Cor e Espago, a qual forma a unidade de 
Cor/Espago. 
Por favor, assinale com uma cruz na respectiva caixa. Caso n5o tenha nenhuma opinigo 
formal sobre o assunto, por favor passe A pergunta seguinte. 
Pergunta 1 Quando estamos perante a cor ein arquftectura, concorda que existe uma 
estreita relagäo entre a cor eo espago de cor? 
s im ý 11 Näo 
11-ý, 




uma relagao perceptivo-comunicativa entre cor e espago, formando 
urna unidade .e comunicaOo visual. 
Concordo Concordo Sem ENscordo Discordo 
Mii*tn QpiniAn militn 
Pergunta 3A unidade de corlespago caracteriza o ambiente, define-. o e toma parte na 
sua mensagem. 
Pergunta 4A unidade de coriespago 6 um elemento essencial no projecto de 
arquitectura. 
Pergunta 5A unidade de corlespago 6 um elemento essencial no ambiente. 
- -Cý- Aro 
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Secoo 2 
Esta secgäo diz respeito ä Cor e aos efeitos de Cor. 
Pergunta 6 Cor e luz s5o factores importantes no ambiente construido eo seu impacto 
influencia as reacg6es psicol6gicas e fisiol6gicas humanas. 
Pergunta 7 Textura e luz sAo aspectos muito importantes quando as pessoas lidam com 
a qualidade e quanbdade de cor na arquitectura. 
Pergunta 8A cor eo concefto de cor podem ser abordados por diferentes perspectivas e 
diferentes disciplinas. 
Pergunta 9 Caso a sua resposta tenha sido concordo ou concordo muito, indique as 
diferentes disciplinas que pensa ser as principais para a abordagem A cor. 
Pergunta 10 A Cor produz associag6es temperamentais, impress6es subjectivas e 
objectivas. 
Pergunta 11 A monotonia cromSbca induz ansiedade, tensAo, medo e tristeza. 
Pergunta 12 A cor influencia a nossa apreciaggo de volume, peso e tamanho. 
Pergunta 13 Indique por favor outras dreas que considera que a Cor influencia. 
Pergunta 14 A heranga cuftural influencia o efefto da Cor. 
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SecqSo 3 
Esta secqAo diz respeito A relag5o entre a Cor eo Ambiente construido. 
Pergunta 15 As pessoas t6m conscidncia dos efeitos da Cor, quando esta 6 usada 
extedormente no Ambiente construido ? 
Pergunta 16 Säo os efeitos da Cor suficientemente significantes no ambiente de modo a 
serem considerados ? 
Pergunta 17 A quanticlacle de Cor usada no ambiente 6 muito importante e assume um 
aspecto relevante na comunicaggo visual. 
Pergunta 18 No ambiente construido, considera que a ausdncia de Cor 6 positiva ou 
negativa ? 
Pergunta 19 Prefere um Ambiente ein que näo haja o uso da Cor ou um Ambiente ein 
que esta tenha sido usada ? 
Pergunta 20 Ambientes sein Cor gerrninam ou conthbuem para aigumas das nossas 
doengas sociais. 
Pergunta 21 Considera as dreas coloridas mais alegres do que as outras ? 
Pergunta 22 Ambientes que s5o predominantemente neutros em apardncia, sAo 
estAticos, aborrecidos e causam t6dio. 
Pergunta 23 Prefere ambientes com cores alegres ou ambientes com cores tristes ? 
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Pergunta 24 Olhando para as seguintes figuras, qual delas prefere: a do Ambiente de 
blocos de cimento cinzentos, ou a do Ambiente com cor e textura ? 
-i-, 
Pergunta 25 Por favor, justifique a sua preferdncia. 
Pergunta 26 Alguns arquitectos est5o a introduzir a Cor de novo no Ambiente construido 
e este facto est6 a comegar a mudar a face da arquitectura. 
Secq5o 4 
Esta secg5o diz respeito 6 Cor e ao seu uso. 
Pergunta 27 Quanto ao uso da Cor, as necessidades e prefer6ncias das pessoas devem 
ser satisfeitas tal como as aspirar, 6es estL&ticas do arquitecto. 
Pergunta 28 Quais considera serem as principais vad6veis para o uso gen&rico da Cor 
da arquitectura no extedor ? 
Pergunta 29 A Cor deveria servir para aumentar o efeito geral do valor arquitectönico de 
cada edificio, de uma rua inteira ou praga, ou de um Ambiente construido. 
Pergunta 30 A Cor pode conthbuir para a unidade de uma rua ou praga, ou pode 
destruir essa unidade. 
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Pergunta 31 Qualquer que seja o esquema de Cor seguido, a rua deveda ser vista 
estrategicamente como um elemento na cidade. 
Pergunta 32 Quando se desenvolve um esquema cromätico para um ediricio, este deve 
ser visto ein pdmeiro lugar quanto ä sua relagäo estratögica com a sua envolvöncia. 
Pergunta 33 Pensa que 6 importante estabelecer a fung5o visual de urn edificio na 
cidade ou no bairro, quando se clesenvolve o seu esquerna cromAtico ? 
Pergunta 34 Por favor dä a sua opiniäo sobre quais os factores que pensa serem os 
mais importantes para o uso da Cor. 
Secgäo 5 
Esta secgäo diz respeito ao Planeamento da Cor. 
Pergunta 35 A Cor deveria ser uma parte integrante do projecto de arquitectura desde o 
seu inicio, näo um elemento com que o arquitecto tenha de lidar mais tarde. 
Pergunta 36 Pensa que 6 necessärio e)dstirem regras para a aplicagäo da Cor na 
arquitectura ? 
Pergunta 37 No Planeamento da cidade, pensa que devem exisfir linhas gerais de 
orientagäo para o uso da Cor ? 
Nota: As duas 61timas secq6es deste question6rio destinam-se a ser preenchidas apenas 
por profissionais que trabalham na 6rea do projecto de arquitectura ou do design, ou 
pelos estudantes cujos estudos se circunscrevem As mesmas Areas do conhecimento. 
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Secgäo 6 
Esta secgäo diz respeito ao Processo de Design. 
Pergunta 38 A caracterizagäo e harmonia atraväs da Cor s6 podem ser alcangadas pela 
expedÖncia profissional. 
Pergunta 39 Pensa que a Cor 6 considerada como um aspecto importante no Processo 
de Design ? 
Pergunta 40 Concorda que a Teoria da Cor deve ser usada no projecto arquitect6nico 
como uma ferramenta para expandir os meios de cladficagäo da natureza figurativa e 
hietärquica da forma de um edirtclo ? 
Pergunta 41 As quest6es da Cor s5o discutidas quando est6 a trabalhar num projecto 
de arquitectura ou de design ? 
Pergunta 42 Os arquitectos ainda estäo relutantes ein considerar a Cor como uma parte 
integrante do processo total de projectar. 
Pergunta 43 Muitos arquitectos n5o usam a Cor nos seus projectos porque possuern 
urna falha de conhecimento sobre a Cor. 
Pergunta 44 Muitos arquitectos ainda usam a Cor como a maquilhagem de um edilricio 
(o papel cosm6t! co). 
Pergunta 45 Ä excepgäo dos centros hist6ricos das cidades, a malor parte das 
expedöncias com o uso da Cor nas nossas cidades säo ainda uma 'total perversäo": näo 
eyiste um processo cientifico na base da proposta cromäUca. 
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Secgäo 7 
Esta secgäo diz respeito ao Ensino da Cor. 
Pergunta 46 A falta de orientagäo nas escolas de arquitectura sobre da aplicagäo da Cor 
na arquitectura, conduziu ä eyist&ncia da falha no uso da Cor. 
Pergunta 47 Por parte dos'profissionals que lidam com o planeamento ambiental, 6 
muito importante e)dstir unia foffnaoo sobre a Cor ao nivel da licenciatura. 
Pergunbi 48 04 pr6fission I ais'ýAoi deiilrý66t6 educados sobre os efeitos da Cor ? 
'6cim ' Pergunta'49 Possui a1gum coý n 'i ento sobre Teoda da Cor ? 
Pergunta. 50 Pensa que as pessoas em geral deveriam possuir mais informag5o sobre o 
uso da Cor, especialmente em arqu itectura ? 
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PARTE 11 
Seria de grande utilidade se pud6sse responder a a1gumas breves 
quest6es sobre si pr6prio(a). 









Consultor de Cor ............................ 
Engenheiro .................................... F1 








0 seu contacto ............................................................................................. 
Muito obrigado por ter completado este questionirio. Por favor, devolva-o 




Glossary of terms 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Achromatic colours - colours Wthout hue: blacK whfte and neutral grey. 
Adaptation -the adjustmentof the eye to different light conditions; adaptation is 
an essential factor in making colour judgements under different lighting condi- 
tons. 
Additive Collour -when all the wavelengths of the visible sun lightjoin atthe same 
time, they originate a non-chromatic light or white light, in which the colours are 
notvisible while separate entities; red (oregge-red), green and blue (blue-violet) 
lights of equal intensities added together produce white light 
Afterýiqiaqe -ý- is the image seen when the eyes are closed or turned away after 
the cones of the ýbtina have become adapted to an image of a particular colour; 
the aft4-ima6-e'vwll be in the complementary colour of the original. 
Brightness -is the intensity of alight source. Brightness issometimes confused 
with the terni lightness, which refers to the reflectivity or value of surface colours. 
Character - is the qualitative term of colour, of colour's value, and it implicates 
intensity. 
Chrorna - is one of the atbibutes of colour, which implies the existence of hue 
and, it is the distinction between one colour and another more or less saturated. 
Code - is a system of principles which grants a certain value to certain signals. 
Colour- is the sensation caused by certain qualities of lightthatthe eye recog- 
nises and the human brain interprets; is a property and the language of form. 
Colour Constancy - is the process by which in our perceptions the colours of 
the objects remain constant under widely varying conditions. 
Colour Solid - is a three-dimensional model expressing the three main attributes 
of colour hue, value and saturation; the vertical axis invariably represents the scale 
of value (or greyness, or lightness) from black atthe bottom to white atthe top, the 
hues being placed in spectral order around the sides in layers according to their 
lightness (or value) and saturation (or chroma). 
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ColourSystem- is an arrangementof colours according to their attributes, which 
makes colour sampling possible. 
Complementary Colours - are the pairs of colours which when mixed as light 
beams produce white light 
Elementary Colours - is the term used in the Natural Colour System to refer to 
red, yellow, blue, green; black and, white. 
Glari ii h"c 
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Intensity -is the bdghtness of a lightsource; coloursaturabon. 
Language - is the group ofsigns arficulated among themselves creating a means 
for the message to b6 iny'oked., 
Lightness - is the greyniass of a coldur compared with black and white; the de- 
gree to which a surface reflects light described as value in the Munsell System. 
Mass -is the amplitude of the chromatic surface: itis quantitative, mechanical. 
Metameric colour - is any of two colours which, although having various spectral 
compositions, seem indistinct because they correspond to Identical tri-chromatic 
values. 
Metamerism - is the phenomenon of different spectral compositions being able 
to stJr up the same sensations. 
Non-chromatic Colours - is another term for achromatic colours, black, white 
and grey are called non-chromatic colours because their appearance don't result 
from wavelengths of reflected light butfrom the quaritty of light reflected. 
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Optical mixing -is the process bywhich juxtaposed colours are mixed and thus 
perceived to combine as a different colour. 
Pigments - are small solid particles, notsolvent in liquids, having the function of 
agglutination, and being especially efficient in selectively absorbing certain light 
wavelengths and reflecting others. 
Primary Colours - are a set of three colours from which all the other colours can 
be derived, but no two of which will produce the third - 
Proxemics - is the study of man's utlisation of the space, as a specialised elabo- 
ration of the culture, i. e. in which way and how man enjoys and uses, appropriates 
and interacts with the space. 
iýiiýctlowý Is the process by which light bounces off a surface, enabling itto be 
seen., 
Refraction - is the bending of light rays as they pass from one translucent me- 
dium to another, as for instance from air to water or glass. 
Saturation - is the intensity or purity of a colour; the term was originally used by 
dyers to describe the vividness of a hue. 
Secondary Collours - are the colours obtained by mixing two or more primary 
colours. 
Shade - is a colour obtained by mixing a hue vvith black; also called tone. 
Sign - is the result between a significant a physical instrument which carries a 
meaning, and the meaning itself which gives it a communicative sense. 
Signal - is the physical concretness of a message. 
Semlotics - is the science which studies the meanings (the significant units). 
Simultaneous contrast- is the effecton contastof colours that are simultane- 
ously present in the visual field. 
Spectral Colours - are the constituent colours of sunlight and white light 
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Subtractive Colour - is a sensation provoked by the light which results of the 
absorptions and subtracUons occurred on the surfaces, also denominated as col- 
our of the objects. 
Subtractive Process-isthembdure of pigments, being the colourthe remaining. 
Subtractive Synthesis - is the process by which light natural or artificial, is 
fiftered and diffused by the atmosphere. 
TeMary Colours - are the colours produced by mbdng two secondary colours (in 
painting). 
Tons - Is the term used to describe colour modifications; used specifically by 
Faber Birren to refer to the gradation from a hue toi4ards neutral grey. 
UýIty - is a whoký In which each partis identificable and mantain its inifial characWdsbcs 
Value -is the distinction betNeen any colour and a lighter or a darker one. 
Visual-field - is the contained area defined by a perimeter * 
which is the limitation 
of people's visual perception, structured in a way to determine until where the 
extensions and dimensions of the physical field (which acts as sensorial stimulus) 
can be visualised. 
Visual Methodological Programming - is the programming of the visual mes- 
sages for the environment in a sequential approach and referenced with all the 
main variables which exist in a certain built environment 
Visual Space - is the space created by a certain relationshi p between man and 
environment particularising its characteristics of visual perception. 
Wavelength - is the distance between the peaks of adjacentwaves. 
Weight - is the middle term between mass and character, it is the weight that 






No. Sent 581 253 282 445 104 518 392 Total- 2575 
No. Rec. 410 168 149 280 93 373 392 Total: 1865 
Landscape Architects Engineers Designers Colourists Students Users Total Architects 
y 275 97 67 182 71 232 204 1128 
Question-1 N 49 17 31 39 7 48 27 218 
NA 86 54 51 59 15 93 161 519 
SA 103 25 30 50 25 67 47 347 
A 127 45 37 92 35 93 90 519 
Question 2 NO 131 76 49 104 31 153 188 732 
D 41 13 22 14 2 41 67 200 
SD 8 9 10 20 0 19 0 66 
SA 115 30 10 59 20 56 51 341 
A 152 54 46 98 35 123 98 606 
ýQLlle§tion'3 NO 115 62 49 78 33 123 184 644 
D 28 17 31 31 5 45 59 216 
SID 0 5 12 14 0 26 0 57 
SA 86 30 22 64 21 86 0 309 
A 176 59 48 132 48 157 122 742 
Question 4 NO 98 57 55 70 21 37 196 534 
D 49 22 16 14 3 63 74 241 
SID 0 0 7 0 0 30 0 37 
SA 90 30 22 36 18 30 0 226 
A 304 120 86 174 75 287 267 1313 
Question 5 NO 16 18 40 70 0 56 125 325 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 86 0 18 22 17 48 0 191 
A 308 108 91 182 71 257 184 1201 
Question 6 NO 16 60 55 76 5 67 208 487 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 74 0 0 28 20 48 0 170 
A 29,13 102 98 190 71 239 267 1262 Question 7 NO 41 66 51 62 2 86 125 433 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SID 1 0 
-1 
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 41 13 0 34 16 0 0 104 
A 26 120 51 216 76 254 184 927 
Question 8 NO 103 35 73 22 1 101 208 543 
D 0 0 25 8 0 19 0 52 
SID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Art 215 53 47 106 28 182 220 851 
......... 
Colour Theory 142 12 15 79 25 103 95 471 
Psychology 11 21 2 42 20 47 29 172 
Biology 10 43 12 23 5 12 27 132 
Question 9 Philosophy 7 4 15 --- 3 7 3 39 
Natural Sciences 5 12 13 1 5 --- 36 
...... Medicine 4 4 17 2 4 2 33 
Techology 2 4 5 3 30 
Others 14 15 23 18 10 8 13 101 
SA 45 10 7 50 20 30 82 244 
A 299 120 92 196 71 302 204 1284 
Question 10 N0 66 38 49 34 2 41 106 336 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 74 0 18 0 14 26 0 132 
A 188 96 64 140 66 242 251 1047 
Question 11 NO 62 42 19 78 13 15 125 354 
D 53 17 33 62 0 78 16 259 
SID 33 13 15 0 0 11 0 72 
SA 70 20 0 34 12 0 0 136 
A 336 118 97 204 74 254 137 1220 
Question 12 NO 4 30 52 42 7 119 255 509 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Time 393 157 127 252 85 265 102 1381 
Temperature 217 143 142 267 93 362 354 1578 
Noise 315 162 52 253 91 317 110 1300 
Question 13 Sound 112 105 43 211 91 210 298 1070 
Smell 42 15 2 4,13 48 11 15 178 
Taste 15 8 --- 57 18 12 8 118 
Others 5 12 13 11 8 19 10 78 
SA 62 22 0 0 20 0 0 104 
A 275 ill 63 179 63 198 125 1014 
Q uestion 14 NO 57 22 67 90 10 131 176 553 
D 16 13 19 11 0 45 90 194 
SID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
y 275 108 63 235 75 242 305 1303 
Question 15 N 86 47 55 36 11 104 20 359 
NA 49 13 31 9 7 26 67 202 
y 176 92 48 182 77 310 282 1167 
Question 1.6 N 156 54 80 92 0 0 39 421 
NA 78 22 21 6 16 63 71 277 
SA 53 18 0 0 20 0 43 134 
A 201 95 58 148 62 232 184 980 
Question 17 N0 156 50 76 132 11 112 47 584 
D 0 5 15 0 0 30 0 50 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
y 53 35 46 14 0 78 51 277 Question 18 N 209 115 70 190 72 239 267 1162 
NA 148 18 32 76 21 56 74 425 
y 70 42 49 14 0 101 82 358 Question 19 N 254 81 73 179 72 242 267 1168 
NA 86 45 27 87 21 30 43 339 
SA 53 25 0 0 5 0 0 83 
A 197 116 51 185 67 224 243 1083 Question 20 NO 115 27 68 59 21 78 137 505 
D 45 0 18 36 0 63 12 174 
- 
SD 0 0 12 0 0 7 0 19 
y 267 105 52 162 76 250 286 1198 Question 21 N 86 50 64 87 0 19 39 345 
NA 57 13 33 31 17 104 67 322 
- SA 29 15 0 0 20 37 43 144 
A 226 107 79 199 61 201 282 1155 Question 22 NO 77 29 44 47 12 104 67 380 
D 45 17 19 34 0 41 0 156 
SD 33 0 7 0 0 11 0 51 
y 144 71 52 126 61 31 310 795 Question 23 N 168 79 70 84 30 116 20 567 
NA 98 18 27 48 2 97 63 353 
y 152 13 52 31 0 30 20 298 Question 24 N 213 ill 63 182 73 295 321 1258 
NA 45 44 34 67 20 48 51 309 
I prefer colour and texture in my environment 150 121 --- 127 27 202 193 820 
I like texture in the surface of buildines 110 26 25 10 --- 93 52 316 
I like colour in buildings 83 2 25 5 62 12 43 232 
Question 26 1 don't like grey cement blocks 23 3 33 3 20 24 217 
I don't like concrete boxes 23 11 5 10 10 48 107 
Coloured areas are happier 12 --- --- 5 --- 23 27 67 
Others 9 5 61 12 1 13 5 106 
SA 53 0 0 34 0 34 0 121 
A 283 79 70 182 68 246 282 1210 
Question 210 NO 74 89 79 64 25 82 110 523 
D 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 11 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 45 0 0 14 0 48 71 178 
A 779 101 82 162 59 257 286 1726 
Question 27 NO 86 67 55 104 34 60 35 441 
D 0 0 12 0 0 7 0 19 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Light 392 162 94 252 92 297 358 1647 
Surface 375 105 127 207 93 215 327 1449 
Question 28 
Distance 312 108 23 112 67 323 212 1157 
Environmental impact 405 165 115 95 82 315 49 1226 
Visual Objectives 403 67 123 198 47 308 23 1169 
Others 15 23 12 42 12 211 27 342 
SA 21 17 0 0 0 11 4 53 
A 279 123 96 182 68 261 220 1229 
Question 29 NO 110 28 37 70 25 82 168 520 
D 0 0 16 28 0 19 0 63 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 21 20 0 0 2 15 0 58 
A 279 126 96 185 66 257 223 1232 
Question 30 NO 110 22 37 67 25 82 168 511 
D 0 0 16 28 0 19 0 63 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 53 7 9 0 5 7 0 81 
A 224 107 102 182 72 242 208 1137 
Question 31 NO 33 54 31 98 16 134 137 503 
D 0 0 7 0 0 26 47 80 
SD 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SA 62 0 0 22 12 19 47 162 
A 283 79 82 180 67 235 208 1134 
Question 32 NO 65 71 48 56 14 71 86 411 
.......... D 0 18 15 22 0 41 51 147 
SD 0 0 4 0 0 7 0 11 
Y 278 109 57 196 63 183 74 960 
Question. 13 N 21 22 52 36 17 138 51 337 
NA ill 37 40 48 13 52 267 568 
Culture 408 162 123 223 85 298 351 1650 
............. 
Pattern Traditions 327 153 98 212 84 275 299 1448 
............... .......... Economy 315 123 145 198 57 198 278 1314 
Geography 212 115 112 157 92 112 254 1 D54 
Question 34 Religion 195 92 21 123 75 95 211 812 
Climate 212 67 17 115 64 73 98 646 
Fluctuation of taste 298 34 23 95 58 72 625 45 
Educational level 275 62 25 58 49 62 39 570 
Others 85 25 43 27 13 18 19 230 
SA 0 0 0 0 11 30 0 41 
A 94 64 64 148 61 235 110 776 
Question 35 NO 131 86 45 104 10 71 208 655 
D 185 18 40 28 11 37 74 393 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 7 07 
Y 82 103 52 179 70 280 274 1040 
Que stion 36 N 217 40 78 73 5 19 71 503 
NA ill 25 19 28 18 75 47 323 
Y 82 109 46 176 72 261 282 1028 
Question 37 N 217 39 73 59 5 78 51 522 
NA 20 30 45 16 34 59 315 
SA 0 0 0 48 11 0 59 
A '4 1 E> 89 35 143 63 157 651 
Question 38 NO 29 27 12 53 7 75 --- 203 
D 172 52 77 36 12 142 491 
SD 45 0 25 0 0 0 70 
Y 94 35 16 87 20 123 375 
Question 39 N 197 103 102 162 60 232 --- 856 
NA 119 30 31 31 13 19 243 
Y 172 72 18 106 58 201 627 
Question 40 N 144 61 79 62 12 78 436 
NA 94 35 52 112 23 93 409 
y 217 120 18 143 70 119 687 
Question 41 N 103 37 100 64 11 242 --- 557 
NA 90 11 31 73 12 11 228 
SA 20 0 0 3 37 60 
A 193 54 
0 
81 54 131 573 
Question 42 NO 66 81 60 154 36 179 --- 585 
D 131 33 
69 
31 2 19 231 
SD 0 0 
15 4 
14 0 7 25 
SA 33 0 0 14 0 48 95 
A 172 42 59 76 57 183 589 
Question 43 NO 49 89 72 154 31 179 --- 574 
D 156 37 15 36 5 0 249 
SD 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
SA 0 0 0 6 10 0 16 
A 94 97 103 179 67 232 772 
Question 44 NO 173 12 27 78 16 116 --- 422 
D 131 59 19 17 0 26 252 
--- 
SD 12 0 0 0 0 0 12 
SA 20 13 19 12 11 0 75 
A 144 104 97 190 66 31 632 
Question 45 NO 49 22 7 22 14 93 --- 207 
D 197 22 26 48 2 119 414 
SD 0 7 0 8 0 0 15 
SA 21 0 0 20 10 41 92 
A 2955 64 76 190 60 265 950 
Question 46 NO 8 71 57 50 13 11 --- 210 
D 86 33 0 6 10 56 191 
SD 0 0 16 14 0 0 30 
SA 45 5 3 28 10 45 136 
A 266 102 64 131 68 265 896 
Question 47 N0 62 43 54 90 10 22 --- 281 
D 37 13 18 31 5 11 115 
SD 0 5 10 0 0 30 45 
y 131 39 46 76 65 56 413 
Question 48 N 242 101 96 190 23 291 --- 943 
NA 57 28 7 14 5 26 137 
y 78 52 18 76 82 93 399 
Question 49 N 185 106 115 106 0 242 754 
NA 147 10 16 98 11 37 319 
y 258 97 46 201 63 280 945 
Question5o N 115 46 94 31 20 86 --- 392 
NA 37 25 9 48 10 7 136 
